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Abstract

Nanoparticles disclose unique properties that enable their applications in different
fields, such as energy, catalysis, opto-electronics, and medicine. At the nanosize,
the surface-to-volume ratio is increased, leading to the formation of defects that
influence the resultant features, e.g. the catalytic and optical behaviours of the
systems. Moreover, the high surface area and reactivity of nanoparticles allow
their functionalization with several ligands, enhancing their versatility, especially
in the biomedical field. Indeed, the accuracy and efficiency of several diagnoses
and treatments may improve by implementing traditional strategies with tar-
geted nano-agents. Among the nanomedicine researches, heavy nanoparticles are
promising for the innovation of radiotherapy and for the development of novel on-
cological procedure, such as X-Ray induced photodynamic therapy, that exploits
the combination of nanoscintillators and photosensitizers.
In this context, ZnO is of particular interest. Indeed, ZnO is a wide band gap
semiconductor that displays emissions in the visible region of the spectrum, sur-
face reactivity, and biocompatibility. Moreover, upon X-Ray exposure, ZnO can
generate cytotoxic species both directly, due to its catalytic activity, and indi-
rectly, by activating the close photosensitizers, due to its ability to down-convert
X-Ray photons into visible ones.
This thesis focuses on the study of ZnO NPs for the innovation of X-Ray based
cancer therapies. In detail, a fundamental investigation of the optical and cat-
alytic properties of several ZnO samples is performed and used as background to
design and develop ZnO based multicomponent nanosystems.
Namely, the optical features of ZnO samples with different sizes (nanometric,
micrometric, and bulk) and growth conditions are investigated by photolumines-
cence and radioluminescence techniques aiming at deepening the comprehension
of the impact of morphology on the material defectiveness. A Gaussian recon-
struction of all the spectra identifies in ZnO luminescence as many as five emission
bands (one related to excitons and four to defects), whose spectral shapes and
time decays vary with the dimensionality and the synthesis procedure. Moreover,
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the test of the ability of various nanosized ZnO sample to promote the production
of different cytotoxic species unveils that their radio-catalytic activity is affected
by the type and concentration of occurring point defects. Thus, by controlling
the synthesis parameters and the morphology (size, shape, interfaces) of ZnO
nanostructures, its defectiveness can be engineered to tune its optical and cat-
alytic properties.
Then, to realize a nano-agent for X-Ray induced photodynamic therapy, ZnO
nanoparticles, supported onto nanosized silica substrates with different porosity,
are functionalized with various concentrations of porphyrins. The study of their
optical properties reveals that, under light excitation, the dye luminescence is
activated only by a rather poor re-absorption mechanism. Differently, upon X-
Ray exposure, the porphyrin emission sensitization is enhanced, especially at low
concentrations and high energy of the ionizing beams, by the locally augmented
energy deposition favoured by ZnO, as also confirmed by Monte Carlo simula-
tions. These findings highlight the synergic role of X-Ray and functionalization,
paving the way for further studies on the impact of nano-agent design on its per-
formances.
This PhD project has been performed at the Department of Materials Science
of the University of Milano-Bicocca, in collaboration with the NanoMat@Lab for
the samples preparation and with Dr Anne-Laure Bulin of the Synchrotron Radi-
ation for Biomedicine Group at the University of Grenoble-Alpes, INSERM, for
the computational analysis.
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Riassunto

Le nanoparticelle possiedono proprietà uniche che permettono il loro utilizzo in di-
versi settori, come la catalisi, l’opto-elettronica e la medicina. A livello nanomet-
rico, il rapporto superficie-volume è alto, portando alla formazione di difetti che
influenzano le proprietà del sistema, ad esempio le risposte catalitiche e ottiche.
Inoltre, le elevate aree e reattività superficiali delle nanoparticelle consentono la
loro funzionalizzazione con diversi leganti, incrementando la loro versatilità, so-
prattutto nell’ambito medico. L’accuratezza e l’efficacia di diagnosi e terapie può
migliorare implementando le strategie tradizionali con nano-agenti. Tra i campi
di ricerca in nanomedicina, nanoparticelle con alto numero atomico sono promet-
tenti per innovare la radioterapia e per sviluppare nuove procedure oncologiche,
come la terapia fotodinamica indotta dai raggi X, che sfrutta nanoscintillatori
combinati a fotosensibilizzatori.
In questo ambito, ZnO è di grande interesse. ZnO è un semiconduttore che mostra
emissioni nello spettro del visibile, reattività superficiale e biocompatibilità. In-
oltre, esposto ai raggi X, ZnO può generare specie citotossiche sia direttamente,
grazie alla sua attività catalitica, sia indirettamente, attivando i vicini fotosensi-
bilizzatori, grazie alla sua abilità di convertire i fotoni X in visibili.
Questa tesi concerne lo studio di nanoparticelle di ZnO per l’innovazione di ter-
apie oncologiche attivate dai raggi X. In dettaglio, un’analisi fondamentale delle
proprietà ottiche e catalitiche di diversi campioni di ZnO è condotta e usata come
base per progettare nanosistemi multicomponente a base di ZnO.
In particolare, le proprietà ottiche di campioni di ZnO con diverse dimensioni
(nanometriche, micrometriche e massive) e condizioni di crescita sono studiate
con tecniche di fotoluminescenza e radioluminescenza con l’obiettivo di appro-
fondire la comprensione del ruolo della morfologia sulla difettualità. L’analisi
numerica di tutti gli spettri identifica nella luminescenza di ZnO un massimo di
cinque bande di emissione (una attribuita agli eccitoni e quattro ai difetti), le
cui forme spettrali e tempi di vita variano con la dimensione e la procedura di
sintesi. Inoltre, lo studio dell’abilità di diversi campioni nanometrici di ZnO di
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produrre specie citotossiche rivela che la sua attività radio-catalitica dipende dal
tipo e dalla concentrazione dei difetti di punto. Quindi, il controllo dei parametri
di sintesi e della morfologia (dimensione, forma, interfacce) potrebbe permettere
l’ingegnerizzazione sia dei difetti che delle proprietà ottiche e catalitiche.
Per realizzare un nano-agente per la terapia fotodinamica indotta dai raggi X,
nanoparticelle di ZnO, supportate su substrati nanometrici di silice con diversa
porosità, sono funzionalizzate con varie concentrazioni di porfirine. Lo studio
delle loro proprietà ottiche rivela che, sotto eccitazione ottica, la luminescenza
della porfirina è attivata solo da un meccanismo di riassorbimento con efficienza
limitata. Invece, sotto radiazione ionizzante, l’emissione della porfirina è ben sen-
sibilizzata, specialmente a basse concentrazioni e alte energie del fascio di raggi
X, grazie al locale aumento del deposito di energia favorito dalle nanoparticelle di
ZnO, come confermato dalle simulazioni. Questi risultati evidenziano il ruolo sin-
ergico dei raggi X e della funzionalizzazione, aprendo a ulteriori studi sull’impatto
della progettazione del nano-agente sulle sue prestazioni.
Questo progetto è stato condotto nel Dipartimento di Scienza dei Materiali dell’uni-
versità di Milano-Bicocca e in collaborazione con il NanoMat@Lab per la prepara-
zione dei campioni e con la Dottoressa Anne-Laure Bulin dell’università di Grenoble-
Alpes per l’analisi computazionale.
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Introduction

Nanoparticles (NPs), defined as inorganic and/or organic structures with size
ranging from few nanometers to few hundreds of nanometers, [1] are promising
materials for several applications due to their tuneable and unique properties,
often novel with respect to those of their bulk counterparts. [2, 3] Indeed, in
the last decades, the development of various easy and cost-effective synthesis
routes and post-synthesis modifications, such as surface functionalization, has
allowed to realize a plethora of NPs with different chemical, physical, and biolog-
ical features, [4,5] leading to advances in nanotechnologies, [6] that are the use of
nanosized materials for targeted purposes. Nanostructures applications include
the energy and cosmetics sectors as well as the opto-electronics and medicine
fields. [7]
In particular, luminescent inorganic NPs are of great interest for the innovation of
light-emitting diodes, energy-harvesting devices, and medical procedures. [8,9] In
fact, the possibility of engineering the optical properties of nanosystems by vary-
ing their shapes, size, and surface features represents an unique tool to match the
material performances with the application requirements. For instance, NPs have
been proposed for the development of photonic devices emitting in the UV/blue
range and working at room temperature, [10] flexible detectors, [11] fluorescent
agents for medical imaging and/or light-activated cancer treatments. [12,13] Of-
ten, the physical properties of inorganic nanomaterials, e.g. the optical, electrical,
and catalytic features, are determined by their high surface-to-volume ratio that
can modulate the NPs surface reactivity, allowing their functionalization with
different ligands, as well as the NPs defectiveness, defined as the type and con-
centration of point defects. In fact, at the material interfaces, modifications with
respect to the bulk occur in the positions and in the bonding of lattice atoms,
generating defective surface states, whose impact on the final properties increases
by scaling down the size down. At the nanoscale, the nature of these defects plays
a role in determining the nanostructures optical features: they can dissipate non-
radiatively the excitation causing a decrease in the luminescence efficiency or
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Introduction

introduce additional energy levels in the material forbidden energy gap, leading
to new emission bands. Moreover, the conductivity as well as catalytic activity
of NPs depends on the nature of the surfaces states.
Besides the applications of NPs in photonics and catalysis, due to the feasibil-
ity of functionalization of their surfaces and the engineering of their defects, the
attractiveness for the use of nanostructures in the field of medicine is continu-
ously increasing. [9] Indeed, NPs offer several unique advantages to enhance the
accuracy and the efficiency of both diagnostic and therapeutic strategies: they
can be internalized in cells, due to their nanometric size, [14] targeted towards
specific sites in the human body, due to their easiness of functionalization, [5] and
properly triggered by an external stimulus, such as light, heat or even a magnetic
field, and hence contribute actively to the medical procedure. [15]
Notably, NPs have been studied to implement and innovate the oncological treat-
ments. [1,16,17] In fact, nowadays, the leading cause of morbidity and death, es-
pecially in the developed countries, is cancer. [18] Despite several strategies have
been developed to treat cancer patients, e.g. surgery, chemotherapy, radiother-
apy, immunotherapy, and hormonal therapy, their outcomes are still affected by
drawbacks and side effects, mainly caused by the difficulty to kill all the cancer
cells without affecting the healthy tissues. [19] For instance, radiotherapy (RT)
is widely used to treat deep tumours thanks to the ability of X-Ray to both pen-
etrate the human body up to 40 cm and to induce deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
damages, [20] but it requires high doses to promote a good therapeutic effect and
it lacks the tissue selectivity. [21] In this context, heavy inorganic NPs, whose
interaction with the ionizing radiation is more efficient than that of the human
body, are promising tools to improve the results of traditional RT. Depending on
their atomic number and their catalytic properties, dense nanosystems can pas-
sively enhance the energy release of the high energy radiation in the malignancy
proximity [22] and/or actively generate cytotoxic radical species through oxida-
tion/reduction of the water and oxygen moieties present in the human tissue, [23]
promoting the RT effects also at lower doses.
Furthermore, a novel oncological treatment, called X-Ray induced photodynamic
therapy (X-PDT), that relies on the combined use of ionizing radiation and heavy
NPs functionalized with organic photosensitizers, has been proposed. [16] This
therapy aims at exploiting the ability of scintillating nanostructures to down-
convert the high energy radiation into UV/VIS photons for triggering the pho-
tophysical process of the photosensitizers to produce the cytotoxic free radical,
especially singlet oxygen with the most effective DNA damages. [24] Although the
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Introduction

potentialities of this oncological approach have been already proven by different in
vitro and in vivo studies, [20,25,26] the achievement of solid comprehension in the
design and control of the photochemical properties of multicomponent nanosys-
tems, as well as in the luminescence and scintillation phenomena occurring in this
class of NPs, deserve further investigations. In particular, the understanding of
the energy deposition mechanisms deriving from the interaction of the ionizing
radiation with the nanosized structure and the biological environment in correla-
tion to the beneficial outcomes on both RT mediated by NPs and X-PDT is an
open issue. To address this topic, computational analyses represent a useful tool
to evaluate the spatial distribution of energy release in a biological environment
loaded with NPs upon high energy radiation exposure and also to relate it with
the nanomaterials features, such as size and composition, and the ionizing radi-
ation parameters, such as energy and direction. [21,27]
In this frame, nanosized ZnO have great potentiality thanks to its various and
interesting properties and consequently its application versatility. [28,29] Indeed,
its optical, electrical, and mechanical features make ZnO a promising material for
transparent thin-film transistors, photonics and optoelectronic devices, [30,31] its
high surface reactivity for catalysis and sensing, [32, 33] its biocompatibility and
anti-cancer and anti-bacterial effects for nanomedicine, [23, 34] and its radiation
hardness and scintillating properties for X-Ray applications. [35]
In detail, ZnO is a semiconductor with a direct and wide band gap (∼3.4 eV), [36]
whose large exciton binding energy (∼60 meV) [37] allows exciton emission also
at room temperature. On the other hand, different studies have already ob-
served that ZnO optical properties are strongly affected by its defectiveness, that
in turn is related to several factors, e.g. the growth parameters, the synthesis
precursors, morphology, [38–40] as well as the environmental conditions. [41] In
fact, ZnO typically exhibits, together with the near UV exciton luminescence
at ∼3.4 eV, several defect-related emissions along the whole visible region: the
most commonly reported bands are at ∼1.9 eV (orange-red), ∼2.3 eV (yellow-
green), ∼2.6 eV (blue), and ∼3.0 eV (violet). [29,39] Anyhow, their attribution is
controversial due to the complexity of ZnO defectiveness, especially at the nano-
metric size. Since the topic is broad and complex, an exhaustive comprehension
of the role of ZnO morphological and surface features is pivotal for the devel-
opment of ZnO nanostructures with optimized optical properties. Additionally,
the surface related defectiveness of ZnO has been associated to its reactivity, and
hence its catalytic properties, upon both light and X-Ray exposure. In particu-
lar, correlations between the ZnO catalytic performances, the surface-to-volume
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ratio, and the occurrence of quenching channels and points defects have been
observed. [36,42,43]
In this context, ZnO NPs have been proposed as agents for the degradation of en-
vironmental pollutants and for the generation of cytotoxic species to promote the
death of infective pathogens or cancer cells. [23,42] For instance, different in vitro
studies have reported the killing rate of cells incubated with ZnO NPs is higher
than that of cells alone under both light and X-Ray irradiation, demonstrat-
ing the photo- and radio- induced catalytic production of free radicals by ZnO
NPs. [44, 45] Many multicomponent nanosystems for X-PDT, that exploit ZnO
nanostructures as scintillators and porphyrin derivatives as photosensitizers, have
been studied. [46,48] Despite these works attest the potentiality of these function-
alized NPs as anti-cancer agents, they also reveal that the resultant performances
of multicomponent nanosystems are strongly related to the functionalization step
and its impact on the interaction mechanism under X-Ray exposure. Hence, a
deep understanding of the processes triggered by ionizing radiation in the X-PDT
agent is required to optimize its design and hence its therapeutic efficiency.

In this work, an accurate investigation of the spectroscopic properties of nano-
sized ZnO with different morphologies and surface functionalizations is presented
in detail.
Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 report the background and the state of art of the studied
topics, aiming to both remark their fundamental starting point and to highlight
their main open issues. A general overview of the broad variety of developed
nanoparticles and nanotechnology, with a particular focus on medical procedures
exploiting nanometric materials and ionizing radiation is provided in Chapter 1.
A brief description of ZnO physical properties and of its main applications, espe-
cially in X-Ray activated nanomedicine, is given in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3, the materials and methods used in this work are presented. In
detail, for each examined ZnO samples, its synthesis procedure and morphologi-
cal characterization is provided. Moreover, the methods of the experimental and
numerical analyses are described.
The results and the discussion of this PhD project are presented in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5. Firstly, a detailed investigation of the optical and catalytic properties
of ZnO samples with dimensions from the bulk to the nano-size is presented and
then the obtained findings are used to design and develop porphyrin functional-
ized ZnO nanosystems for possible use in X-PDT.
Namely, Chapter 4 discloses that the ZnO luminescence and catalytic activity
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are strongly related to its surface properties, hence to its defectiveness. Indeed,
this work clearly evidences that the size and interfaces as well as the growth pa-
rameters concur in defining the type and concentration of point defects in ZnO
samples, especially at the nanometric scale. For instance, a decrease in the lu-
minescence efficiency and an increase in the generation of free radicals have been
observed, under X-Ray exposure, scaling down the size. A deep comprehension of
the correlations between material defectiveness and the resultant optical and/or
catalytic properties may pave the way for the defect engineering of inorganic
nanoparticles, thus enhancing their applicability. The results and the discussion
of the spectroscopic analysis of the various ZnO samples has been also reported
in a publication. [49]
Chapter 5 unveils that the final performances of the X-PDT agents depend on
the interaction efficiency and mechanism between the inorganic and organic part
of the multicomponent nanosystems, that in turn are affected by the spatial dis-
tribution and the concentration of the photosensitisers on the scintillating NPs.
In particular, the highest enhancement in the porphyrin luminescence has been
observed in the sample functionalized with the lowest concentration of dye ag-
gregates and upon exposure with X-Ray photons of 10.0 keV mean energy, op-
timized for energy release in ZnO, as confirmed by the simulations. Hence, this
study shows that the porphyrin emission sensitization under ionizing radiation
exposure is boosted by the promotion of energy deposition in the heavy NPs and
it is favoured by the close proximity of the ZnO NP with properly dispersed dye
molecules.
Lastly, in Conclusions and Perspectives (pp. 136), the results of the PhD project
are summarized and outlooks for further research activities are provided.
This PhD project has been performed at the Department of Materials Science of
the University of Milano-Bicocca, also in collaboration with the NanoMat@Lab
headed by Professor Scotti for the materials preparation and morphological char-
acterization. The computational analysis has been performed in collaboration
with Dr Anne-Laure Bulin of the Synchrotron Radiation for Biomedicine Group
at the University of Grenoble-Alpes, INSERM.
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Chapter 1

Nanoparticles for advances in
medicine

In this chapter, nanometric materials and their properties will be introduced.
Then, an overview of their applications in the field of nanomedicine, with a focus
on X-Ray activated cancer therapies, will be provided.

1.1 Nanoparticles

NPs are defined as structures whose size ranges from 1- to 100 nm made by
organic and/or inorganic materials. [1] Examples of organic nanosystems are mi-
celles, dendrimers, and polymersomes: [2] common types of inorganic NPs are
clusters formed by few metal atoms, semiconductors quantum dots (QDs), and
fullerenes. [3, 13] Moreover, hybrid nanomaterials made by a combination of in-
organic and organic moieties, such as metal organic frameworks and core-shell
systems, have been studied. [50] NPs are often classified by their dimensionality
as zero-dimensional, one-dimensional, two-dimensional, and three-dimensional.
The various approaches of NPs synthesis can be categorized into top-down and
bottom-up methods. The emphtop-down approach relies on the reduction of a
bulk material into nanometric particles by, for example, mechanical milling or
laser ablation; [3] differently, in the bottom-up procedures, synthetic chemistry
(as hot-injection and sol-gel routes) and self-organization are exploited to build-
up materials from atoms or molecules. [4, 51] Therefore, a plethora of NPs with
different compositions and morphologies (hence sizes, shapes, crystallinities, sur-
face charges, and interfaces properties) can be obtained in a controlled matter
(Figure 1.1).

Remarkably, nanomaterials, with respect to their bulk counterparts, disclose
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1. Nanoparticles for advances in medicine 1.1 Nanoparticles

Figure 1.1: A summary of main features of nanoparticles (material, shape, sur-
face, and size) together with a schematic representation of different types of
nanomaterials. Picture taken from [1].

novel and unique physical, chemical, and biological features, which strongly de-
pend on the structural and morphological properties and, especially, on the high
surface-to-volume ratio. The possibility of designing and engineering NPs by tun-
ing their features through synthesis routes and post-synthesis modifications has
aroused great interest in the scientific community because it paves the way for
their application in several fields. Indeed, in the last decades, the attractiveness
of nanotechnology (defined by the European Medicines Agency, EMA, as the use
of structures with size less then 1000 nm and designed with specific properties)
is continuously increasing: [6] it has been proposed to exploit NPs in almost all
kind of sectors, such as cosmetics, food, construction, opto-electronics, catalysis,
medicine, energy, and environment. [7]
The following sub-Section will be focused on three-dimensional inorganic nano-
materials - i.e. the NPs type studied in this thesis - and their properties.

1.1.1 Inorganic nanoparticles

The study and the development of inorganic NPs, that include metal, semi-
conductor, and insulator systems, are widespread and ongoing in the scientific
community because of their unique optical, electrical, mechanical, catalytic, and
magnetic properties as well as their stability and surface reactivity. The high
surface-to-volume ratio plays a key role in many of physical features of inorganic
NPs. In nanosystems, a significant fraction of the atoms, that consequently are

1.1.1 Inorganic nanoparticles 7



1. Nanoparticles for advances in medicine 1.1 Nanoparticles

under-coordinated, lies on the surface, leading to dramatic changes with respect
to the material bulk counterparts, as, for example, the melting point lowering
and the reactivity enhancement. Moreover, the material defectiveness is strongly
affected by the NPs large surface areas, often inducing an increase of the NPs
hardness and generally altering their luminescence and conductivity.
Interestingly, inorganic nanomaterials with different compositions disclose char-
acteristic physical properties. In metal particles (e.g. Au, Ag, Pt NPs), whose
sizes are comparable or smaller than the wavelength of the incident light, surface
plasmons are confined and their excitation generates an effect called "localized
surface plasmon resonance". [52] As a consequence, the electric fields near the
NPs surfaces are hugely enhanced and their optical absorption is maximum at
the plasmon resonance frequency, that depends on the refractive index. Due to
these unique opto-electrical properties, metal NPs have been exploited to de-
velop surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy, to cause light-induced local heating
in photothermal cancer treatments, and in sensing applications. [52, 53]
Remarkably, in semiconductor QDs - e.g. CdSe, GaAs, Si QDs -, due to the
quantum confinement of the free charges, the energy levels are discrete and the
energy bad gap is size-dependent. Hence, by varying the QDs dimensions, the
absorption and the corresponding emission energies can be tuned from the violet
to the near infra-red region, leading to a plethora applications, such as light-
emitting devices, photovoltaics, and medical imaging. [13, 54]
On the other hand, the quantum confinement effects are usually negligible in
metal oxide NPs with wide energy band gap (e.g. ZnO, TiO2, HfO2 NPs) be-
cause their Bohr radii is quite small (less than few nanometers). Therefore, in
these nanosystems, some physical properties, such as the optical features, de-
pend significantly on the material defectiveness, defined as the concentration and
types of intrinsic and extrinsic points defects (Figure 1.2). At the nanoscale
level, intrinsic defects include atomic vacancies, interstitials, anti-sites, surface
defects, such as under-coordinated atoms, dangling bonds, hydroxo-, and peroxo-
linkages. Extrinsic defects are dopants, that are external element intentionally
introduced in the NPs, and impurities deriving from the synthesis, that, anyhow,
being rather easy to control for nanometric materials, allows generally to reach
excellent samples purity. The luminescence and conductivity properties as well
as the reactivity of the material surfaces are greatly affected by the points defects
type and concentrations, that in turn depend on the synthesis route and the ma-
terial morphology. Hence, the possibility to control these parameters permits to
tune the optical, electrical, and catalytic properties of wide bandgap metal ox-
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Figure 1.2: Schematic illustration of some point defect types in a monoatomic
solid. From Wikipedia Commons.

ide NPs, paving the way for several applications, such as light-emitting devices,
transistors, sensing, catalysis, and medicine. [8, 55] Inorganic metal and metal
oxide NPs containing magnetic elements, such as iron, nickel and cobalt, disclose
often novel physical properties, such as superparamagnetisism, and have great
potentiality for biological and medical applications. [56]
As already mentioned, with respect to their bulk counterparts, the high surface-
to-volume ratio of inorganic NPs enhances their surface activity, enabling the
occurrence of chemical reactions at the interfaces. Using different strategies, the
surface functionalization of nanomaterials with a variety of ligands (e.g. organic
and bio- molecules, surfactants, and polymers) can be been effectively and easily
performed with several improvements in the nanosystems stability and compat-
ibility with host materials and/or biological environment, leading to a great in-
crease in their possible applications. [1, 5] A thorough discussion of the features
and potentiality of functionalized inorganic NPs in the biomedical field will be
provided in the following sections.

1.2 Nanomedicine

Nanomedicine comprises, as defined by EMA, all applications of nanotechnology
for medical purpose such as diagnostics, therapies, and theranostics - i.e. the si-
multaneous patient monitoring and treatment. [9] The nanoscale dimensions and
versatility of NPs play a major role in making them promising tools to implement
and advance health care methods. Thanks to their nanometric size, nanomaterials
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can, after entering the human body and the systemic circulation via direct injec-
tion, inhalation, and oral intake, be up-taken by cells, enhancing the diagnosis
and/or therapy accuracy. [14] Moreover, the tunability of NPs physical and chem-
ical properties, which depends on nanosystems parameters (e.g. the composition,
morphology, interfaces), allows to engineer them for several medical applications,
that include fluorescent/contrast agents for imaging techniques, targeted carriers
for drug delivery, and sensitizers for cancer therapies. In particular, NPs large
surfaces can be adapted due to their modifiable features, like shape, size, and
surface charge, [5] to accommodate functional groups or hydrophobic molecules.
The main aims of surface functionalization are both the enhancement of solubil-
ity and biocompatibility, that leads to improved stability and retention time in
body fluids, [57] and the targeting towards the malignancy and illness sites in the
patients’ body, enabling the specificity of their diagnostic and therapeutic activ-
ity. [1] Passive targeting relies on the different physiological conditions developed
by some malignancies, like tumours, with respect to normal tissue, that cause
the nanomaterials tendency to accumulate in their location. Anyhow, to increase
the accuracy and to extend the use of targeted medicine to chronic illness and
pathogens, active targeting has been studied: this strategy requires to graft on
the NPs surface ligands, such as antibodies, peptides, aptamers, able to recognize
and bind only to specific receptors expressed by abnormal cells. [5]
Despite nanomedicine could realize countless benefits and remarkable advances
in both diagnosis and therapeutics, the NPs administration in patients could be
potentially harmful, leading, for instance, to systemic toxicity and accumulation
in vital organs. [58] Local delivery protocols as well as rapid clearance routes
from the human body after the treatments are strategies currently under study
to overcome these drawbacks and further increment the beneficial effects of NPs
use for bio-medical applications. [34, 59]
Nanomedicine is a complex field that includes several topics (from the NPs syn-
thesis to the clinicals trial) and necessitates the collaboration of the chemical,
physical, biological, and medical communities. In this thesis, the impact of NPs
design on their chemical and physical properties will be discussed in relation to
the requirements of innovative medical protocols.
In the following sub-Section, imaging techniques, drug delivery modalities, and
oncological therapies that exploit inorganic NPs will be briefly presented. X-
Ray based cancer treatments, that are the possible applications proposed for the
nanosystems studied in this thesis, will be accurately discussed in Section 1.3.
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1.2.1 Inorganic nanoparticles for biomedical applications

During recent years, ongoing researches by the scientific communities have been
carried out on the possibility to use inorganic NPs with the aim of implementing
and innovating medical diagnostics, therapies, and theranostics.
Currently, the diagnostic tools in use in healthcare rely on bio-sensing and imaging
methods, like optical imaging, radiography, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
and computed tomography (CT); [2, 12] to overcome their drawbacks, in the
last decades, various inorganic NPs have been studied. For instance, to surpass
conventional diagnosis of infectious diseases, that usually require expensive and
time-consuming bacterial cultures, the development of portable devices based on
assays of targeted nanosystems to sense pathogens is of great interest. [53] More-
over, in imaging techniques, iron oxide NPs and AuNPs have been proposed as
contrast agents to enhance the sensitivity of MRI and CT, respectively; whereas
QDs and rare-earth doped nano-oxides have been investigated as probes to in-
crease the limited penetration depth of optical imaging. [12] Moreover, thanks
to the ease of NPs surface functionalization, all the standard imaging methods
can be implemented to perform in molecular imaging modality, that is the quan-
titative and non-invasive imaging of targeted biomolecules combined with the
monitoring of related biological processes. [60]
Furthermore, ceaseless efforts have been put in applying nanotechnologies in med-
ical treatments, especially in drug delivery and cancer therapies, to fulfil the need
of improving the efficiency and accuracy of treatments, and at the same time of
reducing their adverse effects. Today, the innovation of oncological techniques is
more and more compelling since cancer is one of the main causes of morbidity and
death worldwide. Established cancer treatments - e.g. surgery, chemotherapy, ra-
diotherapy, immunotherapy, and hormonal therapy - have enabled an active fight
against cancer assuring long-term survival and quality of life for several malig-
nancies in oncological patients, but their broad use has been always associated
to several drawbacks and side effects. Surgery, that is the only oncological inva-
sive procedure, does not always guarantee the complete removal of cancer cells
leading to the need of combined therapeutic protocols to avoid tumours recur-
rence. [61] The main drawback of chemo- and radio-therapy is the difficulty to kill
the malignant cells without affecting healthy tissues: the low specificity and poor
tumour accumulation of chemotherapeutic drugs results in high toxicity, damages
of healthy cells, as well as systemic side effects; [62] whereas the maximum cumu-
lative radiation dose allowed in radiation therapy is limited to avoid significant
injuries to the surrounding tissues or organs. [19] The advances of nanotechnolo-
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gies have promoted the overcoming of low specificity of chemotherapy mainly
through the chemotherapeutic medicine administration in drug delivery modal-
ity. Efficient drug delivery systems require to supply an active pharmaceutical
ingredient to a specific location in a stable and controlled manner. [63] Several
studies on targeted inorganic NPs, for instance on mesoporous silica NPs capped
with ZnO, AuNPs, and carbon nanotubes, have shown that these systems offer
the advantage to control both the drug transport and release, whose activation
and rates can be regulated by enzymatic, thermal or pH factors. [15] A further
implementation is the design and development of theranostics nanomaterials able
to provide valuable information on the drug delivery rate and efficiency opening
up the possibility to move toward personalized therapeutic interventions. [9] In
addition to chemotherapy, drug delivery mediated by nanomaterials is a promis-
ing modality for several efficient and targeted medical treatments, like chronic
disease, gene therapy, antibiotics, and vaccines administration. [15,64–66]
Recently, also novel and non-invasive cancer treatments, such as hyperthermia
therapy and photodynamic therapy (PDT), have been combined with nanotech-
nology: their implementation with NPs offer the possibility to localize the treat-
ment by tumour cells targeting and to control the activation of their cytotoxic
activity by an external source. In hyperthermia method, upon stimulation, the
nanomaterials generate heat in the tumour tissues that destroys cells, if the local
temperature is higher than 47 ◦C, or that renders the cells more susceptible to
chemo- or radio-therapy, if the local temperature is between 41 ◦C and 47 ◦C.
Among the nanostructures, AuNPs and carbon-based nanosystems activated by
near-infrared laser, magnetic NPs stimulated by an alternating magnetic field,
QDs under non-ionizing radiofrequency exposure have been proposed as hyper-
thermia agents. [67] Differently, in PDT, the photoexcitation of photosensitizers
(PS), like metals containing structures or carbon-based nanostructures, as well as
polymeric PSs and small organic moieties, is exploited to induce the generation
of cytotoxic reactive oxygen species (ROS) - e.g. hydrogen peroxide, hydroxyl
radicals, superoxide ions, singlet oxygen, peroxyl radicals - and cause cancer cell
death. After interaction with light, the PS is excited from the ground state (S0)
to an unstable singlet excited state. Then, the first excited state (S1) may be
converted into a more stable excited triplet state (T1) with longer lifetime (∼ µs)
through intersystem crossing. Triplet states of PS can then produce ROS by
interacting with water and molecular oxygen: the first interaction generates free
radicals, while the second one produces singlet oxygen (1O2) moieties. Typically,
for organic PSs, the second reaction is the most efficient and thus highly reactive
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Figure 1.3: Absorption spectrum of physiological chromophores - melanosome, de-
oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO2), oxygenated hemoglobin (Hb) - and water (H2O)
in the visible and near-infrared (NIR) spectral range. The optical window region
where absorption of is low is evidenced in pink; the absorption peaks of most com-
monly used photosensitizers for photodynamic therapy are also reported (black
lines). Picture taken from [69].

1O2 is the primary cytotoxic species in PDT. [68] However, this procedure is lim-
ited to superficial diseases, since the most common PSs can be excited by UV or
VIS light and in this range the human tissues are not transparent (Figure 1.3). [69]
The enhancement of tumour selectivity can be achieved by grafting PSs on prop-
erly targeted NPs; while, to increase the treatment penetration, the combination
of PSs with upconverting luminescent NPs (UCNPs), that typically are ceramic
materials doped with rare-earth or transition metals, such as NaYF4:Er3+, has
been investigated. [70] UCNPs absorb light in the near-infrared region, where
biological tissues present a transparency window, and then via an anti-Stokes
emission process convert it into visible light that can activate the PSs through
radiative and/or non-radiative energy transfer mechanisms.
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1.3 X-Ray based cancer treatments mediated
by nanomaterials

In this section, firstly the protocols and mechanism of traditional radiotherapy
will be described. Then, the use of dense nanoparticles and multicomponent
nanosystems in innovative X-Ray activated cancer strategies will be presented.
Lastly, the ionizing radiation energy deposition processes in nanosized materials
will be discussed.

1.3.1 Conventional radiotherapy

Radiotherapy is one of the most effective and widely used cancer therapeutic
modalities. About 50% of cancer patients are treated with RT for curative and
palliative purposes both as single therapeutic modality and in combination with
other treatment methods. [19] In conventional RT, the ionizing radiation, usually
from external beams with energy between 6 and 20 MeV, is exploited to stop the
rapid proliferation of cancer cells aiming at delivering the maximum dose to the
target tumour tissue while sparing the surrounding normal tissue. [24] In typical
launched protocols, patients are treated through fractionated regime with a dose
of 1.8-3 Gy delivered every few days over the course of 4-8 weeks up to 50-70 Gy
total dose [71] to limit toxicity to normal tissues, but in advanced therapeutic
protocols, different treatment schedules are used. In hyperfractionated RT, small
doses (1.2-2 Gy) per fraction with an increased number of fractions are delivered
two or more times a day aiming at increasing the total dose, and hence the success
probability. [18] Differently, in hypofractionated RT, patients, who would not tol-
erate surgical resection, are treated with few doses of about 15-20 Gy over a short
period of time (2-3 weeks). [72] In the RT mechanism, the killing of tumour cells
is induced by the high energy radiation that directly damages the DNA and the
molecular structure leading to the termination of cell division and proliferation,
and even to cell necrosis or apoptosis; alternatively, RT can indirectly form ROS
upon interaction with the cellular aqueous environment. [19]
The first interaction of with biological tissues can occur by photoelectric effect,
Compton effect, and pair production, according to the energy of the external
X-Ray source; the deposit of their energy occurs gradually through a cascade of
secondary photoelectrons and Auger electrons, [73] stimulating all the radiobi-
ological effects depicted above. The interaction between ionizing radiation and
matter through each of the primary three mechanisms depends on the atomic
number of the material (Z) and on the energy of the incident beam (Ei), as dis-
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Figure 1.4: Relative importance of the three primary mechanism of X-Ray in-
teraction. The lines show the values of the atomic number (Z) and the photon
energy (hv) for which the two neighbouring effects are just equal. Picture taken
from [74].

Figure 1.5: Mass attenuation and absorption coefficients for photons in water.
Picture taken from [74].
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played in Figure 1.4. [74] For all the three mechanisms, the interaction probability
raises for higher Z values. The photoelectric and Compton effects are dominant
for Ei lower than tens of MeV and their probability decreases as Ei increases,
whereas the pair production is allowed only for energy photons exceeding 1.02
MeV, that correspond to the sum of the rest mass of an electron and a positron,
hence is the minimum energy required to generate an electron-positron pair. As
an example, Figure 1.5 reports the mass attenuation and absorption coefficients
of the three primary interaction mechanism for X-Ray photons in water. It is
worth highlighting that the decrease of the total attenuation and absorption co-
efficients as Ei increases is related to the higher penetration depth of MeV photons
than of keV ones in matter. [73] These relationships between Ei, Z, and penetra-
tion depth are crucial to both address the RT requirements, such as the release
of an amount of energy adequate to start the biochemical ROS production to
destroy the proliferation of the malignant cells and the need of high energy pri-
mary beams enabling the penetration of the radiation in deep tumours, and to
surpass its main drawback, that is the lack of tissue selectivity, hindering the
discrimination between the tumour and the heathy cells.

1.3.2 High density nanoparticles in radiotherapy

The implementation of nanotechnologies with RT aims at both enhancing and
localizing the therapeutic effect, in order to reduce the local dose to be deliv-
ered and the toxicity towards normal surrounding tissues, and consequently to
improve the quality of life of the patient during and after the radiological treat-
ments. In particular, the most advanced strategies propose to use dense NPs in
radiotherapy as passive enhancers of energy deposition or as active ROS gener-
ators. Passive nanomaterials include high density systems (for instance, metal
containing nanoparticles), able to efficiently stop the ionizing radiation and signif-
icantly increase the local energy release within the tissues, thanks to the difference
in Z value between the biological environment and the NPs, and thus to boost
the RT effects at lower doses. Several studies on metals (Au, Gd, Pt NPs) and
metal oxides (HfO2, Ta5O2) nanostructures have already highlighted the great
potentiality of this innovative RT procedure. [22] Differently, active ROS gen-
erating NPs are inorganic catalysts, that possess lower Z than the passive NPs
but can sensitize the RT effects by producing, thanks to their reactive surfaces,
an excess of ROS in cells upon X-Ray exposure and by causing ROS-dependent
functional disorder/cell death/apoptosis. For instance, TiO2 and ZnO have been
proved to create free radicals as well as 1O2 after oxidation of superoxide radical
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Figure 1.6: Photophysical mechanisms of the induced singlet oxygen generation
at the surface of an inorganic catalyst NPs under UV exposure (a) and by multi-
component nanosystems, as X-PDT agents, under X-Ray irradiation (b). Picture
adapted from [75] and [25].

ions (Figure 1.6a) under both light and ionizing radiation [23, 75, 76] excitation,
and therefore to be suitable for X-Ray based oncological treatments. [44,77] The
catalytic process that leads to ROS sensitization by these nanosized semicon-
ductors will be described in Section 2.3. Nevertheless, the classification of dense
inorganic nanomaterials into passive and active RT agents is not strict: generally,
both types of NPs disclose the ability to favour the release of the energy of the
ionizing radiation and to produce ROS, but typically with different efficiencies.
Thus, this classification considers as passive NPs the nanomaterials with high
probability of interaction with the ionizing radiation and low catalytic activities
and vice versa for active NPs.

1.3.3 Multicomponent nanosystems for X-PDT

Another advanced oncological strategy that exploits inorganic NPs is X-Ray in-
duced photodynamic therapy. In fact, as mentioned in sub-Section 1.2.1, tra-
ditional PDT, in which the PS is activated by UV/VIS light, is ineffective for
deep-tissue treatment: irradiation using ionizing radiation, thanks to its high
penetrability, offers an effective solution for adapting this treatment to deep tu-
mours. [16] X-PDT mechanism relies on an inorganic/organic multicomponent
nanosystem: [20] PSs therapeutic agents are grafted on scintillating nanoparti-
cles, able to convert the ionizing radiation into UV/VIS light through a three-
stage scintillation process roughly described as- conversion, transport, and lu-
minescence. [78] These functionalized NPs can be targeted towards the malig-
nancy where the absorption of X-Ray by the inorganic part leading to energy
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deposition in its proximity - i.e. the biological surrounding - can occur. Af-
terwards, the energy can be transferred to the PSs through multiple radiative
emission/reabsorption processes and/or through efficient energy transfer mecha-
nisms, activating the photophysical processes required for free radicals (especially
1O2) generation (Figure 1.6b). Moreover, high-energy beam can deposit energy
in the cellular aqueous environment with the consequent excitation of the NPs
and then the activation of PSs nearby and also the organic molecules can interact
with the primary beam by themselves. In order to employ energy transfer from
the nanoscintillators to the PSs for triggering the ROS production, the organic
moieties absorption spectrum should be resonant with the NPs emission.
Many inorganic nanomaterials like oxides, fluorides, silica-based nanostructures,
and semiconductor nanocrystals have been combined with organic photosensitiz-
ers towards X-PDT applications. [25, 26, 46, 47] For example, a previous study
has shown that chrysotile scintillating nanotubes functionalized by an ionic self-
assembly strategy with porphyrins as PSs sensitize 1O2 production under ionizing
radiation and induce cell killing even at low doses (2 Gy), [25] opening the possi-
bility to effectively reduce the high-energy radiation exposure of patients during
oncological therapies. Moreover, this work discloses that the 1O2 generation is
strongly affected by the X-PDT agents design and hence their synthesis should
be optimized to avoid PSs aggregation on the nanoscintillators surfaces and to
increase the NPs dispersibility in the physiobiological environment.
In particular, the employment of conjugated organic molecules, such as por-
phyrins, as PSs can be effective because of their high singlet oxygen production
yield, but their tendency to form aggregates, [79] that quench the excitation, can
strongly limit their ability to generate cytotoxic species. [80] The rate of this
self-association, driven by electrostatic interaction between the molecules aro-
matic central rings [81] depends on the temperature of the functionalization step
and on the PSs concentration, leading to aggregates with different lengths (from
dimers and trimers to multi-monomers chains) and super-molecular structures
(from disordered to highly ordered configurations). [82] Among them, the or-
dered assemblies, i.e. J-aggregates and H-aggregates, in which the monomers are
arranged in head-to-tail and face-to-face alignment, respectively, are of particular
interest due to their peculiar electronic and spectroscopic properties, different
from the ones of conjugated single molecules. [81,83] For instance, the absorption
and emission spectra of J-aggregates and H-aggregates are shifted to lower and
higher energies, respectively, compared to the single molecule; [82] furthermore,
the non-radiative rate of aggregates is higher compared to that of the monomer,
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thus hindering the PSs photophysical processes pivotal for ROS generation. [84]

1.3.4 The effect of nanosized materials on X-Ray energy
deposition

In conventional RT as well as in innovative X-Ray cancer therapies mediated by
nanomaterials, the effective result of RT and the estimation of the dose deposited
in the malignancy environment depend on the interactions in tissue involving
both primary and secondary events. In any case, the processes occurring within
the nano-sized material after the interaction with the ionizing radiation require
a deep comprehension. Indeed, the reduced material dimension is critical in the
presence of high energy beams as the migration distance of secondary charges gen-
erated in the NPs along the track from the point of the ionizing event (relaxation
mechanisms) are significantly larger than the nanometric radius of the NPs. In
nanomedicine, open issues concern the estimation of the effective energy release
within the nanomaterials embedded in the biological surrounding, the radiation
dose-enhancement in the vicinity of the malignancy due to the presence of high-
Z/dense NPs, and the radiobiological consequences. Moreover, the microscopic
processes involved in X-PDT are also under debate: besides the mechanisms due
to the presence of high-Z nanoscintillators, the effect of the photo-toxicity of the
PSs grafted on their surface should be considered, together with the possible in-
teractions of the high energy beam directly with the PSs. [24]
In this context, Monte Carlo simulations are powerful tools that enable to evalu-
ate the spatial energy distribution resulting from the interaction between the high
energy radiation and the NPs, [27] which drives the RT efficiency enhancement
and the activation of PSs in X-PDT. For instance, in a theoretical dosimetric
work the irradiation of a brain tumour phantom in the presence of high Z iodine
agents has been simulated for several X-Ray energies (from 30 keV to 6 MeV);
it has been observed that the major dose deposition enhancement and accuracy
are obtained for a medium energy beam (80 keV), despite its lower penetration
depth with respect to MeV ones. [85] Furthermore, these computational models
are useful to relate the release of secondary particles after the first ionization
event with the physical, chemical, and structural properties of the nanomaterials.
Moreover, an interesting computational work reported that, even if the primary
interactions occur mainly in the aqueous surroundings, a significant fraction of
the beam energy is transferred in the NPs by the secondary particles and that
the amount of energy deposited in the NPs depends on the particle energy as well
as on the nanomaterial size and composition. [86]
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Chapter 2

Zinc oxide properties - from bulk
to nano-size

In this chapter, the properties and applications of bulk and nanosized zinc oxide
will be introduced. Then, an insight on the optical and catalytic properties of
ZnO as well as an overview of its possible uses in nanomedicine will be provided.

2.1 Introduction

Zinc oxide is a semiconductor, widely studied since the beginning of the 20th

century for various potential applications due to its unique properties and the
availability of high-quality bulk crystals as well as of a plethora of nanostruc-
tures. [28,29] Indeed, its optical, electrical, and mechanical properties make ZnO a
good candidate for transparent thin-film transistors, photonics and optoelectronic
devices, and in spintronics. [30,31] Moreover, the development of novel nanosized
ZnO-based systems promoted both the opportunity of studying stimulated emis-
sions and nonlinear optics in nanometric samples, [29] and the exploration of new
applications in the field of catalysis, [32] photocatalysis, [87] gas sensing, [33]
and nanomedicine. [23] In particular, the attractiveness for the biomedical ap-
plications of ZnO relies on its biocompatibility and stability together with the
anti-cancer and anti-bacterial activities displayed by this material at the nano-
size. [34]
ZnO is a II-IV compound that can crystallize in three forms: hexagonal wurtzite,
cubic zinc blende, and rocksalt. [28] At ambient conditions, the thermodynami-
cally stable phase is wurtzite (Figure 2.1a), characterized by a mixed ionic and
covalent bonding: indeed, each ion (Zn2+ and O2−) is tetrahedrally coordinated
with the other ion through sp3 hybrid orbitals. [36] Due to the low symmetry of
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Figure 2.1: The wurtzite crystal structure of ZnO with the lattice parameters a
and c indicated in (a), and the calculated band structure of ZnO in (b). The
energy of the valence-band maximum is set to zero. Picture taken from [30].

the wurtzite crystal structure together with a large electromechanical coupling,
ZnO discloses strong piezo- and pyro-electric properties. [28] Besides, ZnO is sta-
ble up to 1000 ◦C and exhibits high heat capacity and thermal conductivity, that
are properties advantageous for heat dissipation applications. [30]
Furthermore, ZnO direct wide band gap of about ∼3.4 eV [36] (Figure 2.1b)
with a large excitonic binding energy of approximately 60 meV, [37] determines
its electrical and optical properties, which are also strongly affected by its de-
fectiveness, i.e. the concentration and types of intrinsic and extrinsic points
defects (as mentioned in sub-Section 1.1.1). Remarkably, ZnO excitons are sta-
ble and consequently their processes occur even at room temperature, since their
binding energy is about 2.4 times higher than thermal energy (kBT) at 298 K.
Anyway, the role of native defects and impurities on ZnO electrical conductivity
and luminescence has still to be unveiled. [30] For instance, the development of
ZnO based devices with stable and reproducible p-type conductivity has been
not yet achieved and its control requires a deeper understating of the material
defectiveness. [55] Likewise, luminescence emission includes, in addition to the
near-UV excitonic emission at ∼3.4 eV, several emission bands in the VIS re-
gion of the spectrum, associated to defect states, whose energy levels lie inside
ZnO forbidden energy gap and whose origin has no unique consensus in the lit-
erature. [28, 29, 37] Moreover, the impact of defectiveness on ZnO electrical and
optical properties has been boosted by the possibility to synthesize nanosized
ZnO-based systems. [49] In fact, the advances of nanotechnologies have opened
the possibility of realizing ZnO NPs with a variety of morphologies and hence
with several points defect types and concentrations by easy, cost-effective, and
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low-energy consuming routes. [4,88] Additionally, the large surface area combined
with the great surface activity of ZnO NPs have further improved their ability to
promote catalysis, photocatalysis, and the formation of environmentally persis-
tent free radicals as well as anti-bacterial and anti-cancer effects. [34,36,38,42]

2.2 Optical properties

As already mentioned, ZnO is a promising material for several optoelectronics
and photonics applications, such as laser diodes, light emitting diodes, photode-
tectors and photovoltaics, due to both its near-UV exciton emission at ∼3.4 eV
and VIS defect-related luminescences. [30] In particular, ZnO excitonic emission
persisting even at room temperature is of great interest for photonic applications
in the UV and blue spectral range. Moreover, ZnO is also known as a scintillating
material with great radiation hardness. [35, 89,90]
The development of engineered ZnO-based nanosystems for both optical devices
and ionizing radiation applications requires further comprehension of the role
of defectiveness and morphology on its luminescence properties. [91] In the last
decades, several studies have been devoted to the investigation of ZnO excitonic
and defect emission bands. [28, 29,37,39]
The ZnO UV peak has been studied by temperature-resolved photoluminescence
to discriminate the bound and free exciton optical features. [92] The bound exci-
tons emission is progressively suppressed by temperature increase and it is com-
pletely quenched between 50 and 150 K; [31] at variance, the luminescence of free
excitons is still present at room temperature and its peak position shifts to lower
energies as temperature increases. [29]

Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of ZnO energy gap and points defect energy
levels. Picture taken from [55].

Moreover, ZnO defect emissions in the VIS range (orange-red ∼1.9 eV, yellow-
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green ∼2.3 eV, blue ∼2.6 eV, and violet ∼3.0 eV) have been widely investigated,
but their attribution is still matter of debate (Figure 2.2). In oxygen-rich sam-
ples, the luminescence in the orange-red spectral region is usually reported: an
enhancement of the red emission at ∼1.9 eV has been observed in ZnO NPs after
annealing in air [93] and in ZnO nanorods after sulfur hexafluoride plasma treat-
ment. [94] The VIS luminescence detected between 2.2 and 2.4 eV, defined as the
yellow-green band, is the most commonly observed [55] and the most controver-
sial. Its origin has been associated to the singly ionized oxygen vacancies: [95] in
fact, the ZnO green emission has been observed in samples that also disclose an
electron paramagnetic resonance signal at g=1.96, [96] whose assignment to these
defect species has reached a wide consensus in the scientific community. [97] Nev-
ertheless this attribution is still under debate. [98–100] Several others hypothe-
ses have been proposed, among which a recombination mechanism that involves
electrons trapped in shallow levels with holes trapped in deep levels, [101] and
surface defects. [102] Indeed, a previous work on ZnO/SiO2 systems suggests that
the green luminescence is related to surface defects. [38] Moreover, in hydrother-
mal crystals, the yellow-green band has been attributed to a defect related to
the presence of Li ions. [28, 30] Indeed, bulk crystals grown with this method
are affected by the presence of metal impurities, such as Li, K, Al, [103] that
can introduce localized energy levels in the ZnO forbidden energy gap. [104,105]
Emissions in the blue (∼2.6 eV) and violet (∼3.0 eV) spectral regions are gener-
ally attributed to zinc interstitials (Zni) and/or vacancies (VZn): [29] the former
is a shallow donor that lies at ∼0.3 eV below the conduction band, while the
latter is a shallow acceptor that lies at ∼0.3 eV above the valence band. [30] The
violet emission has been associated almost unambiguously to the radiative decay
of photogenerated electrons from the Zni levels to the valence band. [106] Differ-
ently, two mechanisms have been proposed for the blue luminescence: it could
occur either due to radiative recombination of electrons between the Zni and the
VZn levels [107] or between Zni states, that due to lattice disorder are deeper
than simple Zni states, and the valence band. [108]
Moreover, as observed for other nanomaterials [109–111], the optical properties
of ZnO have demonstrated a high sensitiveness to several features, such as mor-
phology, [38, 112] growth parameters, presence of precursors, [39, 40] as well as
environmental conditions. [41, 113] Indeed, ZnO defectiveness is strongly related
to all these parameters.
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2.3 Photo- and radio-catalytic properties

In the last years, the use of ZnO as a catalyst has attracted great interest, espe-
cially because of the possibility to activate its high surface reactivity upon light or
X-Ray exposure. [36,44] In particular, catalytic effects have been investigated for
the degradations of organic pollutants from the environment by converting them
into benign products as well as for triggering toxicity towards infective pathogens
and cancer cells by ROS generation and release. [23,42]
For nanosized semiconductors, such as ZnO and TiO2, the photo- and radio-
catalysis phenomenon, displayed in Figure 2.3, can be described as a three step
process: i) absorption of high energy ionizing radiation or light source with energy
larger than the energy gap of the material; ii) generation of an excited electron
e− in the conduction band and of a hole h+ in the valence band; iii) migration of
of e−/h+ charges toward the materials surface to rapidly (in the sub-nanosecond
time range) initiate reduction and/or oxidation reactions with molecules adsorbed
at the nano-catalyst surface with subsequent formation of radical species. In an
aqueous environment, the photo- or radio-generated carriers trigger ROS produc-
tion: electrons at the nanomaterial interfaces reduce molecular oxygen, forming
superoxide radical anion; hydroxyl radicals and hydrogen peroxide molecules are
induced by the holes, oxidizing water molecules and hydroxide ions. In addition,
singlet oxygen can be generated by the oxidation of superoxide radical anions by
holes in the valence band. [76]

Figure 2.3: Basic mechanism of photocatalysis in ZnO. Ehv is the irradiated
photon energy, Eg is the energy gap, R is the electron acceptor, and D is the
electron donor. Picture taken from [42].

The efficiency of the catalysis process is strongly related to the diffusion step
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(step iii): indeed, the recombination of the generated e−/h+ is an alternative
relaxation pathway, that decreases the number of carriers able to reach the nano-
catalyst surfaces. Moreover, since the catalysis reactions occur at material inter-
face with the environment, the surface properties, such as area and defectiveness,
play a key role in defining the catalytic properties. Several studies have re-
ported the enhancement of the catalytic efficiency upon reduction of the material
size. [36] The effect of points defects type and concentration on the free carriers
processes (generation, migration, and recombination) has also been widely inves-
tigated. [42] For instance, it has been observed that under light excitation the
catalytic efficiency is restrained by the occurrence of quenching channels in ZnO
NPs, [114] whereas it is favoured by the intentional inclusion of vacancies and in-
terstitials in crystalline ZnO nanorods. [43] Indeed, to enhance the performances
of ZnO as a nano-catalyst, several strategies based on the engineering of surface
defects have been proposed: additional defects states can be created by altering
the synthesis procedure towards non-equilibrium growth conditions [115] or by
doping, that introduce an impurity in the ZnO lattice and consequently alter its
crystal structure. [116]

2.4 ZnO nanosystems for oncological applica-
tions

Nanoparticles of ZnO, recognized as safe by the Food and Drug Administration
due to their noticeably low toxicity, are attractive materials for biomedical ap-
plications. [117] ZnO NPs have been widely explored for anticancer, antidiabetic,
antibacterial, antifungal, and anti-inflammatory activities, as well as for imaging
and drug delivery applications. [34] Especially, ZnO NPs have been proposed as
active ROS generators and PSs carriers in both light and X-Ray induced on-
cological protocols (e.g. PDT, enhanced radiotherapy, and X-PDT) since their
anticancer action relies on the ability to trigger ROS generation and apoptosis
mechanisms under external excitations. [16, 20, 44, 46, 48, 118, 119] Moreover, the
loading of anticancer drug into the ZnO nanoparticles results in an augmented
cytotoxicity effect of the cancer therapy, due to the synergism produced by the
combination of chemotherapeutic drug and the lethal ROS production activated
by ZnO. [120,121] Although ZnO anti-bacterial and anti-cancer effects are gener-
ally induced by ROS generation, also other mechanisms have been proposed for
the killing of pathogens and tumours cells. [34] For instance, electrostatic inter-
actions between ZnO NPs and cell walls can result in the loss of cells integrity
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and in the malfunction of their permeability barrier, [23] whereas the release of
Zn2+ ions from ZnO NPs can lead to cell unbalanced metabolism and death. [42]
In the following, the most significant and promising examples of ZnO-based
nanosystems proposed for applications in light and X-Ray induced cancer thera-
pies will be described.
In a previous work, the therapeutic behaviour in cancer treatment of ZnO NPs
with different average diameters (20, 60 and 100 nm) under UV irradiation has
been proved on human hepatocarcinoma cell lines by comparing cells survival af-
ter light exposure with and without NPs. [45] The authors also note an increase of
the suppression of cell proliferation as the UV triggered ZnO NPs size decreases,
thus supporting the correlation between surface reactivity and cytotoxic species
production. More recently, further in vitro analyses on the molecular mechanism
activated by ZnO NPs upon UV exposure indicate the triggering of cell death
through mainly caspase-dependent apoptosis. [122]
Moreover, the potentiality of ZnO coated by a silica layer (ZnO/SiO2), with an
average diameter of 80-100 nm, to promote the radiation-induced killing effect
has been studied under X-Ray irradiation (200 kVp) on prostate adenocarcinoma
cell lines. [44] By evaluating cells survival after RT with and without NPs, a
2-fold augmented killing rate in presence of ZnO based nanosystems is observed;
the findings show the active response to ionizing radiation of ZnO/SiO2 and thus
the radio-catalytic mechanisms occurring at its surface. Moreover, the radiation-
induced cytotoxicity sensitized by ZnO NPs with 100 nm diameter has been
validated on human head and neck squamous cell carcinoma under 6 MV X-Ray
irradiation. [119] In particular, the authors report a significant increase of the cell
oxidative stress, due to ROS generation, only in cells both incubated with the
ZnO NPs and exposed to the ionizing radiation.
Furthermore, due to their ability to promote ROS production, ZnO NPs have
been proposed as PSs coupled with rare-earth doped nanoscintillators for X-
PDT. [16, 20] For instance, LiYF4:Ce3+@SiO2 @ZnO-PEG nanostructures have
been developed aiming at exploiting the scintillating core (LiYF4:Ce3+) to con-
vert X-Ray energy into UV fluorescence, able in turn to excite the semiconductor
shell (ZnO) and consequently initiate its catalytic process. [123] The findings in-
dicate that hydroxyl radical is the primary cytotoxic species produced by ZnO,
at variance with what occurs using organic molecules as PSs that induce mostly
singlet oxygen, paving the way to overcome the PDT efficiency dependence on
oxygenation of cancer tissue.
Finally, in the last decade, ZnO has been loaded with different organic PSs to
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realize synergic PDT or X-PDT agents. [16, 46, 118] In fact, the absorption of
UV light or ionizing radiation by ZnO NPs can both promote ROS production
and trigger the excitations of the dyes, thanks to optical interaction between the
inorganic and organic part, leading to the activation of the PDT process. The
mechanisms of both PDT and X-PDT have been already described in Section
1.2.1 and 1.3.3, respectively. Several in vitro studies have demonstrated the in-
creased toxicity of ZnO nanosystems conjugated with porphyrins compared to the
killing effect of the inorganic and organic part alone under UV exposure. [117] In
a recent work, ZnO NPs with sizes ranging from 3 to 26 nm coupled with meso-
tetra (4-carboxyphenyl) porphyrin (MTCP) and CuMTCP has been investigated
for both PDT and X-PDT applications. [48] Photoluminescence analyses evidence
the quenching of the high energy component of ZnO emission upon the conjuga-
tion of the inorganic nanomaterials with porphyrins, suggesting the occurrence
of energy transfer between them. Cytotoxicity tests report an excellent killing
effect towards human prostate and breast cancer cell lines of the functionalized
nanosystems upon UV activation, but, interestingly, cell death is induced only
by bare ZnO NPs under X-Ray exposure. To explain this finding, the authors
propose that, under ionizing radiation, the optical interaction between the inor-
ganic and organic part of the nanosystems fails and consequently ROS production
is inhibited. Differently, in a current study on ZnO NPs doped with Ga3+ and
coated with a SiO2 shell loaded with PpIX porphyrins (ZnO:Ga3+@SiO2-PpIX),
an efficient energy transfer both under light and X-Ray excitation between the
nano-scintillating cores and the PSs has been observed. [46] In particular, time-
resolved photoluminescence measurements performed by monitoring the PpIX
emission in the functionalized nanosystems display that the dye luminescence
is indeed activated upon ZnO excitation in its band gap, also evidencing the
presence of porphyrin aggregates. Nevertheless, the evaluation of singlet oxygen
generation upon ionizing radiation promoted by ZnO:Ga3+@SiO2-PpIX discloses
a rather poor sensitization effect, probably related to the formation of PpIX ag-
gregates, that are detrimental for the dye ability to generate cytotoxic species,
as already discussed in sub-Section 1.3.3. In conclusion, the need for a further
optimization of the multicomponent nanosystems synthesis is a key open issue in
the development of porphyrin coupled ZnO nanostructures for X-PDT.
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Chapter 3

Materials and methods

In this chapter, the synthesis approaches and the experimental procedures used to
analyse the ZnO-based samples are presented together with their morphological
characterization. In particular, Section 3.1 describes the material preparation and
characterization of ZnO systems with different morphology with a focus on the di-
mensionality, that scales from the bulk to the nano-size. Section 3.2 illustrates the
functionalization of ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems with porphyrins, their morphological
properties as well as the used experimental and computational methods. The
synthesis together with the structural and morphological analyses of all the ZnO-
based nanostructures have been realized in collaboration with the NanoMat@Lab
of the Department of Materials Science. The computational analyses have been
performed in collaboration with Dr Anne-Laure Bulin of the Synchrotron Radia-
tion for Biomedicine Group at the University of Grenoble-Alpes, INSERM. The
results and the discussion of the ZnO-based systems are reported in Chapter 4
and 5, respectively.

3.1 ZnO samples with different morphologies

In this section, the synthesis and methods characterization together with the
morphological features of four sets of ZnO, comprising two types of nanoparti-
cles, a commercial micrometric powder, and an industrial bulk single crystal are
provided. The micrometric and bulk samples are studied to accurately compare
the optical properties of ZnO with different dimensions and morphologies.
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3.1.1 Samples preparation

Synthesis of ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems: ZnO/SiO2 are prepared by a two-step pro-
cedure, according to ref. [38]. First, an SG method reported elsewhere [124, 125]
is exploited to synthesize shape-controlled silica NPs, i.e. SS or SR having differ-
ent aspect ratios (1, 5, respectively). Successively, silica NPs are used as suitable
matrix to grow nanometric ZnO NPs through a method reported, [126, 127] in
which the hydrolysis and condensation of zinc acetate dihydrate is carried out
to get homogeneously distributed ZnO NPs anchored onto the surface of the two
supports (N05-SG-SS and N05-SG-SR, respectively). All the reagents are pur-
chased from Merck Life Science. The reactant amounts are chosen in order to get
a nominal ZnO loading on silica equal to 12 wt%.
Synthesis of isolated ZnO NPs: ZnO nanometric powders are synthesized using a
standard air-free Schlenk technique. In a three necks flask (25 mL), solution A is
prepared by dissolving 1 mM of zinc acetate dihydrate (Zn(CH3COO)2*2H2O, ≥
98%), 4 mM of stearic acid (SA) (C18H36O2, 95%) and 10 mM of 1,2-dodecanediol
(CH3(CH2)9CH(OH)CH2OH, 90%) in 20 mL of 1-octadecene (90% tech.). In an-
other flask, 4 mM of octadecylamine (ODA) (C18H39N, 90% tech.,) are dissolved
in 4 mL of 1-octadecene (90% tech) (solution B). Both the solutions are degassed
at 100 ◦C for 30 minutes under vigorous stirring, and two clear solutions are ob-
tained. SA and ODA are employed as capping agents with a molar ratio 1:1, as
optimal molar ratio to get homogeneously shaped and sized ZnO NPs. [128,129]
All the reagents are purchased from Merck Life Science and used as received.
Solution A is then heated up to reflux (270 ◦C) under a nitrogen atmosphere, until
its coloring turned orange. Under reflux conditions, solution B is quickly added
to solution A through a syringe (hot injection method) and left under stirring at
270 ◦C for a suitable time (5 minutes for N05-HI, 20 minutes for N22-HI). Then,
the mixture is cooled down to room temperature and the NPs are separated by
adding acetone as antisolvent through centrifugation (octadecene:acetone volume
ratio equal to 1:1). At last, the solid precipitate is washed twice with fresh hexane
(5 mL) and again reprecipitate with acetone (hexane:acetone volume ratio 1:1)
and eventually stored in hexane (5 mL).
Micrometric ZnO powder : Zinc Oxide, Puratronic, ∼325 mesh (∼44 µm) powder
with a purity of 99.999% (metal basis) is purchased from Alfa Aesar by Thermo
Fisher. The sample is labelled as MP.
ZnO bulk single crystal: A ZnO single crystal (BC), grown by hydrothermal
method, with purity 99.99% (metal basis), orientation 0001 and two sides pol-
ished is purchased from Alineason Materials Technology. The crystal dimensions
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are 10 mm x 1 mm x 1 mm.

3.1.2 Structural and morphological characterization

Diffraction experiment: Powder X-Ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns are collected
with a Rigaku MiniFlex 600 diffractometer with 0.154 nm Cu Kα radiation). The
measurements are performed in the range 30-80◦ 2θ (2θ step 0.02◦, 1◦min−1 scan
rate).
Electron microscopy: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is used to study the
morphological features of the three nanometric samples (N05-SG-SS, N05-SG-SR,
N22-HI), whereas for N05-HI high-resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM) is employed. SEM measurements are performed by a VEGA TS5136
XM TESCAN microscope in a high-vacuum configuration (electron beam excita-
tion = 30 kV, beam current = 25 pA, working distance = 12 mm). SEM analysis
is further employed to verify the size of ZnO particles in a MP micrometric sam-
ple. Prior to SEM analysis, the samples have been gold-sputtered, to increase
their conductivity. HRTEM images of ZnO NPs are collected on a FEI Tecnai
Transmission Electron Microscope equipped with a Gatan OneView camera op-
erating at 200 kV. ZnO NPs have been deposited onto carbon coated Cu TEM
mesh grids by drop-casting a dilute NPs dispersion in hexane. The size of ZnO
NPs is determined by manually measuring 100 particles randomly chosen in each
sample.
Infrared spectroscopy: Fourier transformer infrared resonance (FTIR) is employed
to assess the nature of residual capping agents on the surface of N05-HI and N22-
HI. The analysis is performed with a Perkin Elmer Spectrum 100 instrument by
a single reflection attenuated total reflection (ATR) method (1 cm−1 resolution
spectra, 650-4000 cm−1 region, 16 scans).
Thermogravimetric analysis: The quantification of surface ligands on N05-HI
and N22-HI is performed through a thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). TGA
analyses are carried out using a TGA/DCS1 STARe SYSTEM at constant air
flux (50 mL min−1), measuring the sample weight loss between 150 and 1000
◦C (∆W150−1000◦C) at increase furnace temperatures (temperature range 30-1000
◦C), heating rate 10 ◦C min−1, applying two isotherms at 150 ◦C and 1000 ◦C
both of 15 minutes. In these conditions a complete SA combustion is achieved.
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3.1.3 Structural and morphological properties

The structural features of both micrometric and nanometric ZnO materials are
analyzed by PXRD.
For all samples, PXRD spectra (Figure 3.1) indicate the presence of the hexago-
nal ZnO wurtzite crystal phase (JCPDS no. 36-1451). The nanometric average
size of crystalline ZnO NPs is validated by the lower relative intensity and higher
width of the (100) and (101) reflections of the nanometric samples prepared by
the HI method (N05-HI, N22-HI). Differently, sharp peaks are obtained for the
microcrystalline MP sample. The size of ZnO NPs estimated by the Scherrer
equation results (8.9±1.3) nm and (15.9±2.4) nm for N05-HI and N22-HI, re-
spectively, in agreement with the average diameters of NPs estimated by TEM
images. Besides, the SG procedure leads to slightly lower crystallization degree
of ZnO NPs, especially in N05-SG-SS, as disclosed by the reduction in the rela-
tive intensity of (100) and (101) ZnO reflections in N05-SG-SS and N05-SG-SR.
Due to the presence of amorphous SiO2 NPs, PXDR spectra of N05-SG-SS and
N05-SG-SR show an additional broad peak at 2θ = 22◦.

The morphology of ZnO particles in all samples is investigated by electron
microscopy. First, SEM of N05-SG-SS and N05-SG-SR confirms that the devel-
oped synthetic procedure promotes the anchoring of nanometric ZnO NPs (∼5
nm) onto the surface of porous SiO2 NPs having different aspect ratios (average
diameter of SiO2 spheres ∼ 80 nm in N05-SG-SS, average length of SiO2 rod-like
particles ∼ 400 nm in N05-SG-SR, Figure 3.2).HRTEM and SEM corroborate the
nanometric size of N05-HI and N22-HI, by showing almost spherical NPs with a
size of (5±1) nm and (22±5) nm, respectively (Figure 3.3). Lastly, the SEM mi-
crographs of MP (Figure 3.4) reveal the occurrence of micrometric agglomerates
of particles very inhomogeneous both in shape and dimensions, which range from
100 nm to 2 µm.
FTIR spectra of N05-HI and N22-HI evidence the presence of SA molecules, used
as capping agent in the HI synthesis procedure, on the surface of ZnO NPs (Fig-
ure 3.5), as demonstrated by: i) the asymmetric and symmetric stretching of CH2

groups at 2916 and 2860 cm−1, ii) the asymmetric and symmetric stretching of
the carboxylate groups (-COO-) at 1538 and 1398 cm−1, characteristic of the co-
ordination of SA molecules with Zn atoms onto the surface of ZnO NPs. By TGA
technique (Figure 3.6), the amount of SA organic ligand, corresponding to the
measured weight loss between 150 and 1000 ◦C (∆W150−1000◦C), results 80 wt%
for N05-HI and 20 wt% for N22-HI, in agreement with the higher surface/volume
ratio and surface energy of ZnO NPs in N05-HI, compared to N22-HI.
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Figure 3.1: PXRD spectra of ZnO NPs prepared by a) hot injection method
(N05-HI and N22-HI, in comparison to MP) and b) supported onto SiO2 NPs
(N05-SG-SS and N05-SG-SR).

Figure 3.2: SEM of N05-SG-SS (a) and N05-SG-SR (b), respectively. SS: spher-
ical, SG: sol–gel method, SR: rod-like.
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Figure 3.3: SEM images of N22-HI (a,c) and HRTEM of N05-HI (b,d).

Figure 3.4: SEM images of MP.
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Figure 3.5: ATR-FTIR spectra of ZnO NPs synthesized through the hot injection
method (N05-HI and N22-HI)

Figure 3.6: TGA profile of ZnO NPs prepared by hot injection. The weight loss
(∆W150−1000◦C) is connected to the combustion of the surface ligands.
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3.1.4 Spectroscopic and catalytic characterization

Steady state photoluminescence analysis: Steady state photoluminescence (PL)
spectra are measured by a continuous wave (CW) Xenon lamp as excitation
source coupled to a double monochromator Jobin-Yvon Gemini 180 with 1200
grooves/mm gratings and recorded through a nitrogen cooled, back illuminated,
UV enhanced, CCD (charge-coupled device) detector coupled to a monochro-
mator Jobin-Yvon Micro HR with a 150 grooves/mm grating. All the spectra,
recorded as a function of nanometers, are firstly corrected for the spectral re-
sponse of the detector and subsequently converted into spectra as a function of
energy.
Time resolved photoluminescence measurements: Time resolved photolumines-
cence (TRPL) measurements are carried out in time correlated single photon
counting (TCSPC) mode using a FLS 980 spectrofluorometer. TRPL spectra of
N05 and N22 monitored at 1.8 eV, of N05-HI, N22-HI, and SA at 2.8 eV, of N05-
SG-SS at 2.1 eV, of N05-SG-SR at 2.3 eV, and of BC at 2.2 eV are collected using
a pulsed diode light emitting device (EPLED) emitting at 3.6 eV as excitation
source with a pulse width of ∼950 ps while TRPL decay of N05-SG-SR monitored
at 2.7 eV and of MP at 2 eV are recorded exploiting a pulsed diode laser (EPL)
emitting at 3.1 eV with pulse width of ∼75 ps.
TRPL data analysis: The time resolved PL spectra of all the samples has been
reproduced with an analytically multi-exponential function:

I(t)PL = y0 +
i∑
1
Ai e

−t
τi (3.1)

where y0 represents a constant background, Ai the amplitude of the component
at t=0, τ i the decay times, and i the number of decay times. [130] The weight of
each component of the TRPL decay, that represents the fractional contribution,
has been computed using:

wi = Ai τi∑i
1 Ai τi

(3.2)

where the terms Ai τ i are proportional to the area under the decay curve for each
decay time. Then, the average PL lifetime τ has been calculated as the weighted
average of the characteristic decay time for each exponential function i using:

τ =
∑i

1 wi τi∑i
1 wi

(3.3)
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Radioluminescence measurements: Steady state room temperature radiolumines-
cence (RL) measurements are carried at using a homemade apparatus featuring,
as a detection system, CCD Jobin-Yvon Syncerity coupled with a spectrograph
Jobin-Yvon CP140-1825 operating in the 200-1100 nm range. All spectra are de-
tected at a pressure of 10−3 mbar to avoid the RL emission from molecules present
in the air. RL excitation is obtained by X-Ray irradiation through a Be window,
using a Philips 2274 X-Ray tube with tungsten target operated at 20 kV and 20
mA (beam mean energy of ∼6.6 keV). For voltages of few tens of kV, continuous
X-Rays spectrum is produced mainly by a bremsstrahlung mechanism superim-
posed to the L and M transitions, [131] due to the impact of electrons generated
through thermionic effect and accelerated onto a tungsten target. At the used
working conditions, the dose rate evaluated with an ionization chamber in air is
0.273±0.005 mGy/(mA*s). RL measurements as a function of the temperature
are carried out in the 10-300 K interval by using the same instrumentation and a
closed-cycle He Cryogenic Technologies Inc. cryocooler, whose working conditions
require an ultra-high vacuum (10−7 mbar). Only for N05-SG-SS, N05-SG-SR and
N05-HI, RL measurements, as a function of the temperature, are carried out ex-
ploiting a different detection system made by a CCD Jobin-Yvon Spectrum One
3000 coupled with a spectrograph Jobin-Yvon Triax 180 operating in the 200-1100
nm range. All the room and low temperature RL spectra, recorded as a function
of nanometers, are firstly corrected for the spectral response of the detector and
subsequently converted into spectra as a function of energy.
Singlet Oxygen and ROS Relative Concentration Measurement: The optical probes
5-(and-6)-chloromethyl-2’,7’-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate, acetyl ester (CM-
H2DCFDA) and Singlet Oxygen Sensor Green (SOSG) are purchased from Thermo
Fisher Scientific and used as received; the solvents dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO,
99 %) and phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) are purchased from Merck Life Sci-
ence. The CM-H2DCFDA and SOSG powders are diluted in a 1:10 solution of
DMSO and PBS, respectively. 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octa- ne (DABCO) powder,
purchased from Fluorochem and used as received, is dispersed in milli-Q water
to realize solutions with concentration 0.01, 0.1, and 1 M. To test the ROS and
1O2 generation, ZnO NPs are dispersed in CM-H2DCFDA and SOSG solutions,
respectively; whereas to evaluate the probes sensitivity towards singlet oxygen
moieties, ZnO NPs are mixed in solutions 1:1 of probe (CM-H2DCFDA or SOSG)
and DABCO solutions at different concentration. All the ZnO dispersions are ex-
posed continuatively to ionizing radiation for 10 minutes and simultaneously the
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intensity of the CM-H2DCFDA or SOSG fluorescence, which increases coherently
with the raise of the concentration of ROS and 1O2 in the environment, [132]
respectively, has been monitored under CW laser light excitation at 2.6 eV. All
the above measurements are carried out in the RL apparatus depicted above,
exploiting the Philips 2274 X-Ray tube operating at 20 kV and 20 mA as exci-
tation source, and CCD Jobin-Yvon Symphony II coupled with a spectrograph
Jobin-Yvon Triax 180, as detection system.

3.2 Porphyrin functionalized ZnO/SiO2 nanosys-
tems

In this section, the synthesis of ZnO NPs grown onto either highly porous or non-
porous spherical silica support are presented together with the functionalization
process of these nanosystems. Different loading levels of both amino-silane moi-
eties, used as surface functionalizing agent, and porphyrins are considered. Then,
the methods and results of the morphological characterization of the nanostruc-
tures are reported. Lastly, the methods of the optical investigation and the
parameters of the developed computational models are described.

3.2.1 Samples preparation

For both porous and non-porous ZnO/SiO2 systems synthesis all the reagents are
purchased from Merck Life Science. For the functionalization with porphyrin:
(3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (H2N(CH2)3 Si(OC2H5)3, APTES, 98%), N,N-
dimethylformamide (DMF, 99%) and toluene (99%) are purchased from Alfa
Aesar; 5,10,15,20-(tetra-4-carboxyphenyl) porphyrin (TCPP, 98%) is used as re-
ceived from PorphyChem SAS.
Synthesis of SiO2 NPs: Highly porous SiO2 NPs (SS) are synthesized through a
sol-gel method, by using cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) templating
agent for the control of pores growth according to ref [125] (Figure 3.7a, step
I). Non-porous SiO2 NPs (SSnp) are synthesized according to [133]. Briefly, 100
mL of ethanol are mixed with water (C H2O = 6M) and ammonium hydroxide,
(NH4OH, C NH4OH = 0.40 M) and sonicated at room temperature for 10 min-
utes. Then, tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) is added quickly (C TEOS = 0.28 M)
and the reaction is left under vigorous magnetic stirring overnight. The powder
is recovered through centrifugation (9000 rpm, 30 minutes), washed with fresh
ethanol twice and dried overnight at 60◦C (Figure 3.7b, step I).
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Synthesis of ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems: To prepare the two sets of ZnO/SiO2

nanosystems (ZS and ZSnp), as previously reported in ref. [38], ZnO NPs are
grown onto the surface of both porous and non-porous SiO2 NPs (SS and SSnp, re-
spectively) by the hydrolysis and condensation of zinc acetate dihydrate [126,127]
in ethanol, to get ZnO NPs attached to SiO2 through the Zn interaction with
SiO2 surface hydroxyl groups (Figure 3.7, step II). It is worth mentioning that
ZS corresponds N05-SG-SS, introduced in Section 3.1 and analysed in Chapter
4; anyhow in this Section and in Chapter 5, the sample label is changed to align
it with the herein used nomenclature. The reactant amounts are chosen in order
to get a nominal ZnO loading on both porous and non-porous silica equal to 12
wt%. The reaction yield is of about 80 % for ZS and 60 % for ZSnp, coherently
with the higher surface area available for the ZnO NPs growth on/into the porous
substrate. Consequently, the ZnO resultant loadings of ZS and ZSnp are of about
10.0 and 6.6 wt% and correspond to about 328 and 215 ZnO NPs for every SiO2

NP, respectively.
Decoration of ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems with amino-silane moieties: As anchors

for the coupling of the ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems with porphyrins, APTES is an-
chored to SiO2, employing its surface hydroxyl group. For the porous nanosys-
tems, 2.0 g of both ZS are dispersed in 48 mL of toluene at 120 ◦C; then, increasing
volumes of APTES (16, 80 or 400 µL) are added to the SiO2 suspension in order
to get a surface functionalization agent loading equal to 0.2, 1.0, 5.0 wt% (Figure
3.7, step III). The reactions are left under stirring for 24 hours under reflux. The
powders are filtrated, washed two times with fresh toluene and dried overnight
at 100 ◦C. These sample are labelled ZS-A, ZS-A5 and ZS-A25, accordingly with
their relative increment of APTES content. For the non-porous nanosystems, the
same procedure is exploited to anchor the lowest APTES amount equal to 0.2
wt% of APTES on SiO2 surfaces (ZSnp-A).
Functionalization of ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems with porphyrin: TCPP is covalently
supported onto the nanosystems by exploiting the amino groups of APTES able to
react with the -COOH groups of TCPP. Different TCPP amounts are loaded onto
ZS-A, ZS-A5, ZS-A25 and or ZSnp-A (Figure 3.7, step IV). Firstly, for the porous
nanosystems with different APTES loading (namely ZS-A, ZS-A5, ZS+A25), 0.5
g of each sample is dispersed separately in 25 mL for ZS-A, 160 mL for ZS-A5,
and 780 mL for ZS-A25 of DMF at room temperature and specific amounts of
TCPP are added in order to have for each NPs an APTES:TCPP molar ratios
equal to 1:1 determining a consequent dye loading equal to 2.7 wt% on ZS-A,
13.5 wt% on ZS-A5, and 67.5 wt% on ZS-A25. After 18 hours, the products are
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Figure 3.7: Reaction path used for the synthesis of the porous (a) and non-
porous (b) ZnO/SiO2 functionalized nanosystems. For each step, a schematic
representation of the morphological features (as observed by TEM analysis, that
will be reported in Section 3.2.3) is also depicted.

isolated by centrifugation, washed two times with fresh DMF and dried overnight
at 80◦C. The obtained TCPP coupled NPs are labelled ZS-AP-1, ZS-A5P-1, ZS-
A25P-1, respectively. Then, for both the porous and non-porous nanosystems
with an APTES loading of 0.2 wt% (namely ZS-A and ZSnp-A), by employing
the same protocol, increasing amounts of TCPP are added (APTES:TCPP molar
ratios equal to 1:1, 1:0.5, 1:0.25, 1:0.1) in order to get a dye loading equal to 2.7,
1.4, 0.7, 0.3 wt%, respectively. The final TCPP functionalized NPs are labelled
ZS-AP-Y or ZSnp-AP-Y, where Y is the APTES:TCPP molar ratio used during
the synthesis.
Mechanical mix : To further investigate the role of TCPP-ZnO proximity through
the covalent bonding, a homogenous mix, called ZS-A+P-0.5, is obtained by me-
chanically mixing 98.6 mg of bare ZS-A with 1.4 mg of TCPP, in order to have
a TCPP amount equal to 1.4 wt%.
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3.2.2 Structural and morphological characterization

Electron microscopy: The morphological analysis is carried out on all samples
through TEM. TEM images are collected by using a JEOL JEM-2100Plus TEM
operating with an acceleration voltage of 200 kV, equipped with an 8-megapixel
Gatan RioTM complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor camera. The samples
are deposited onto carbon coated Cu TEM mesh grids by drop-casting dilute
NPs dispersions in ethanol. The size of SiO2 and ZnO NPs are determined by
manually measuring 100 particles randomly chosen.
Diffraction experiment: The structural features are investigated with PXRD,
with a Rigaku MiniFlex 600 diffractometer with 0.154 nm Cu Kα radiation. The
measurements are performed in the 2θ range 20-70◦ (2θ step 0.02◦, 1◦ min−1 scan
rate).
Specific surface area analysis: The porosity of the porous SiO2 NPs in the sub-
strate alone, in ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems before and after the functionalization
steps is studied by nitrogen physisorption using a Micromeritics ASAP 2020 HD
analyser, after degassing the samples at 100◦C under vacuum. Specific surface
area (SSA) values are obtained using the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) model.
Infrared spectroscopy: The functionalization with both APTES and TCPP is
qualitatively studied with the FTIR in ATR mode, by using a Thermo Fisher
Scientific Nicolet iS20, wavenumber range between 4000 cm−1 and 600 cm−1, res-
olution spectra 4 cm−1, 32 scans.
Thermogravimetric analysis: The amount of the organic substituents is quanti-
fied with a TGA on a Mettler Toledo TGA/DSC1 STAR e System (30 ◦C-1000
◦C, heating rate of 10 ◦C min−1, constant air flux of 50 mL/min−1) and further
confirmed with the Elemental Analysis (CHNS), performed on an Elemental Var-
ioMICRO analyser (temperature of the combustion column = 1150 ◦C, reduction
column = 850 ◦C).
TGA data elaboration: From the thermal profiles measured during TGA, the
weight loss between 150 and 1000 ◦C (∆W150−1000◦C) is used to calculate i) the
amount of APTES in ZS-A, ZS-A5, ZS-A25, and ZSnp-A, ii) the amount of TCPP
in ZS-AP-Y, ZS-A5P-1, ZS-A25P-1, and ZSnp-AP-Y samples (TCPP amount,
wt%), respectively, and iii) the ratio between APTES and TCPP molecules dis-
tributed over SiO2 surface (number of molecules/nm2 SiO2). In the APTES deco-
rated nanosystems, ∆W150−1000◦C is attributed to two main components by using
a simplified model where APTES is bonded to SiO2 through three covalent bonds
at low APTES loadings: i) combustion of the -CH2CH2CH2NH2 groups anchored
to SiO2 NPs after the reaction with APTES; ii) water desorption from the resid-
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ual surface silanol groups, assuming that three surface OH groups are replaced by
each APTES bonded to SiO2. In the porphyrin functionalized nanosystems, an
additional contribution due to TCPP has to be considered. The contributions to
the weight loss ∆W150−1000◦C in the dye coupled NPs are reported in the following
equation:

∆W150−1000◦C = nAPTES ·MWAPTES

+ 1
2 · (nOH · wSiO2(1000◦C) − 3nR) ·MWH2O

+ nTCPP ·MWTCPP

(3.4)

where nAPTES and nTCPP represent the APTES and TCPP moles on SiO2, re-
spectively; MW is the molecular weight (APTES: -CH2CH2CH2NH2 groups =
58.0 g mol−1; TCPP = 790.8 g mol−1); nOH is the moles number of OH surface
groups of bare SiO2; wSiO2(1000◦C) is the weight of residual SiO2 at 1000◦C. Then,
the APTES amount (wt%) is calculated by deriving nR from Equation 3.4. For
the porphyrin functionalized nanosystems, considering that the APTES amount
remains constant from the NPs decorared only with APTES and those also loaded
with the dye, the only difference in the measured ∆W150−1000◦C came from the
TCPP contributions. Thus, from Equation 3.4 the TCPP amount (wt%) can be
calculated using the following equation:

TCPP amount = ∆W150−1000◦C (TCPP and APTES coupledNPs)

−∆W150−1000◦C (APTES coupled NPs)
(3.5)

and compared to the nominal TCPP amounts. From the obtained TCPP amounts
(wt%) and APTES amount (wt%), the number of TCPP and APTES molecules
anchored onto SiO2 surface is calculated:

n.molecules

surface(nm2) = mspecies ·NA

1gSiO2 ·MWspecies · SSABET · 1018 (3.6)

where mspecies/1gSiO2 is the mass of TCPP or APTES anchored on 1.0 gram
of SiO2 (calculated from TCPP or APTES amount), NA the Avogadro number,
SBET is the specific surface area of SiO2 (that is 109 m2/g for ZS and 66 m2/g
for ZSnp).
Centrifugation process: To test the stability of ZS-AP-1, ZS-A5P-1, and ZS-
A25P-1 in an biological environment, PBS dispersions of the samples with ZnO
concentration of 10−3 M are centrifugated for 15 minutes at 9000 revolutions per
minutes (rpm) using a Hettich Universal 320 centrifuge and then the products
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isolated from the solutions are washed with fresh PBS. This process is repeated
for an overall of three times and subsequentially the obtained powders are dried
overnight at 80◦C.
Absorption measurement: Absorption spectra from 200 to 800 nm are collected
with a double beam Perkin Elmer Lambda 950 spectrometer with a spectral reso-
lution of 1.0 nm using Suprasil quartz cuvettes with a 0.1 cm optical path length.
For the evaluation of stability in a biological environment, the absorption mea-
surements are performed on PBS dispersion of TCPP, ZS-AP-1, ZS-A5P-1, and
ZS-A25P-1, while for the determination of TCPP concentration, on DMF disper-
sion of the dye alone and of all the porphyrin functionalized samples.
Absorption data analysis: A calibration curve is obtained by measuring the ab-
sorption spectra of TCPP solution in DMF at known concentrations (in the range:
10−6 M – 7*10−5 M, data not shown) and by exploiting the Lamber-Beer equation:

Absλ = ελ · d · C (3.7)

where Absλ is the absorbance at a given wavelength, ελ is molar extinction co-
efficient at a given wavelength, d the optical path length, and C the concen-
tration. [134] In the used concentration range, the best linear regression of the
TCPP absorbance as a function of its content is obtained at 520 nm ( ∼2.4 eV)
correspondent to the first peak of the Q-bands; whereas the calibration results
non reliable at 410 nm ( ∼3.0 eV) due to the occurrence of spectral shape distor-
tions in the Soret band (data not shown). Thus, the molar excitation coefficient
is derived at 520 nm (ε520) and resulted about 8900 M−1 cm−1. Then, for all the
dye coupled NPs, the TCPP concentration is calculated from Equation 3.7 using
the evaluated ε520 and the measured Abs520.

3.2.3 Structural and morphological properties

The morphology of all samples is investigated by TEM analyses. TEM images
of porous SiO2 (SS, Figure 3.8a) confirm the formation of almost spherical SiO2

NPs, with an average size of 80 nm and ordered mesoporous channels of few nano-
meters diameter (∼average diameter 3±1 nm), generated by the self-assembly of
the CTAB, used as templating agent, during SiO2 growth. Subsequently, the
interaction of the zinc precursor in a basic ethanol solution with the -OH surface
groups of SiO2 is exploited to grow ZnO NPs of 4-6 nm diameter onto the silica
support (ZS). Anyway, the TEM images (Figure 3.8b) disclose that ZnO NPs are
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Figure 3.8: TEM images of porous SiO2 NPs (SS, a), of the porous ZnO/SiO2
nanosystems (ZS in b,c), and of the porous ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems upon APTES
(d,e) and TCPP functionalization (f): as examples, ZS-A in d,e and ZS-AP-1 in
f are reported. The red arrows in b indicate the ZnO NPs grown on the external
SiO2 surface.

attached both on the external SiO2 surface (red arrows) and in the SiO2 meso-
pores; in fact, the long-range order given by the pristine SiO2 channels is partially
depleted due to a contrast reduction in the images, caused by the presence of the
high-atomic number Zn element in the core of SiO2 NPs (Figure 3.8c). This ob-
servation can be explained considering that the zinc precursor is reasonably able
to penetrate the mesoporous channels of SiO2, mainly due to the high available
surface area inside the SiO2 pores (SSA = 1100 m2g−1 as reported in [125]) and
may lead to the formation of ZnO NPs inside the SiO2 mesoporosity. This hy-
pothesis is further confirmed by the nitrogen physisorption analysis performed
on SiO2 after ZnO growth: in fact, ZS shows a severe reduction of SSA value
(109 m2g−1) compared to bare SiO2, suggesting that the formation of ZnO NPs
strongly affects the SiO2 mesoporosity and that a considerable portion of ZnO
NPs may be located onto the SiO2 pores. A schematic representation of ZnO
distribution in ZS is reported in Figure 3.7a.
After the functionalization of ZS with APTES, a further modification of SiO2

morphology is evidenced, regardless of its loading level (namely, for ZS-A, ZS-
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Figure 3.9: TEM images of non-porous SiO2 NP (SSnp, a), of the non-porous
ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems before (ZSnp, b) and after APTES functionalization
(ZSnp-A, c). Insets are TEM images zoomed on only one nanoparticle.

A5, and ZS-A25). Thus, as an example, only TEM images of ZS-A are reported
(Figure 3.8d,e). The TEM analysis discloses that the overall typical SiO2 meso-
porosity is not detectable, suggesting that also APTES molecules may partially
penetrate the available SiO2 pores and may condensate mainly as silica-based
species in the pores. Moreover, spotted areas of high and low contrast, with a
growing amorphous character appear in the SiO2 core structure. Lasty, for all
the APTES decorated samples, these morphological features are not altered by
the porphyrin addition, regardless of the used TCPP content. As an example,
for the porous dye functionalized NPs (ZS-AP-Y, ZS-A5P-1, and ZS-A25P-1), a
TEM image of ZS-AP-1 is reported in Figure 3.8f.
TEM images of non-porous SiO2 (SSnp, Figure 3.9a) validate the formation of
almost spherical silica NPs with an average size of 75 nm. After the growth of
ZnO NPs, ZnO NPs of 4-6 nm diameter and small aggregates on the external sur-
face of SiO2 NPs are detected (ZSnp, Figure 3.9b), corroborating the formation
of ZnO NPs randomly distributed onto the support.After the functionalization
of the non-porous ZnO/SiO2 (ZSnp) with only APTES and subsequently also
with TCPP, no further modifications of the sample morphological features are
observed. As an example, TEM images of ZSnp-A are reported in Figure 3.9c.
From the structural point of view, PXRD analysis of the porous nanosystems

(SS and ZS) unveils the amorphous character of both SiO2 and ZnO NPs, as
suggested by the only presence of a broad peak centred at 2θ = 22◦ due to the
amorphous SiO2 (Figure 3.10a). The same structural properties are evidenced in
the non-porous nanosystems (SSnp and ZSnp), even though a slightly increased
ZnO crystallinity is observed as demonstrated by the appearance of the small
diffraction peaks due to the wurtzite ZnO phase (Figure 3.10b). No other peaks
are detectable in all the porous and non-porous nanosystems upon both APTES
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Figure 3.10: PXRD spectra of porous (a) and non-porous (b) ZnO/SiO2 nanosys-
tems with no functionalization (ZS and ZSnp) and upon APTES-TCPP loading
(as examples ZS-AP-1 and ZSnp-AP-1 are reported).

and TCPP functionalization (ZS-A, ZSnp-A, ZS-A5, ZS-A25, ZS-AP-Y, ZSnp-AP-
Y, ZS-A5P-1, and ZS-A25P-1), implying that no crystalline structures are formed
and no porphyrin aggregation into crystalline domains occurrs (Figure 3.10). [135]
To validate both APTES and TCPP functionalization, ATR-FTIR measurements
are performed. Figure 3.11 displays the spectra of six different porous samples
and TCPP alone to investigate the surface modifications of the nanosystem upon
each step of the synthesis process, reported as examples for both porous and non-
porous systems. First, in the ATR-FTIR spectrum of the ZS compared to the
silica substrate (Figure 3.11a), the absence of the peak at 958 cm−1, attributed to
the surface -OH groups of SiO2 confirms the ZnO anchoring on SiO2 surface, due
to their partial replacement with Si-O-Zn bonds. [127] Moreover, comparing the
ATR-FTIR spectrum of the ZS before and after the APTES anchoring (Figure
3.11a), two new peaks at 2930 cm−1 and 2860 cm−1 are observed at all APTES
content and assigned to the asymmetric and symmetric stretching of -CH2 groups
(υas and υa) of the propyl APTES chains. These two peaks are similarly evident
in the dye coupled NPs, validating the stability of these samples in DMF, used
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Figure 3.11: a) ATR-FTIR spectra of SS after each synthetic step to obtain ZS-
AP-1, according to the synthetic procedure. b) ATR-FTIR of two samples at
high APTES and TCPP content and of TCPP alone.

both as reaction solvent for the TCPP interaction and for the PL measurements.
For all the porphyrin functionalized nanoscintillators, the intensity of the typi-
cal peaks due to TCPP, that are observed in the range from 1800 to 1300 cm−1

(Figure 3.11b) and are in agreement with the literature, [136, 137] decreases co-
herently with the dye amounts used in the synthesis. Indeed, no strong signals
due to TCPP are detected in the ATR-FTIR spectra of ZS-AP-Y and ZSnp-AP-Y
(Figure 3.11a), due to the low TCPP content (< 3wt%, as calculated from TGA
analysis); whereas several peaks are observed in both ZS-A5P-1 and ZS-A25P-1
in the 1800-1300 cm−1 range due to TCPP (Figure 3.11b). In particular, the sig-
nals at 1600, 1550, and 1380 cm−1 are attributed to the vibrational stretching of
C=C in phenyl configuration, C=C in the pyrrolic ring, and C=N, respectively,
while the peak at 1680 cm−1 to the stretching of the carbonyl group (C=O) of
the -COOH pendant groups. It is worth mentioning that the peaks observed in
the TCPP coupled NPs are shifted towards lower wavenumbers with respect to
the dye alone, [136] suggesting the interaction between TCPP and the APTES
functionalized ZS system. The possible interaction between the terminal amino
groups of APTES (-NH2) and carboxy groups of TCPP (-COOH) is further sug-
gested by the presence of a small additional peak located at 1655 cm−1, as a
shoulder of the more intense peak at 1680 cm−1 (Inset in Figure 3.11b), likely
ascribable to the formation of an amide bond between the two species.
The quantification of APTES and TCPP is realized through the TGA thermal
profiles of all the functionalized samples, by comparing them to either the bare ZS
or ZSnp (Figure 3.12, for details please refer to sub-Section 3.2.2). The weight loss
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Figure 3.12: TGA profiles in the temperature range 150-1000 ◦C of all the bare
and functionalized ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems.

∆W150−1000◦C increases from the only inorganic nanoscintillators (ZS and ZSnp)
to the APTES functionalized NPs (ZS-A, ZSnp-A, ZS-A5, and ZS-A25) and the
dye coupled nanosystems (ZS-AP-Y, ZSnp-AP-Y, ZS-A5P-1, ZS-A25P-1), due to
the presence of APTES and TCPP covalently bonded to the SiO2 surface. Be-
sides, the highest ∆W150−1000◦C are measured by increasing both the APTES and
the TCPP amounts in the functionalized samples. From ∆W150−1000◦C values
(reported in Table 3.1) both the amount of APTES and TCPP for the loaded
samples are calculated close to the nominal ones. Besides, the calculated ra-
tios between TCPP and APTES molecules over SiO2 are similar to the expected
nominal values (reported in Table 3.1), suggesting that the anchoring of TCPP
to SiO2 is carried out under high controlled conditions. The only exceptions are
represented by the samples with the highest TCPP loading (ZS-A5-P1 and ZS-
A25-P1), where the TCPP amounts are lower than the nominal ones, possibly
due to the high steric hindrance of TCPP that leads to reduced reaction yields at
high TCPP content. TGA results are further validated by the elemental CHNS
analyses, where the increased N% of the APTES and APTES-TCPP coupled
samples compared to either the porous or non-porous bare ZnO/SiO2 nanosys-
tems is assigned to the nitrogen contributions given by both APTES and TCPP
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Sample TGA results CHNS results

∆W
150−1000◦C

(%)

TCPP
amount
(wt%)

Nominal
TCPP
(wt%)

Ratio
TCPP /
APTES
(n
molecules)

N% nom-
inal

N% mea-
sured

ZS 6.4 - - - - 0.15
ZS-A 6.7 - - - 0.05 0.21
ZS-A5 7.7 - - - 0.24 +0.23
ZS-A25 13.2 - - - 1.28 +1.10
ZS-AP-
0.1

7.7 1.0 0.3 0.3 0.07
(+0.02)

+0.03

ZS-AP-
0.25

7.8 1.1 0.7 0.4 0.10
(+0.05)

+0.09

ZS-AP-
0.5

8.5 1.8 1.4 0.6 0.15
(+0.10)

+0.15

ZS-AP-1 9.6 2.9 2.7 1.1 0.24
(+0.19)

+0.20

ZS-A5P-1 16.4 8.7 13.5 0.7 1.2
(+0.96)

+0.94

ZS-A25P-
1

41.7 28.5 67.5 0.4 6.05
(+4.84)

+2.34

ZSnp 8.5 - - - - 0.50
ZSnp-A 8.7 - - - 0.05 +0.05
ZSnp-AP-
0.1

9.5 0.8 0.3 0.3 0.07
(+0.02)

+0.09

ZSnp-AP-
1

10.8 2.1 2.7 0.8 0.24
(+0.19)

+0.2

Table 3.1: For both the porous and non-porous sets of samples, amount of APTES
and TCPP anchored over SiO2 calculated from TGA results (according to Equa-
tions 3.4-3.6) and increment of the nitrogen content from CHNS analysis of the
APTES decorated nanosystems compared to the bare ZnO/SiO2 ones and of the
APTES-TCPP functionalized nanosystems compared to the APTES decorated
ones.
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Figure 3.13: Absorption spectra of DMF solution of TCPP alone (10−5 M) and
of all the porous and non-porous porphyrin functionalized (ZnO concentration of
10−5 M), compared to DMF alone.

molecules. As observed for TGA analysis, the N% increased by increasing the
APTES and TCPP amount and the results confirmed the previous TGA quan-
tification (Table 3.1).
At last, absorption spectra of all the porous and non-porous porphyrin coupled
NPs dispersed in DMF are compared to the dye alone, in order to investigate
the TCPP absorption features upon anchoring on the inorganic nanoscintillators
and to estimate the dye amount in the samples (Figure 3.13). All the spectra
disclose the characteristic porphyrin absorption features: the Soret band at ∼3.0
eV (∼413 nm) and the Q-bands between 1.8 eV (∼700 nm) and 2.5 eV (∼500
nm), related to S0 → S2 and S0 → S1 transitions, [138] respectively. However,
the wide Soret band, whose broadening progressively increments with the TCPP
concentration, observed in the TCPP coupled samples with respect to the sharp
peak of the dye alone unveils the occurrence of dye aggregates and the depen-
dence of their formations probability on the porphyrin content. [82,83] For all the
TCPP functionalized NPs, the spectra (recorded at constant ZnO amount = 10−3

M) showed that the absolute value of the absorbance scales coherently with the
dye content, that is also estimated by Equation 3.7 considering the main Q-band
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CTCPP [M] at Abs520

ZS-AP-0.1 4.9 ∗ 10−6

ZS-AP-0.25 6.5 ∗ 10−6

ZS-AP-0.5 1.5 ∗ 10−5

ZS-AP-1 2.6 ∗ 10−5

ZSnp-AP-0.1 6.1 ∗ 10−6

ZSnp-AP-1 3.6 ∗ 10−5

ZS-A5P-1 1.3 ∗ 10−4

ZS-A25P-1 1.4 ∗ 10−3

Table 3.2: Porphyrin concertation in the functionalized nanoscintillators calcu-
lated from the absorption spectra with Equation 3.7

(∼520 nm). Generally, the TCPP amounts measured (Table 3.2) from the ab-
sorption measurements are consistent with TGA and CHNS results (Table 3.1),
even if they disclose slight discrepances for the nanosystems with the lowest and
highest porphyrin loading (ZS-AP-0.1, ZSnp-AP-0.1, ZS-A5P-1 and ZS-A25P-1),
probably because their too small and too big absorbance, respectively, limits the
accuracy of the Lambert-Beer law.

3.2.4 Spectroscopic characterization

Steady-state photoluminescence analysis: Steady state excitation-emission lumi-
nescence measurements are carried out using the experimental apparatus already
described in sub-Section 3.1.4. PL spectra are detected exciting at ∼3.7 eV for
TCPP, ZS, ZS-A, and ZS-AP-Y as well as SSnp, ZSnp, ZSnp-A, and ZSnp-AP-Y,
and at ∼3.1 eV only for TCPP, ZS-AP-Y and ZSnp-AP-Y samples. Photolumi-
nescence excitation (PLE) spectra are detected monitoring the TCPP emission at
∼1.9 eV for TCPP, ZS-AP-Y and ZSnp-AP-Y samples; ZnO emission at ∼2.3 eV
for ZS, ZS-A, ZS-AP-Y as well as ZSnp, ZSnp-A, and ZSnp-AP-Y. All the spectra
are corrected for the spectral response of the system.
TRPL measurements: TRPL measurements are performed in TCSPC mode
thought a FLS 980 spectrofluorometer by Edinburgh Photonics using Suprasil
quartz cuvettes with a 0.1 cm optical path length. TRPL spectra collected at
2.3 eV with a band-width of 10 nm are collected using a EPLED emitting at 3.6
eV as excitation source with a pulse width of ∼950 ps; TRPL decays monitored
at 1.9 eV with a band width of 5 nm are obtained exploiting a EPL emitting at
2.4 eV with pulse width of ∼280 ps. The TRPL data are analysed following the
numerical procedure described in sub-Section 3.1.4.
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Time resolved emission spectroscopy: Time resolved emission spectroscopy (TRES)
is also used: the emission spectra are recorded both immediately after the pulse
and with 0.2 ms delay exciting at ∼3.7 eV with a Xenon flash lamp with pulse
duration of 0.1 ms by an Agilent Cary Eclipse fluorimeter using Suprasil quartz
cuvettes of 1 cm optical path length.
PL, PLE, TRPL as well as TRES optical analyses are performed at room tem-
perature and atmospheric pressure in DMF solutions for all the samples.
Radioluminescence: RL measurements are carried using the experimental appa-
ratus described in sub-Section 3.1.4. In particular, for the sets of samples that
will be investigated in Section 5.1 (i.e. ZS, ZS-A, ZS-A5, ZS-A25, ZS-AP-1, ZS-
A5P-1, and ZS-A25P-1), the Philips 2274 X-Ray tube is operating at 20 kV and
20 mA and, as a detection system, a CCD Jobin-Yvon Sincerity coupled with
a spectrograph Jobin-Yvon CP140-1825 operating in the 200 - 1100 nm range
is exploited. For the sets of samples that will be analysed in Sections 5.2 and
5.3 (i.e. TCPP, ZS, ZS-A, ZS-AP-Y, SSnp, ZSnp, ZSnp-A, and ZSnp-AP-Y), the
X-Ray tube is operated at 20 mA and 10 / 20 / 30 kV and, as a detection system,
a CCD Jobin-Yvon Symphony II coupled with a spectrograph Jobin-Yvon Triax
180 operating in the 200 - 1100 nm range is used. At these working conditions,
the beam mean energy are of ∼3.3 / 6.6 / 10.0 keV and the dose rate evaluated
with an ionization chamber in air are of 0.048±0.001 / 0.273±0.005 / 0.68±0.01
mGy/(mA*s), respectively. All spectra are detected on powders at room temper-
ature and at a pressure of 10−3 mbar to avoid any RL emission from molecules
present in the air and corrected for the spectral response of the detection system.

3.2.5 GEANT4 based Monte Carlo simulations

Monte Carlo simulations based on the GEANT4 toolkit (version 4.10.6 patch
03) are employed to investigate the spatial distribution of energy deposition in
non-porous ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems (ZSnp). To evaluate the role of both the ZnO
concentration and the X-Ray energy beam on the deposited energy profile, two
codes (A and B, respectively) are developed. The geometries used in code A
and B are different, yet the irradiation conditions are similar and they both rely
on the same models to describe the cross-section of each physical processes. All
these parameters are selected to mimic the sample and the experimental con-
ditions whenever the computational capacity allowed, while in the other cases,
appropriate approximations are chosen; as detailed below.
Geometry parameters of code A: The geometry of this code is optimized to com-
pute the relative contribution of SiO2 and ZnO in the energy deposition in ZSnp
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Figure 3.14: a) Visualization of the geometry simulated in code A: a) one SiO2
NP (white) is placed at the centre of the environment (dark blue) located at the
centre of the world (grey); b-f) Visualization of the SiO2 NP (white) with 0 (b)
/ 10 (c) / 100 (d) / 215 (e) ZnO NPs (red) randomly distributed on its external
surfaces.

due to the primary interaction with the X-Ray beam. The volume in which the
interactions between the ionizing radiation and the matter occur, also called the
environment is a sphere of 2 µm diameter filled with air. The sphere is placed
at the centre of the whole physical space, referred to as the world, that consists
in an empty box with dimensions of 150 cm. At the centre of the environment,
one spherical SiO2 NP of 80 nm in diameter is placed (Figure 3.14a). Lastly, the
code is implemented with the possibility of randomly distributing on the silica
surface a given number of distinct ZnO NPs of 5 nm diameter. In particular,
four cases are considered: 0 / 10 / 100 / 215 ZnO NPs, corresponding to a ZnO
concentration of 0.0 / 0.3 / 3.0 / 6.6 wt% (Figure 3.14b-e). Because perform-
ing the simulations with the actual dimensions of the experimental setup is not
doable computation-time wise, both the environment and world size are scaled
down, keeping at least a difference of about three orders of magnitude between
the dimensions of the nanosystems, the environment, and world.
Geometrical parameters of code B: The goal of this code is to estimate the spatial
distribution of energy profile in the ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems in geometrical con-
ditions similar to the experimental ones. In the RL measurements, a cylindrical
sample holder of diameter of ∼8.5 mm and height of ∼1 mm is filled with ZSnp
powders. The ratio between the volumes of the sample holder and the nanosys-
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Figure 3.15: a) Approximation of the ZnO/SiO2 NP geometry: each SiO2 NP is
covered with a thin layer of ZnO (red); b) Visualization of the geometry simulated
in the code B: several SiO2 NPs covered with the thin layer of ZnO (red) are
randomly placed in the environment (blue) positioned at the centre of the world
(grey).

tems provides the number of SiO2 and ZnO NPs contained in the sample. These
numbers are equal to 1.8*1014 and 3.9*1016, respectively (since 215 ZnO NPs are
gattached to each SiO2 support). However, thse values are far above the com-
putational capacity. Consequently, to limit the overall amount of particles, the
following approximation are used: i) the size of the sample holder is scaled down
to the micro-meters range, ii) the number of nanosystems is lowered to 5*104 so
that their mean inter-distance (∼50 nm) is sufficiently long to allow a fast particle
placement and small enough to study the energy deposition in neighbouring NPs,
and iii) for every SiO2 NP, the 215 ZnO NPs are replaced by a spherical shell
of thickness of ∼0.4 nm placed around the silica support. The thickness of the
ZnO layer is calculated to provide a volume of ZnO that is equivalent to that of
215 NPs of 5 nm diameter (Figure 3.15a). Hence, to recreate the geometry of the
used RL sample holder, the environment is defined as a cylinder with a diameter
of 4.25 µm and a height of 1 µm. This cylinder is filled with air and located
at the centre of the world, that is depicted as an empty box with dimensions of
150 cm. Then, 5*104 SiO2 NPs with a diameter of 80 nm and coated with a 0.4
nm-thick shell of ZnO are randomly placed in the environment (Figure 3.15b).
Physical process modelling: The Low Energy Electromagnetic Physics-Livermore
package is used because it allows to describe and compute the interactions of elec-
trons and photons with inorganic materials down to about 250 eV, with proper
accuracy. The cutting step, i.e. the threshold below which no secondary charges
are generated, is set to 1 nm.
Irradiation conditions: To mimic the RL experimental setup, the incident radi-
ation is represented by a beam of 108 parallel X-Ray photons with a mean beam
energy of 3.3 / 6.6 / 10.0 keV and generated at a distance of 15 cm and with a
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Figure 3.16: Visualization of the simulated energy deposition computed by oper-
ating code A when X-Ray photons with a mean energy of 6.6 keV are irradiating
a target sample made of 215 ZnO NPs attached to one SiO2 NP): a) depicts
the whole geometry and all the occuring physical processes, while b) and c) are
enlargement that display only the incoming X-Ray (b) or the production of sec-
ondary carries (c), respectively. The world is depicted in grey, the environment
in blue, the SiO2 NP in white, and the ZnO NPs in red; the green lines are the
incoming X-Ray, the yellow dots are the interaction points between the ionizing
radiation and the nanosystems and/or the environment, the red lines are the
generated secondary carriers.

tilt angle of 26◦ with respect to the geometrical centre - i.e. where the interacting
matter is placed. As an example, Figure 3.16 displays the visualization of the
evaluated energy deposition computed by operating code A in the case of one
SiO2 NPs covered with 215 ZnO NPs exposed to X-Ray mean energy beam of
6.6 keV. In detail, in Figure 3.16a, upon the irradiation with ionizing radiation
(green lines) of the ZnO/SiO2 nanosystem, some interactions occur statistically
both in the nanosystem and in the environment (yellow dots) leading to the pos-
sible deposition of energy and generation of secondary charges (red lines). Figure
3.16b and 3.16c show solely the NP exposed to X-Ray and the subsequent energy
release and secondary charges production, respectively.
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Chapter 4

ZnO samples with different
morphologies

As introduced in Chapter 2, ZnO-based nanostructures are promising for the de-
velopment of performant and innovative photonics and opto-electronics devices
as well as for novel interesting applications, especially in the biomedical field.
In particular, the attractiveness of ZnO NPs relies on the possibility of varying
its physical and chemical properties by controlling the dimensions, shape, and
interfaces. All these parameters contribute in defining the defectiveness, i.e. con-
centrations and types of point defects of ZnO and its resultant features, such
as the luminescence and the catalytic activity. Nevertheless, the impact of ZnO
morphological and surface properties is still an open issue in the scientific com-
munity and its comprehension represents a key point to promote the development
of engineered ZnO nanostructures for optical and medical applications.
Aiming at providing a significant contribution in this matter, this chapter presents
a detailed study on the influence of the points defects on the optical and catalytic
properties of ZnO. ZnO luminescence is studied through a systematic spectro-
scopic approach involving seven ZnO samples with different growth conditions,
interfaces, and dimensions (from bulk to nano-size) and different excitations,
from optical sources to ionizing radiation. This optimized experimental proce-
dure results to be a powerful and useful tool to deepen the understanding of
the correlations between ZnO luminescence, morphology, and defectiveness, that
may go beyond the material itself. Moreover, the role of surface properties and
reactivity is carefully addressed by testing the ability of nanometric ZnO with
different sizes and interfaces, and hence surface area and defects, to sensitize the
production of radical species, such as ROS and singlet oxygen, in an biological
environment under ionizing radiation. Thus, this study is also a crucial proof of
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concept of the possible use of ZnO NPs as active ROS generator to implement
conventional radiotherapy.

In the following, first, the structural and morphological properties of four
sets of ZnO NPs together with those of industrial micrometric powders and of
a commercial single bulk crystal is described. Then, the findings of an accurate
spectroscopical analysis performed on all the samples are presented and discussed
in relation to the role of the excitation energy, of the dimensionality as well as of
the growth parameters and interfaces. Lastly, tests and results of ROS and 1O2

generation upon X-Ray exposure of the four ZnO NPs are reported.
As a guideline to the reading of this chapter, a schematic description of the herein
analysed ZnO-based systems (for synthesis details please refer to sub-Section
3.1.1) is provided in Table 4.1.

Sample Size Synthesis Interfaces Shape Form and
colour

N05-HI 5 nm Hot Injec-
tion

Capped with
stearic acid

Spherical White pow-
der

N22-HI 22 nm Hot Injec-
tion

Capped with
stearic acid

Spherical White pow-
der

N05-SG-SS 5 nm Sol-Gel Supported
onto spher-
ical SiO2
NPs

Spherical White pow-
der

N05-SG-SR 5 nm Sol-Gel Supported
onto rod-like
SiO2 NPs

Spherical White pow-
der

MP 100-2000 nm Unknown
(commer-
cial)

Unknown
(commer-
cial)

Not homoge-
neous

White pow-
der

BC 10 cm x 10
cm x 1 mm

Hydrothermal
growth
(commer-
cial)

Two sides
polished

Parallelepiped Yellow crys-
tal

Table 4.1: Schematic description of the investigated samples.
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4.1 Optical properties - from bulk to the nano-
size

4.1.1 Radio- and photoluminescence

The luminescence properties of all ZnO samples are investigated at room tem-
perature under both ionizing radiation and optical excitation (Figure 4.1). The
former analysis is performed exploiting low energy X-Ray in rotary vacuum con-
dition (10−3 mbar), to avoid the RL signal caused by air molecules ionization.
For photoluminescence, the excitation energy is selected from a continuous wave
Xenon lamp. Each sample reveals peculiar optical features with emissions from
defects and/or excitonic states.
Figure 4.1a displays the absolute RL intensities of the nanometric samples, the
micrometric commercial specimen, together with the bulk crystal, while Figure
4.2 reports the absolute RL spectra of silica NPs (a), i.e. the N05-SG-SS and N05-
SG-SR substrates, and of the stearic acid (b), i.e. N05-HI and N22-HI capping
agent. All the spectra are collected under the same experimental conditions and
normalized to the ZnO weight percent to ensure an accurate comparison between
their amplitudes. Under X-Ray excitation, SiO2 NPs and SA molecules display
a very weak and absent signal, respectively, proving that the optical properties
observed in all the nanometric powders are completely attributable to ZnO. The
overall emissions of the nanometric powders are about 10 and 70 times weaker
than that of the micrometric one for the silica supported N05-SG-SS and N05-
SG-SR NPs and for the bare N05-HI and N22-HI NPs, respectively. The RL
efficiency of the bulk sample is about 250 times weaker with respect to that of
the micrometric powders. In this regard, it has to be remarked that the BC is
transparent and yellowish, while the other specimens white powders (Figure 4.3).
Consequently, the comparison between crystal and powders must take into ac-
count the effect of different morphologies on light collection: the detection of light
emitted from crystal can be affected by the waveguide effect, [139] at variance
in highly scattering white powder systems, the luminescence is more effectively
conveyed into the collection angle.
Figure 4.1b shows the RL spectra normalized to their maximum. The relative

intensity of the UV exciton luminescence with respect to the defects bands de-
creases by scaling down the sample size. In fact, the excitonic emission is evident
in the crystal, it is still noticeable in the micrometric sample, while it is very
weak or absent in the nanometric powders. The shape of VIS defect-related lu-
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Figure 4.1: a,b) Room temperature RL intensities and normalized RL spectra
under X-Ray irradiation, respectively; for all samples the spectra are measured
at 300 K and 10−3 mbar, operating the X-Ray tube at 20 kV and 20 mA; c)
Normalized PL spectra of all samples recorded under CW excitation at 3.5-3.6 eV
(above ZnO band gap) with the use of a long-pass filter with cutting wavelength
at 370 nm (3.4 eV); d) Normalized PL spectra of all samples recorded under CW
excitation at 3.1-3.2 eV (below ZnO band gap) with the use of a long-pass filter
with cutting wavelength at 418 nm (3.0 eV).
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Figure 4.2: a) RL of spherical (SS) and rod-like (SR) silica NPs; b) RL of stearic
acid (SA).

Figure 4.3: Photograph of commercial ZnO bulk single crystal (BC) purchased
from Alineason.
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Figure 4.4: a) PL spectra of spherical (SS) and rod-like (SR) silica NPs measured
at 3.8 eV excitation; b) b) PL spectra measured above (3.5-3.6 eV) and below
(3.1-3.2 eV) ZnO band gap of bare ZnO NPs (N05-HI and N22-HI) and of SA.

minescence varies throughout the specimens: BC and MP samples display broad
composite emissions extending from 1.5 eV to almost 2.9 eV, while the nanomet-
ric systems present distinct peaks in the green (N05-SG-SS and N05-SG-SR), red
(N05-HI and N22-HI) and blue (N05-HI) region of the spectrum. A detailed anal-
ysis of the RL spectral components of all the samples emissions will be carried
out in sub-Section 4.1.2.
Figures 4.1c and 4.1d show the normalized PL emission spectra of all ZnO sys-
tems acquired under light excitation above (3.5-3.6 eV) and below (3.1-3.2 eV) the
ZnO band gap, with the use of a long-pass filter with a cutting wavelength at 370
nm (3.4 eV) and at 418 nm (3.0 eV), respectively. Only BC and MP present the
exciton luminescence, excited solely above ZnO band gap, whose intensity ratio
with those of the defect emissions is lower with respect to the one under X-Ray
excitation (Figure 4.1c). Exciting above the ZnO band gap, the defect-related
emission of each sample is analogous to the one detected in RL. Differently, when
the excitation energy is smaller than the ZnO band gap, variations in the spec-
tral shape are observed expect that for the N05-SG-SS emission (Figure 4.1d).
BC and MP systems exhibit a slight modification in the PL spectra, due to an
enhancement of the emission intensities in the green and blue region of the spec-
trum. Otherwise, three nanometric specimens (N05-SG-SR, N05-HI and N22-HI)
show a significant change of their luminescence since bright blue emission is ob-
served. To complete the spectroscopic analysis of the nanometric samples, PL
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measurements are performed on the silica substrates and of the SA molecules are
investigated. The results indicate that SS and SR are non-luminescent (Figure
4.4a), whereas the capping agent shows an emission peaked at around 2.8 eV that
matches the bright luminescence observed in N05-HI and N22-HI upon excitation
at energies lower than the ZnO band gap (Figure 4.4b). Consequently, further
analyses are necessary to unequivocally assign the origin of this blue component
either to defect species or to the SA molecules.

4.1.2 Analysis of spectral components

RL spectra are collected a function of temperature from 10 to 300 K on all the
ZnO systems to deepen the investigation on the features of exciton and defect
emissions. To lower the sample temperature, a closed-cycle He cryo-cooler op-
erating in high vacuum conditions (10−7 mbar) is used, differently than in the
previous RL experimental procedure in which higher pressures (10−3 mbar) are
adequate. A pressure-sensitive behavior under ionizing radiation is displayed by
nanometric N05-SG-SS and MP samples (Figure 4.5). Varying the pressure from
10−7 mbar to 10−3 mbar, a decrease in the exciton luminescence intensity with
respect to the defect one is observed in the micrometric MP specimen. Moreover,
the RL spectral shape of N05-SG-SS is also slightly affected by the change pres-
sure, since an additional broad emission, extending from approximately 2.5 eV to
3.2 eV, is detected under high vacuum conditions.
Figure 4.6 displays the Gaussian deconvolutions of the room temperature RL

spectra of all the ZnO samples: overall five bands are identified, one associated to
excitonic transition and four to defect centers. To perform the fit procedure, two
main guidelines are followed: i) to use the minimum number of bands necessary
to achieve a satisfactory spectrum reproduction for each sample, ii) to consider,
the energy bands values reported in the literature for ZnO emissions as fit start-
ing values, whenever possible. The outcome of the numerical analysis shows that
the UV excitonic emission, labelled as band E, is centered at 3.27 eV with an
uncertainty of 4%, whereas the VIS defect-related luminescence components are
peaked in the red (band A centered at 1.83 eV with an uncertainty of 3%), green
(band B centered at 2.29 eV with an uncertainty of 6%), blue (band C centered
at 2.68 eV with an uncertainty of 4%), and violet (band D centered at 3.05 eV
with an uncertainty of 7%) region of the spectrum. The set of all the parameters
of the numerical analysis, together with their percentage weight at 300 K, are
reported in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.5: Normalized RL spectra of one nanometric sample (N05-SG-SS) and
the micrometric powder (MP) recorded at 300 K in high rotary vacuum (10−3

mbar, dashed line) and high vacuum (10−7 mbar, solid line) condition. The peak
at 1.6 eV observed in the micrometric sample is caused by the diffraction second
order of the exciton emission generated by the spectrograph of the detection
system.

The sets of ZnO nanostructure synthesized through the same procedure ex-
hibit similar spectral components, disclosing nevertheless slight differences. Iso-
lated N05-HI and N22-HI NPs share the same defect bands, A and C, while only
in N22-HI the excitonic one, labelled as E, is present (Figure 4.6a and 4.6b). As
already mentioned, the spectra of N05-SG-SS recorded in rotary and high vac-
uum conditions (Figure 4.5) differ from each other: at 10−3 mbar, two spectral
components, B and E, are identified (Figure 4.7), whereas at 10−3 mbar, a sup-
plementary band, D, is necessary (Figure 4.6c). The RL emission of N05-SG-SR
is similar to the N05-SG-SS one at 10−3 mbar (4.6d). Instead, the reconstruction
of the RL spectrum of the micrometric powder required all the five spectral com-
ponents (Figure 4.6e). In the bulk crystal, two defect spectral components, A and
B, together with the exciton one (E) are recognized (Figure 4.6f). In the bulk
and micrometric sample, the peak detected at 1.6 eV is just the second order of
the exciton emission. The analysis of the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM)
parameters of the Gaussian deconvolutions of RL spectra reveals that the emis-
sion bands of nanometric powders are broader than those of the micrometric
sample and of the bulk one (Table 4.2). The broadening of the bands widths in
nanoscale materials can be due to the inhomogeneous structural distortions in
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Figure 4.6: Gaussian deconvolution of normalized RL spectra of different ZnO
samples at 300 K and 10−3 mbar. Gaussian components (green, blue, pink, light
blue, and grey solid lines) obtained by numerical fit are shown together with
experimental curves (black empty circle lines). The curve representing the whole
numerical fit (red dashed line) is superimposed to the experimental data. The
sets of all parameters of the deconvolution are listed in Table 4.2.

Figure 4.7: Gaussian deconvolution of RL emission recorded at 300 K and 10−3

mbar of one nanometric sample (N05-SG-SS). The fit parameters are listed in
Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.8: Gaussian deconvolution of normalized PL spectra of all ZnO samples
and stearic acid (SA) recorded at room temperature under CW excitation at
3.5-3.6 eV (above ZnO band gap) with the use of a long-pass filter with cutting
wavelength at 370 nm (3.4 eV). Gaussian components (green, blue, pink, light
blue, and grey solid lines) obtained by numerical fit are shown together with
experimental curves (black empty circle lines). The curve representing the whole
numerical fit (red dashed line) is superimposed on the experimental data. The
sets of all parameters of the deconvolution are listed in Tables 4.3.

the surroundings of optically active centres that generate a distribution of their
energy level. [134]
Furthermore, the Gaussian deconvolution procedure is performed also on PL
spectra of all the samples recorded exciting both above and below the ZnO band
gap, (Figures 4.8 and 4.9, Tables 4.3 and 4.4). Interestingly, five components,
corresponding exactly to the bands identified in the RL emissions, are required
for satisfactory spectra reproduction. The use of a different detection system
in the RL and PL measurements can account for the slight discrepancies in the
energy peak positions and in the FWHM.
To provide an overview of the RL shapes and intensities variation as a function
of the temperature, Figure 4.10 shows the RL spectra recorded at 10, 150, 300
K normalized to their total area at 300 K. The lower defect bands relative in-
tensity in the green–blue region of the VIS spectrum at 300 K than at 10 K is
responsible for the modification in the RL spectral shape of BC, N05-SG-SS and
N05-HI (Figure 4.10). Moreover, Figure 4.10 clearly displays the shift of excitonic
peak (band E) position towards higher energies together with its broadening as
the temperature increases, in accordance with the suppression of bound excitons
and the characteristics of the free ones. [29,31] The overall light output decreases
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Figure 4.9: Gaussian deconvolution of normalized PL spectra of all ZnO samples
and stearic acid (SA) recorded at room temperature under CW excitation at
3.1-3.2 eV (below ZnO band gap) with the use of a long-pass filter with cutting
wavelength at 418 nm (3.0 eV). Gaussian components (green, blue, pink, light
blue, and grey solid lines) obtained by numerical fit are shown together with
experimental curves (black empty circle lines). The curve representing the whole
numerical fit (red dashed line) is superimposed on the experimental data. The
sets of all parameters of the deconvolution are listed in Table 4.4.

as the temperature increases, due to thermal quenching, in all ZnO systems ex-
cept for N05-SG-SR, whose emission efficiency is almost constant. For all ZnO
samples, the evolution of their RL properties is investigated by performing the
Gaussian deconvolutions of spectra recorded at different temperatures: the re-
sults of the numerical analysis disclose that all the RL spectra could be fitted in
a coherent way for all the temperature by the sum of the spectral components
identified at 300 K (Figure 4.11). Panel a of Figure 4.11 reports for all the ZnO
systems the integrated RL of each component, normalized to the area of the total
light output at 300 K, whereas panels b-f of Figure 4.11 display the integrated
RL, normalized to their value at 10 K and as a function of temperature, of the
five bands. In Figure 4.11, the RL intensities are displayed in logarithmic scale.
The obtained data enlighten a weaker temperature dependence in the nanomet-
ric powders luminescence with respect to the bulk and micrometric sample. The
activation energy of the thermal quenching (Ea) of the exciton luminescence for
all the three systems (bulk, micrometric powder and NPs) and of band A, B, and
C for the nanometric samples is determined from the RL intensity dependence
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Figure 4.10: RL intensities recorded at 10−7 mbar and at 300 K (solid line), 150
K (dashed line) and 10 K (dotted line) normalized to the total area at 300 K of
bulk single crystal (BC) and micrometric powder (MP) (a) and of the nanometric
samples (N05-HI, N22-HI, N05-SG-SS, N05-SG-SR) (b).

on the temperature (Figure 4.11) according to the following equation:

I(t) = I0

1 + α e
−Ea
kBT

(4.1)

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, α is a constant parameter, and I0 is the
luminescence intensity at 0 K. The analysis is performed on the range 100 K-
300 K and, since the intensity of the bands is approximately constant at low
temperatures, I0 is considered as the RL intensity at 50 K. [140] In agreement
with the literature, [141, 142] the mean value of the thermal activation energy
of the exciton luminescence results of ∼40 meV for all the three systems (bulk,
micrometric powder and NPs). The analysis of the defect emissions tempera-
ture dependence of the nanometric samples reports an activation energies of ∼70
meV for band B (detected in N05-SG-SS and N05-SG-SR) and of ∼40 meV for
band A and of ∼50 meV for band C (detected in N05-HI and N22-HI). Previous
works reported similar activation energies for defect-related luminescence in ZnO
nanosystems. [143,144]
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Figure 4.11: Temperature influence on RL spectral components of different ZnO
samples: a) Integrated RL intensities, displayed on a logarithmic scale, at 300 K
of band A (diamond), B (square), C (hexagon), D (triangle), E (circle). For each
sample, the integrated RL of a single component is normalized to the total RL
intensity at 300 K. b-f) Integrated RL, displayed on a logarithmic scale, versus
temperature of the five spectral components. For each component, the integrated
RL is normalized to its integrated RL recorded at 300 K.
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N05-HI N22-HI N05-SG-
SS

N05-SG-
SR

MP BC

Band A
(green
line)

Energy
(eV)

1.84±0.02 1.73±0.01 - - 1.85±0.04 1.90±0.04

FWHM
(eV)

0.86±0.02 0.68±0.05 - - 0.62±0.03 0.56±0.06

Weight
(%)

60 84 - - 48 27

Band B
(blue line)

Energy
(eV)

- - 2.30±0.04 2.22±0.01 2.33±0.03 2.23±0.04

FWHM
(eV)

- - 0.78±0.03 0.82±0.01 0.42±0.02 0.57±0.06

Weight
(%)

- - 77 92 23 45

Band C
(pink line)

Energy
(eV)

2.73±0.02 2.63±0.04 - - 2.65±0.06 -

FWHM
(eV)

0.63±0.02 0.68±0.06 - - 0.42±0.02 -

Weight
(%)

40 13 - - 12 -

Band D
(grey line)

Energy
(eV)

- - 2.97±0.02 - 3.13±0.03 -

FWHM
(eV)

- - 0.50±0.04 - 0.29±0.03 -

Weight
(%)

- - 12 - 9 -

Band E
(light blue
line)

Energy
(eV)

- 3.22±0.04 3.30±0.04 3.23±0.03 3.28±0.06 3.31±0.06

FWHM
(eV)

- 0.34±0.02 0.36±0.03 0.64±0.02 0.14±0.01 0.14±0.02

Weight
(%)

- 3 11 8 8 28

Table 4.2: Fit parameters of the Gaussian deconvolution of the RL spectra of
different ZnO sample recorded at 300 K and 10−3 mbar. The energy and FWHM
parameters are calculated also for the RL spectra recorded as a function of the
temperature and no discrepancies are observed.
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N05-HI N22-HI SA N05-SG-
SS

N05-SG-
SR

MP BC

Band A
(green
line)

Energy
(eV)

1.79±0.02 1.81±0.01 - - - 1.85±0.04 1.87±0.04

FWHM
(eV)

0.72±0.02 0.77±0.07 - - - 0.59±0.03 0.65±0.06

Weight
(%)

50 75 - - - 88 43

Band B
(blue line)

Energy
(eV)

- - - 2.16±0.04 2.20±0.04 2.34±0.03 2.23±0.04

FWHM
(eV)

- - - 0.74±0.03 0.78±0.04 0.45±0.04 0.50±0.06

Weight
(%)

- - - 100 100 3 35

Band C
(pink line)

Energy
(eV)

2.75±0.02 2.70±0.07 2.84±0.09 - - 2.71±0.06 2.67±0.05

FWHM
(eV)

0.62±0.04 0.77±0.07 0.89±0.02 - - 0.39±0.02 0.53±0.07

Weight
(%)

50 17 100 - - 3 13

Band D
(grey line)

Energy
(eV)

- - - - - 3.07±0.03 -

FWHM
(eV)

- - - - - 0.29±0.03 -

Weight
(%)

- - - - - 2 -

Band E
(light blue
line)

Energy
(eV)

- 3.20±0.03 - - - 3.24±0.05 3.19±0.06

FWHM
(eV)

- 0.41±0.02 - - - 0.12±0.01 0.27±0.03

Weight
(%)

- 8 - - - 4 9

Table 4.3: Fit parameters of the Gaussian deconvolution of the PL spectra of dif-
ferent ZnO samples and of stearic acid SA recorded at room temperature exciting
above ZnO band gap.
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N05-HI N22-HI SA N05-SG-
SS

N05-SG-
SR

MP BC

Band A
(green
line)

Energy
(eV)

- 1.90±0.06 - - - 1.79±0.04 1.85±0.04

FWHM
(eV)

- 0.65±0.07 - - - 0.55±0.03 0.65±0.06

Weight
(%)

- 12 - - - 75 39

Band B
(blue line)

Energy
(eV)

- - - 2.16±0.04 2.29±0.05 2.20±0.03 2.27±0.04

FWHM
(eV)

- - - 0.74±0.03 0.53±0.12 0.54±0.04 0.51±0.06

Weight
(%)

- - - 100 45 19 40

Band C
(pink line)

Energy
(eV)

2.73±0.02 2.80±0.07 2.70±0.09 - 2.65±0.05 2.72±0.06 2.67±0.04

FWHM
(eV)

0.64±0.04 0.69±0.07 0.87±0.02 - 0.42±0.09 0.36±0.02 0.43±0.07

Weight
(%)

40 13 - - 12 -

Band D
(grey line)

Energy
(eV)

- - - - 2.95±0.06 - -

FWHM
(eV)

- - - - 0.20±0.05 - -

Weight
(%)

- - - - 47 - -

Band E
(light blue
line)

Energy
(eV)

- - - - - - -

FWHM
(eV)

- - - - - - -

Weight
(%)

- - - - - - -

Table 4.4: Fit parameters of the Gaussian deconvolution of the PL spectra of dif-
ferent ZnO samples and of stearic acid SA recorded at room temperature exciting
below ZnO band gap.
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4.1.3 Time resolved luminescence

The time decay of the bands identified through the Gaussian reconstruction of
the emission spectra is also investigated to deepen the analysis of the ZnO optical
properties. In all the ZnO samples that exhibit the exciton luminescence (corre-
sponding to band E), the TRPL measurements are tentatively carried out. By the
outcomes, the lifetime of the ZnO excitonic band results faster than the instru-
mental response (tens of picoseconds), indicating that it is in the sub-nanosecond
range, in agreement with the literature. [28] For the time decay of ZnO VIS
defect-related emissions, solely the signals originated from bands that could be
clearly isolated are collected aiming at evaluating the time decay of specific de-
fect centers. The results of the PL numerical analysis (Figures 4.8 and 4.9) are
used to choose the bands and the samples to investigate by TRPL technique. In
particular, the TRPL selected measurements to be performed are: i) for the red
luminescence (band A), on N05-HI, N22-HI NPs and of MP, ii) for the green emis-
sion (band B), on N05-SG-SS and N05-SG-SR, iii) for the blue component (band
C), on N05-HI, N22-HI samples and, for comparison, on their capping agent.
Lastly, since the violet band (D) strongly overlaps with the others, preventing
the exclusive collection of its signal, the investigation of its time decay is not
carried out. Moreover, the recorded TRPL signal are reproduced with an ana-
lytically multi-exponential function by the fit procedure described in sub-Section
3.1.4.
The TRPL measurements on the red luminescence (band A) are performed

monitoring the signal at 1.8 eV (exciting at 3.6 eV) and at 2 eV (exciting at
3.1 eV) for nanometric N05-HI and N22-HI NPs and for MP, respectively. Since
exciting both at above and below the ZnO band gap, the defect emission of the
MP sample is similar (Figure 4.1c,d), the experimental condition with the better
signal to noise ratio is chosen. Remarkably, the fastest lifetime of the red spec-
tral component (band A) is observed in the smallest ZnO system: by perform-
ing a multi-exponential fit, average lifetimes of the order of tens and thousands
of nanoseconds, for N05-HI, N22-HI and for MP samples, respectively (Figures
4.12a-c, Table 4.5) are disclosed. Additionally, for a satisfactory reconstruction
of MP TRPL, a constant background is also required: this outcome hints that
the time dynamic of the collected luminescence is even slower.
For the green luminescence (band B), the TRPL signals of N05-SG-SS and N05-
SG-SR are recorded at 2.1 and 2.3 eV, respectively. Their decays are fitted with
three-exponential functions (Figure 4.12d, Table 4.5) and the average lifetimes,
both of the order of hundreds of nanoseconds, are shorter for N05-SG-SR than
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Figure 4.12: Time dynamics of excitonic and defect emissions in different ZnO
samples: a,b) PL time decays of bare ZnO NPs (N05-HI and N22-HI, respec-
tively) at 1.8 eV (corresponding to band A) under pulsed excitation at 3.6 eV; c)
PL time decays of micrometric powder (MP) at 2 eV (corresponding to band A)
under pulsed excitation at 3.1 eV d) PL time decays of ZnO NPs grown on silica
substrates (N05-SG-SS, N05-SG-SR) at 2.1 eV and 2.3 eV, respectively (corre-
sponding to band B), under pulsed excitation at 3.6 eV; e) PL time decays of the
bare ZnO NPs (N05-HI, N22-HI), and their capping agent (stearic acid, SA) at
2.8 eV (corresponding to band C) under pulsed excitation at 3.6 eV. In panels (a,
b, d), the instrument response functions (IRF) are also shown (mustard dotted
line). From (a) to (e), the signal decays are fitted as multiexponential functions
(black solid lines). In (c) a constant parameter (y0) as backgrounds is also used.
The sets of all parameters used to model the PL decay are reported in Table 4.5.

for N05-SG-SS.
To study the time dynamics of the blue emission (band C), the TRPL mea-
surements are carried out on bare N05-HI, N22-HI NPs and their capping agent
under excitation at 3.6 eV and collecting the emission at the PL maximum in-
tensity peaked at 2.8 eV. Time decays of the two ZnO samples both fitted by a
bi-exponential curve differ: average lifetimes are of the order of few of nanoseconds
and are faster for N22-HI than for N05-HI (Figure 4.12e, Table 4.5). Interestingly,
the time decay of SA and of N22-HI are similar (Figure 4.12e, Table 4.5). Hence,
taking into account the RL and PL features of these two specimens, we hypoth-
esized that the emission peak at 2.8 eV originates from defect centers in N05-HI,
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while it is mainly due to the stearic acid in N22-HI. In fact, under X-Ray exci-
tation, the capping agent is not luminescent (Figure 4.2b) and the blue spectral
component (band C), detected both in N05-HI and N22-HI, is more intense in
the smallest NPs (Figure 4.1a,b), suggesting that the concentration of the defect
species emitting at 2.8 eV is higher in N05-HI than in N22-HI. These observations
are in agreement with TRPL measurements. In N05-HI, because of the occur-
rence of a high content of defect centers emitting at 2.8 eV, their emission prevails
and consequently its decay time is different from that of SA. On the other hand,
due to the lower concentration of blue emitting defect species in N22-HI, the SA
emission overcomes the one from ZnO, as also the similar time dynamics of N22-
HI and SA validate. For all the multi-exponential PL decays, the complete data
set of the obtained decay components with corresponding weights is reported in
Table 4.5.
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N05-HI N22-HI MP N05-
SG-SS

N05-
SG-SR

N05-HI N22-HI SA

Emission
energy
(eV)

1.8
(Band
A)

1.8
(Band
A)

2.0
(Band
A)

2.1
(Band
B)

2.3
(Band
B)

2.8
(Band
C)

2.8
(Band
C)

2.8
(Band
C)

Excitation
energy
(eV)

3.6 3.6 3.1 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6

τ1 (ns) 1.04±0.04 0.94±0.04 136±6 25±1 10±1 2.4±0.1 0.85±0.02 0.85±0.03

Weight1
(%)

45 52 4 18 33 38 87 62

τ2 (ns) 1.92±1.2 20.7±2.8 934±25 305±6 70±1 7.2±0.2 4.7±0.4 4.4±0.2

Weight2
(%)

55 48 36 21 27 62 13 38

τ3 (ns) - - 5100±130 1280±10 660±5 - - -

Weight3
(%)

- - 60 61 40 - - -

y0 - - 0.003 - - - - -

〈τ〉 (ns) 11±1 11±3 1300±200 850±20 290±10 5.4±0.3 1.5±0.4 2.2±0.2

Table 4.5: TRPL fit parameters for red (band A), green (band B) and blue
(band C) emissions of the nanometric samples and the capping agent (SA) under
excitation at 3.6 eV and for micrometric powder red emission (band A) under
excitation at 3.1 eV.
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4.2 Correlations between morphology, defective-
ness, and luminescence

4.2.1 Role of excitation energy

The optical properties of all ZnO systems are investigated upon excitation with
three different energies: 1) ∼6.5 keV (X-Ray mean energy) in RL measurements
exciting from deep core bands to high energy electron levels with the production
of a cascade of free carries 2) 3.5–3.6 eV in the PL ones exciting from valence
to the conduction band, and 3) 3.1–3.2 eV in the PL ones exciting from valence
band to intragap states in PL ones (Figure 4.1). RL and PL techniques uses
different excitation sources: ionizing radiation and light, respectively, leading
to significantly different excitations pathways and, consequently, different relax-
ation mechanisms. In RL, X-Ray, by causing the ionization of electrons from the
core bands of the analyzed material, are converted into high energy electron–hole
pairs that in turn, due to a cascade multiplication process, create free carriers
that thermalize towards the edges of the conduction and valence bands. The
generated electrons and holes can then migrate within the delocalized bands and
their relaxation can occur through different pathways, such as prompt radiative
recombination, non-radiative energy losses, and trapping by traps. Hence, the
RL technique is useful to investigate the effect of carriers migration and the role
of traps on the sample luminescence, but because of its high energy excitation,
which involves core levels, it does not allow selectivity towards optically active
recombinations, either of excitonic or of defect origin. Differently, in PL mea-
surements, the excitation energy, which is close to or even lower than the energy
band gap, can be properly chosen, enabling the monitoring of transitions between
valence bands and intra-gap electronic levels, or between intra-gap states.
The spectral shapes of the room temperature RL and PL emissions recorded as
exciting just above the ZnO band gap are generally similar for all the ZnO sam-
ples, suggesting that events of charge carriers trapping on defects are not relevant
in the RL carrier migration. [145,146] Noticeably, the relative intensities of exci-
tonic and defect emissions differs: the former one is more intense under X-Ray
excitation. An incident UV photon generates one electron and one hole in PL
measurements, whereas numerous carriers are created upon down-converting of
the high energy radiation in the RL. Then, in both techniques, the free carrier
thermalization and the subsequent recombination through defect centers, or exci-
tons (coupled electron–hole pairs) formation can occur. Hence, in RL, the exciton
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emissive processes are more probable upon X-Ray irradiation, because of the high
concentration of generated charges, than upon above band gap light excitation,
even in very defective samples. On the other hand, exciting with energy lower
than the ZnO energy gap, defect-related luminescences in the green (band B)
and blue (band C) region of the spectrum are boosted with respect to above gap
excitation, especially in nanometric systems.

4.2.2 Role of dimensionality

Various luminescence features related to nanometric dimensions are disclosed.
Nevertheless, it is worth remarking that the estimated ZnO Bohr radius (∼2
nm) [31] is smaller than the ZnO sample sizes herein examined and consequently
quantum confinement effect could be neglected in this analysis. The ZnO di-
mensionality impacts on the overall efficiency of luminescence, as Figure 4.1a
unveils. This finding indicate that non-radiative dissipation of excitation energy
is enhanced in NPs as also validated by TRPL outcomes. Indeed, the defect
bands decay dynamics are strongly accelerated with the reduction of dimensions
(Figure 4.12a-c): the time decays of the red luminescence (band A) of bare N05-
HI and N22-HI NPs are of about tens of nanoseconds, whereas, in micrometric
powders, the same band A lifetime is at least in the order of microseconds, in
agreement with those reported in the literature for defect emission of ZnO crys-
tals and ceramics. [28,37] Additionally, previous studies already observed complex
decay behaviors with fast time dynamics of the defect emissions in ZnO nanos-
tructures. [107, 147] As evidenced in sub-Section 1.1.1, nanometric systems are
characterized by a significant degree of defectiveness mainly because of their high
surface-to-volume ratio. Interfaces increase disorder, leading to the formation of
surface related defect centers, like dangling bonds, hydroxo or peroxo linkages.
The smaller the system, the higher the probability that the excitons reach the
surface and interact with its defects, leading to both radiative and non-radiative
recombination. On the basis of Monte Carlo simulations, it has been reported
that, in spherical ZnO nanocrystals, the percentage of excitations that decay
on the surface, and of these, the ones that undergo non radiative annihilation,
increases scaling down the size: in particular almost all the generated excitons
reach the surface and recombine non radiatively in nanosystems with a radius of a
few nanometers. [148] Thus, surface states often act as quenching channels, [149]
causing a decrease in the decay time of radiative transitions. [130] Consequently,
ZnO NPs typically display a time decay acceleration as the size is reduced. [147]
Also, the intensity ratio between the excitonic (UV) and defect (VIS) emissions
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is compromised when scaling down the size (Figure 4.1). This observation can be
accurately examined by focusing on the room temperature RL spectra and their
Gaussian deconvolutions (Figure 4.6 and Table 4.2): the lower ratio between the
exciton and defect luminescence is observed in nanometric powders, and then it
becomes higher in the micrometric one and further increases in the bulk crystal.
Interestingly, only the Gaussian deconvolution of one bare nanometric N05-HI
sample does not require the excitonic band to obtain an accurate spectrum re-
construction, even if the NPs diameter (5 nm) is the same as that of the ZnO NPs
grown on SiO2, (Table 4.2). These findings are consistent with previous works
in which it has been reported, under ionizing radiation, a lower intensity of the
ZnO excitonic peak than the defect one in ceramics and powders, while it is en-
hanced in in mono and poly-crystals. [35,89,90] This study clearly highlights that
the exciton emission decreases by scaling down the size of the system. Since the
point defects concentration increases, reducing the dimensions, this result con-
firms that the intensity of the exciton luminescence is significantly related to the
occurrence of defect states. Moreover, the probability of interaction between the
excitation and the defects could be further increased by the reabsorption within
the sample of the excitonic emission, that is almost resonant with the ZnO band
gap. [150,151] All these considerations suggest that, in nano-systems, the proba-
bility that the excitations transfer their energy non-radiatively to emissive defects
or quenching centers (rather than undergoing radiative relaxation) is higher than
in micrometric and bulk samples, which typically are affected by a lower degree
of defectiveness.
Moreover, the observed variations in RL spectral shape of the micrometric pow-
der and of a nanometric N05-SG-SS sample (Figure 4.5), lowering the pressure
from 10−3 mbar to 10−7 mbar, evidence that both ZnO UV excitonic and VIS
defect-related emissions are pressure and moisture sensitive. Previous works have
observed that the exposure of ZnO quantum dots to humid air suppresses the ex-
citonic luminescence [113] and the annealing of ZnO single crystals in an O2

atmosphere quenches both the exciton and the green emission. [152] Thus, pos-
sibly, gaseous molecules, still present in a rotary vacuum, quench the exciton
peak, especially due to the H2O adsorbed on the samples surface, while in a high
vacuum, after their release, it is restored. This interpretation could be further
validated by the observation (not reported) that the exciton emission of MP is
progressively enhanced under continuous X-Ray irradiation; indeed, the increase
in RL efficiency after prolonged irradiation ("bright burn" effect) is a known phe-
nomenon in scintillators and it is generally due to the progressive filling of traps
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in the forbidden energy gap. [153] Hence, the observed "bright burn" of the MP
exciton peak suggests that its surface states, when they are already occupied by
the constantly pumped electrons, cannot act anymore as carrier traps.
The decrease of the luminescence efficiency of all bands is decreased by increas-
ing the temperature unveils the occurrence of thermal quenching (Figure 4.10).
The most common process that concurs in this phenomenon is the triggering
of non-radiative multi-phonon relaxation, as a consequence of the temperature
increase. [140] Other mechanisms contribute to the luminescence temperature
dependence, among which the competition between radiative and non-radiative
recombination centres, whose effects raise with increases in temperature [154] or
the thermally activated depopulation of emissive defect levels near the conduc-
tion band edge, [155] which allows the excitations to migrate, reach the surface
and relax non-radiatively or be re-trapped by other defect centres. This study
also discloses that in nanometric systems the exciton emissions are less intense
than the defect ones even at low temperatures (Figure 4.10b); therefore, defects
are the main radiative recombination centres in NPs, regardless of the tempera-
ture, because of the high degree of defectiveness and the small size. As Figure
4.11 reveals, the optical properties of nanometric powders are less affected by
temperature variation than those of the micrometric sample and of the single
crystal. This observation corroborates that that the effects of the limitation of
carrier’s migration, caused by the decrease in thermal energy, are less significant
in nanosystems than in bulk and micrometric samples.

4.2.3 Role of growth conditions and interfaces

The Gaussian deconvolution analysis identified a maximum of four defect bands
in the VIS luminescence of various ZnO samples, all already observed in the
literature [28, 29]: band A and B match the red and yellow–green emissions, re-
spectively, whereas C and D match the blue and violet ones. Also, it is worth
recalling that the origin of the visible emissions is linked to intrinsic defect species
in the nanometric and micrometric powders, while for the single crystal, grown by
the hydrothermal method, the occurrence of metal impurities, especially Li, which
can influence the ZnO luminescence, should be also taken into account. [103] As
Figure 4.6 displays, bands A and B are the more common and intense throughout
the samples. Except for N05-HI, bands C and D contribute less to the overall
light output but are necessary for an accurate spectrum reproduction. Similar
efficiency at room temperature (Figure 4.1) as well as the same spectral com-
ponents are detected in NPs synthetized by the same procedure, corroborating
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the influence of growth conditions on the final point defects type and concentra-
tion. The differences in the PL features of ZnO NPs grown on two different silica
substrates, having spherical (in N05-SG-SS) or rod-like (in N05-SG-SR) shapes,
further highlight the crucial role of morphology and interfaces. The occurrence
of inequivalent defect species in these samples is disclosed by their different PL
spectra under excitation at energies lower than the ZnO band gap: N05-SG-SS
exhibits solely the green luminescence (band B), whereas the PL spectrum of N05-
SG-SR include the green (band B), blue (band C), and violet (band D) Gaussian
components (Figure 4.9c,d). Moreover, a higher concentration of quenching cen-
ters in N05-SG-SR with respect to N05-SG-SS is revealed by the acceleration of
the green emission time dynamics of N05-SG-SR (Figure 4.12d). Thus, just by
changing the substrate morphology, i.e. spherical (in N05-SG-SS) or rod-like (in
N05-SG-SR), the surface properties and, consequently, the optical features are
affected. Regarding the isolated NPs, the PL features of the bare N05-HI and
N22-HI NPs indicate that the stearic acid anchored on the nanostructures do
not introduce novel defect centers or surface states in ZnO structures. Hence, the
ZnO intrinsic defectiveness is not modified, but the ligand itself can be emissive in
certain excitation conditions altering the final luminescence of the nanosystems,
as also evidenced by TRPL results. Hence, this spectroscopical analysis clearly
points out the impact of synthesis conditions on the optical properties. Moreover,
despite that the NPs crystallinity degree changes significantly with the synthesis
process (HI or SG) and the morphology of the silica substrates (Figures 3.1 and
3.2), striking correlations with the luminescence features are not observed. In
Figure 4.13, the chromaticity diagram created by the Commission internationale
de l’éclairage in 1931 (CIE1931), a powerful visualization tool, reports the coor-
dinates of the room temperature RL of all the ZnO samples: the emitted lights
of BC and MP samples are green–yellow, while the color outputs of the nanomet-
ric powders cover different regions of the spectrum (green for N05-SG-SS, bright
blue for N05-SG-SR, violet for N05-HI, and orange for N22-HI), corroborating
the influence of point defects on the luminescent properties.
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Figure 4.13: Color output of all ZnO samples: CIE1931 chromaticity diagram
reporting the coordinates of room temperature RL emissions of N05-HI (dark red
circle), N22-HI (red circle), N05-SG-SS (green circle), N05-SG-SR (dark green
circle), MP (purple circle), and BC (blue circle).
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4.3 Radio-catalytic properties

In this section, the radio-induced catalytic activities of the four nanometric ZnO
samples are investigated: firstly, as a preliminary and yet critical analysis, the
stability in air of all the nanosized ZnO particles upon continuous exposure to ion-
izing radiation is evaluated (Figure 4.14) and then their ability to radio-sensitize
cytotoxic ROS and singlet oxygen is tested in PBS dispersions at atmosphere
pressure, i.e. in water and oxygen rich environment, to mimic the cellular condi-
tions (Figure 4.15).
Figure 4.14 displays the normalized RL intensity of the four ZnO nanosystems,
recorded in air, as a function of time under and after continuative X-Ray irradi-
ation up to a total accumulated dose of 3.3 Gy. Upon this prolonged exposure,
the RL efficiency of all the samples slightly increases ("bright burn" effect, please
refer to sub-Section 4.2.2): a similar enhancement of ∼7% is observed for both
the bare N05-HI and N22-HI, whereas it differs for ZnO NPs grown onto silica
substrates with spherical (SS) and rod-like (SR) morphology varying from ∼8%
for N05-SG-SS to ∼2% for N05-SG-SR. More interestingly, these results unveil
that ZnO luminescence does not decrease under continuous X-Ray irradiation
in air, indicating that the nanosystems do not degrade and that their optical
and chemical properties are stable throughout the whole irradiation time. These
observations suggest that ZnO NPs are suitable for X-Ray mediated medical
applications. After the irradiation shutdown, for the four ZnO NPs, no RL sig-
nal is detected, demonstrating the absence of delayed carrier recombination and
subsequent long-time phosphorescence. These findings suggest that, in the RL
mechanism of all the nanometric ZnO specimens, the role of trap states is rather
small, consistently with previous observations (reported in sub-Section 4.2.1).
The evolution of ROS and 1O2 concentration in PBS dispersions of the ZnO

nanosystems both with and without simultaneous X-Ray irradiation, reported in
Figure 4.15, is monitored in situ, exploiting CM-H2DCFDA and SOSG, respec-
tively (for details, please refer to sub-Section 3.1.4) as optical probes (Figures
4.16-4.19). Both these molecules include fluorescein moieties, whose lumines-
cence is activated by oxidation from specific radical species, upon which they
are selective. [156] CM-H2DCFDA reacts with almost all ROS, but with peculiar
detection sensitiveness: its highest reported fluorescence responses are towards
hydroxyl radical and peroxynitrite anion; [132] at variance, SOSG is highly spe-
cific for 1O2. [157] Consequently, in the absence of ROS and 1O2, CM-H2DCFDA
and SOSG, respectively, disclose a weak emission, whereas, in the presence of ROS
and 1O2, the probes exhibit a green luminescence at ∼2.3 eV upon light excita-
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Figure 4.14: Normalized RL intensity of the isolated ZnO NPs (N05-HI, N22-
HI) and of silica supported ZnO nanosystems (N05-SG-SS, N05-SG-SR) as a
function of irradiation time. The RL emission of ZnO nanometric samples has
been monitored in air under continuous X-Ray irradiation (open squares) and
after the shutdown of the excitation source (open circles). At the used X-Ray
tube working conditions (20 kV and 20 mA), the total accumulated dose is of 3.3
Gy.

tion at 2.6 eV, due to the fluorescein moieties optical triggering, whose intensity
increases as the concentration of oxidized sensors molecules, and hence of peculiar
radical species, increases. [158] However, it is worth noticing that optical probes
suffer from self-oxidation induced by exposure to heat and light. [156,157] More-
over, it has been reported that SOSG is activated in the presence of X-Ray beam
due to the spontaneous ionization of air and water present in the environment
upon interaction with the high energy radiation. [159] As a result, a quantitative
or absolute determination of the ROS and 1O2 radio-induced production could
be not reliable. Thereafter, aiming at an accurate comparative analysis of the
relative radio-catalytic activity of the ZnO NPs, the following guidelines are used
to develop a consistent experimental procedure: i) the CM-H2DCFDA or SOSG
fluorescence is monitored on ZnO NPs dispersions and, for comparison, on solu-
tions of the probe alone; ii) for each analysed sample, the percentage increment
of ROS or 1O2 concentration (%∆X (t)) is estimated as the difference between
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the probe emission intensity at a given time (Ii) and at t0 (I0), normalized to I0:

%∆X(t) = Ii − I0

I0
· 100 (4.2)

iii) the ROS or 1O2 relative increment of the four sets of ZnO NPs is corrected
to their ZnO weight percent.

After 600 s, the enhancement of both ROS and 1O2 concentration is about
one/two order of magnitude higher in the ZnO dispersions under continuous X-
Ray exposure with respect to those of the irradiated solutions of the probe alone
and to those of the non-irradiated samples (Figure 4.15). These findings clearly
point out the crucial effect of the presence of nanosized ZnO systems under X-Ray
exposure on the sensitization of the cytotoxic species, validating the ZnO radio-
catalytic properties. Moreover, the lowest sensitization efficiency both toward
ROS and singlet oxygen is observed for N22-HI, the biggest examined nanos-
tructures, corroborating the key role of interfaces in the catalysis phenomenon.
Remarkably, scaling down the NPs diameters (from 22 to 5 nm), the increase
of the surface-to-volume ratio matches the measured enhancement in the ROS
(1O2) production: both are increased by about 4 times. Among the smallest NPs,
similar generation yields of both the cytotoxic species are disclosed for the bare
N05-HI and for the silica supported N05-SG-SR, whereas N05-SG-SS exhibits a
different catalytic activity. These findings suggest that the radio-catalytic prop-
erties are more dependent on the sample final surface defectiveness than on its
growth conditions. Indeed, as highlighted in sub-Section 4.2.3, despite the sil-
ica supported nanosystems are grown by the same synthesis route, the use of two
substrates morphology, i.e. spherical (in N05-SG-SS) or rod-like (in N05-SG-SR),
influenced the ZnO NPs surface features leading to the occurrence of inequivalent
defect species: N05-SG-SR, at variance with N05-SG-SS and similarly to N05-HI,
displays a higher concentration of quenching channels and exhibits a blue lumi-
nescence (band C), upon light excitation with energy lower than ZnO band gap.
In particular, the detected ZnO NPs catalytic activities indicate that, despite
the RL signal of the defect species (probably Zni and/or VZn) emitting in the
blue region of the spectrum is weak or absent (Figure 4.1), the diffusion of the
radio-generated free carriers is affected by their occurrence.
Moreover, the measured sensitization efficiency of N05-HI and N05-SG-SR is
higher toward singlet oxygen with respect to that of N05-SG-SS, while the oppo-
site effect is observed for ROS production. As introduced in Section 2.3, ROS are
generated by one reduction or oxidation reaction at the nanomaterial surfaces,
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Figure 4.15: ROS (a,b) and singlet oxygen (1O2) (c,d) relative increment as a
function of time both with (a,c) and without (b,d) concomitant X-Ray exposure
for the probe alone (CM-H2DCFDA and SOSG, respectively) and for the PBS
dispersions of the four nanometric ZnO specimens, corrected to their ZnO weight
percent. All the spectra are recorded in air, under laser excitation at 2.6 eV (to
monitor the probe fluorescence). In (a) and (c), the X-Ray tube is operated at
20 kV and 20 mA and the total accumulated dose is of 3.3 Gy. From (a-d), the
measurements performed on each sample are reported in Figures 4.16-4.19.
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Figure 4.16: Spectra of CM-H2DCFDA and of the four ZnO NPs in PBS disper-
sions recorded in air, under both X-Ray irradiation and laser excitation at 2.6 eV
(to monitor the probe fluorescence). For each panel, the arrow shows the evolu-
tion of the probe signal. The relative ROS increment for each sample is reported
in Figure 4.15a.

Figure 4.17: Spectra of CM-H2DCFDA and of the four ZnO NPs in PBS dis-
persions recorded in air, without X-Ray irradiation and under laser excitation
at 2.6 eV (to monitor the probe fluorescence). For each panel, the arrow shows
the evolution of the probe signal. The relative ROS increment for each sample is
reported in Figure 4.15b.
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Figure 4.18: Spectra of SOSG and of the four ZnO NPs in PBS dispersions
recorded in air, under both X-Ray irradiation and laser excitation at 2.6 eV (to
monitor the probe fluorescence). For each panel, the arrow shows the evolution
of the probe signal. The relative 1O2 increment for each sample is reported in
Figure 4.15c.

Figure 4.19: Spectra of SOSG and of the four ZnO NPs in PBS dispersions
recorded in air, without X-Ray irradiation and under laser excitation at 2.6 eV
(to monitor the probe fluorescence). For each panel, the arrow shows the evolution
of the probe signal. The relative 1O2 increment for each sample is reported in
Figure 4.15d.
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whereas 1O2 production requires a two-step process in which oxygen molecules
are converted by electron reduction into superoxide radical anions (step i) that
are subsequently oxidized upon interaction with a hole in the valence band (step
ii). Possibly, a low probability of excitation quenching on the nanosystems sur-
faces is beneficial for direct ROS production, but, on the other hand, it favors
the radiative recombinations limiting the two-step 1O2 generation. Hence, the
control of ZnO surface defectiveness by changing the synthesis route as well as its
nanometric size is pivotal for the improvement and the engineering of its catalytic
activities for the degradation of specific adsorbants or the generation of targeted
radical species.
Additionally, to deepen this analysis of the radio-catalytic properties of the four
nanometric ZnO specimens and to improve its accuracy, the sensitiveness of SOSG
and CM-H2DCFDA toward singlet oxygen moieties is tentatively measured (Fig-
ure 4.20). To accomplish this goal, DABCO molecules dispersed in PBS solution
are employed as singlet oxygen scavengers. Indeed, it is noticed that 1O2 is de-
activated rapidly and efficiently by DABCO, [160] probably by a charge transfer
mechanism. [161] Firstly, the singlet oxygen generation yield under continuous X-
Ray exposure of one nanometric ZnO NPs, N05-SG-SS, used as a test specimen,
is evaluated using SOSG as optical probe, in the presence of DABCO solutions
with different concentrations (0.01, 0.1, and 1 M), to verify its quenching ef-
fect (Figure 4.20a and 4.21b-d). Moreover, for sake of comparison, the evolution
of the probe alone is monitored with and without 1 M DABCO solution (Fig-
ure 4.20a and 4.21a). Surprisingly, the 1O2 radio-sensitization of the ZnO NPs
at the lowest DABCO concentration is enhanced compared to that in its ab-
sence; whereas, as expected, it decreases progressively, until it is hardly detected,
increasing the DABCO content, confirming the almost total SOSG specificity
toward singlet oxygen molecules. Furthermore, in the literature, it has been
reported that tertiary aliphatic amine moieties (present in DABCO molecular
structure) decompose under irradiation with ionizing radiation and that the oc-
currence of this degradation in aqueous environment leads to the formation of
radical amine and water derivates. [162, 163] This observation suggests that a
fraction of DABCO molecules is indeed decomposed by the high energy radiation
and, as a consequence, the additional generated radicals cause the 1O2 produc-
tion. Nevertheless, this effect is dominant only at the lowest DABCO content;
differently, by increasing the DABCO amount in the solutions, the probability of
degradation for a specific molecule decreases, allowing the depletion of the gen-
erated 1O2 by the non-decomposed quenchers.
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Figure 4.20: Singlet oxygen (1O2) (a) and ROS (b) relative increment as a func-
tion of time for the probe alone (CM-H2DCFDA and SOSG, respectively) and for
the PBS dispersions of one nanometric ZnO sample (N05-SG-SS) with or without
DABCO solutions. All the spectra are recorded in air under both X-Ray exposure
and laser excitation at 2.6 eV (to monitor the probe fluorescence). The X-Ray
tube is operated at 20 kV and 20 mA and the total accumulated dose is of 3.3
Gy. The measurements performed on each sample in the presence of DABCO are
reported in Figure 4.21.

Noticing that 1 M DABCO solution scavenged almost all the generated 1O2

and assuming that the N05-SG-SS radio-catalytic activity is stable, this concen-
tration is selected to test also the CM-H2DCFDA sensitiveness toward singlet
oxygen species (Figure 4.20b and 4.21e): the presence of DABCO increases of
about one order of magnitude the measured 1O2 concentration under continua-
tive X-Ray exposure in air with respect to the radio-sensitization effect detected
for the ZnO NPs without the quencher. In a previous study, the increase of
1O2 concentration under light excitation in solution containg both 1O2 quenchers
and 2’,7’-dichlorofluorescin (DCF) moieties has been already observed. [164] The
results suggest that 1O2 does not oxidize DCF derivates, but upon chemical re-
action with its quenchers, it generates radical oxygen and water derivates, i.e.
ROS, that in turn activate the DCF luminescence. Hence, this work indicates that
DCF-based molecules are efficiently oxidized by ROS, but they are not directly
sensitive to singlet oxygen moieties. Consequently, the ROS and 1O2 relative
increments (Figure 4.15a and c) can be attributed almost exclusively to free rad-
icals and singlet oxygen, respectively. Further studies on the probes fluorescence
response should be performed to evaluate whether ROS or 1O2 are the major
products of the radio-catalytic activity in ZnO NPs.
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Figure 4.21: Spectra recorded in air, under both X-Ray irradiation and laser
excitation at 2.6 eV (to monitor the probe fluorescence) of SOSG alone in 1 M
DABCO solution (a), of N05-SG-SS in PBS dispersions in the presence of 0.01,
0.1 and 1 M DABCO solutions using SOSG as optical probe (b,c,d), and of N05-
SG-SS in PBS dispersions in the presence of 1 M DABCO solutions using CM-
H2DCFDA as optical probe, (e). For each panel, the arrow shows the evolution
of the probe signal and the relative 1O2 or ROS increment is reported in Figure
4.20.

In conclusion, nanometric ZnO systems unveil excellent radio-catalytic properties
strongly dependent on the sample surface-to-volume ratio and defectiveness. In
particular, the stability and the efficiency of sensitization towards both free rad-
icals and singlet oxygen of the four sets of ZnO NPs upon X-Ray exposure paves
the way for their application as active ROS generators in radiotherapy.
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4.4 Conclusions

This detailed investigation of ZnO optical and radio-catalytic properties high-
lights their dependences on nanostructure parameters (particle size, growth con-
ditions, and interfaces). In particular, the main findings are:

• The luminescence spectra of various ZnO systems with different sizes (nano-
metric, micrometric, and bulk), obtained upon excitation with three photon
energies (keV for ionizing radiation, UV and VIS for above and sub-band
gap light), exhibit the presence of the same five spectral components: one
UV excitonic band, accompanied by four defect-related ones in the visible
region.

• The excitation with photons of different energies causes a peculiar activation
of optical active centers, and hence impacts on the spectral shapes of its
emission. Notably, in the nanometric samples, the excitonic luminescence is
enhanced upon X-Ray exposure, whereas the green and blue bands related
to defect emissions are promoted by excitation below ZnO band gap.

• ZnO defectiveness is strongly related to its surface properties. Thus, by
scaling down the size, several optical and catalytic properties are affected,
as disclosed by i) losses in the luminescence efficiency, ii) acceleration of the
decay times, iii) a decrease in the intensity ratio between the exciton and
defect emissions, iv) an increased sensitiveness of the optical properties to
environmental conditions, v) a reduced dependence of the optical properties
on the temperature, vi) an improvement of the catalytic performances.

• The growth conditions impact on ZnO morphology leading to the forma-
tion of different radiative defect centers and of quenching channels. Con-
sequently, ZnO NPs disclose light outputs with colors spanning from the
violet to the red region of the spectrum and catalytic activities with pecu-
liar selectivity and efficiency.

In conclusion, the particle dimensionality and growth conditions strongly influ-
ence the NPs final point defects types and concentration that concur in defining
the unique and versatile ZnO optical and catalytic properties. Hence, defect en-
gineering strategies, based on the modulation of size, interfaces and synthesis
procedures, could offer the opportunity to tune the luminescence and the surface
reactivity of ZnO nanoparticles, boosting their applicability in both optics and
nanomedicine.
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Chapter 5

Porphyrin functionalized
ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems

In the last years, high atomic number and dense NPs able to efficiently inter-
act with ionizing radiation have attracted great interest in the ongoing research
of novel cancer treatments with limited side effects and optimized therapeutic
outcomes (as mentioned in Section 1.3). In particular, X-PDT is an innovative
oncological strategy to treat deep tumours that relies on the activation upon X-
Ray exposure of an inorganic/organic nanostructure. Indeed, a key issue in the
development of this treatment is the design of efficient and stable nanosystems
that combine heavy nanoscintillators, able of down-converting the high energy
radiation, with organic moieties, able to use that released energy to trigger the
production of cytotoxic species (as presented in sub-Section 1.3.3). An optimized
X-PDT agent requires to fulfil several chemical, optical, and biological require-
ments, that are related to its design, and consequently a definite synthesis strat-
egy is still to be unveiled. In particular, the choice of suitable nanoscintillators
and organic molecules and of the functionalization process significantly impacts
the final properties of the multicomponent nanosystems and consequently the
resultant therapeutic efficiency. In this frame, an accurate comprehension of the
interaction mechanisms occurring between the nanoscintillators and the organic
molecules upon X-Ray excitation, is pivotal for the rational development of X-
PDT agents.
This chapter presents an accurate fundamental study on ZnO based multicom-
ponent nanosystems for possible applications as X-PDT agents. Indeed, ZnO
NPs are promising materials thanks to their biocompatibility, their high surface
reactivity, and their scintillating properties. In this work, ZnO NPs grown onto
either porous or non-porous spherical silica supports are coupled with different
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amounts of porphyrin molecules using amino-silane moieties (APTES) as surface
ligands. The inorganic/organic components, their relative concentrations and the
functionalization process are chosen with the goal to optimize the performances of
the final material and to fulfil the X-PDT requirements. Moreover, the synthesis
of various multicomponent nanosystems allows both to carefully investigate the
role of the organic molecules concentration and spatial distribution on the sample
final optical properties, and to analyse the types of interaction mechanisms occur-
ring under light excitation or exposure to X-Ray with various mean beam energies.
Additionally, to further investigate the role of energy deposition in the resultant
properties of the multicomponent nanosystems, two computational models (on
non-porous ZnO/SiO2 NPs) are developed aiming at discriminating the contribu-
tion of SiO2 and ZnO and at estimating the effect of the X-Ray excitation energy.

First, the design and development of various ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems func-
tionalized with porphyrin molecules are described. Then, the optical properties
measured under either light or ionizing radiation excitation of two selected sets
of dye-coupled NPs are discussed in comparison to those of the NPs before the
functionalization process and the porphyrin alone. Lastly, the evaluation of the
profile of energy deposition in the non-porous ZnO/SiO2 NPs by a computational
analysis is presented.
As a guideline for the reading of this chapter, a schematic description of the
herein analysed ZnO-based systems (for synthesis details please refer to sub-
Section 3.2.1) is provided in Table 5.1.
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Sample Substrate
porosity

ZnO weight
percent
(wt%)

APTES
weight per-
cent (wt%)

Porphyrin
weight per-
cent (wt%)

APTES:
Porphyrin
molar ratio

SS Yes - - - -
SSnp No - - - -
ZS Yes 10 - - -
ZSnp No 6.6 - - -
ZS-A Yes 10 0.2 - -
ZS-A5 Yes 10 1.0 - -
ZS-A25 Yes 10 5.0 - -
ZSnp-A No 6.6 0.2 - -
ZS-AP-0.1 Yes 10 0.2 0.3 1:0.1
ZS-AP-0.25 Yes 10 0.2 0.7 1:0.25
ZS-AP-0.5 Yes 10 0.2 1.4 1:0.5
ZS-AP-1 Yes 10 0.2 2.7 1:1
ZS-A5P-1 Yes 10 1.0 13.5 1:1
ZS-A25P-1 Yes 10 5.0 67.5 1:1
ZSnp-AP-0.1 No 6.6 0.2 0.3 1:0.1
ZSnp-AP-1 No 6.6 0.2 2.7 1:1

Table 5.1: Schematic diagram of the investigated samples.
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5.1 Nano-agent concept

The design of efficient multicomponent nanosystems for X-PDT requires to ac-
curately select the inorganic and organic moieties and to properly develop the
synthesis procedure in order to optimize the final chemical and physical proper-
ties of the nano-agent. In particular, the inorganic NPs should be scintillators
presenting a RL emission that matches the absorption of fluorescent dyes fea-
turing a high singlet oxygen production yield. Aiming at investigating the use
of nanometric ZnO as nanoscintillators for X-PDT, ZnO NPs grown onto highly
porous spherical SiO2 substrates (N05-SG-SS) are selected from the four set of
nanosystems investigated in Chapter 4. In this chapter, N05-SG-SS is renamed
as ZS to emphasize the following functionalization steps rather than the synthe-
sis route and the substrate shape. Indeed, ZS discloses the highest RL efficiency
among the ZnO NPs and its green emission overlaps with the absorption features
of porphyrins (as disclosed by Figure 4.1 and 3.13) that are already under study
as PSs in PDT due to their high singlet oxygen quantum yield. [70] Moreover, ZS
size (the overall diameter is about ∼80 nm, as reported in sub-Section 3.2.3) is
reasonable to consider biological applications. Among the porphyrin derivatives,
TCPP molecules are chosen as PSs, because their -COOH groups allow to form
stable covalent bonds with the amino groups of APTES used as surface ligands
for ZS (Figure 3.7).
As a preliminary test of the conceptualized nano-agent design, the RL features of
ZS samples, functionalized with various APTES content (ZS-A, ZS-A5, ZS-A25)
at which subsequentially TCPP are covalently attached with 1:1 molar ratio (ZS-
AP-1, ZS-A5P-1, ZS-A25-P), are investigated. For synthesis details, please refer
to sub-Section 3.2.1. The amount of APTES is chosen to explore different load-
ing conditions: by increasing the amino-silane ligands concentration, the APTES
coating of the NPs surface ranges from approximately 0.2 to 5 wt% and the por-
phyrin weight percent varies within more than one order of magnitude (2.9-28.5
wt%). The normalized RL spectra of ZS samples before and after the APTES
decoration disclose that the amino-silane moieties do not alter the ZnO lumines-
cence, regardless of their concentration (Figure 5.1a). It is worth noticing that
the emission of ZS (former N05-SG-SS) matches the one reported in Figure 4.1.
Upon porphyrin functionalization, the ZnO green emission is suppressed in all
the dye coupled NPs and the characteristic porphyrin emission at ∼1.7 eV is ob-
served (Figure 5.1b), unveiling that the high Z nanoscintillators promote the PSs
activation by radiative and/or non-radiative energy transfer rather than emit-
ting themselves. As mentioned in sub-Section 1.3.3, a good optical interaction
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Figure 5.1: Normalized RL spectra of bare ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems (ZS) and ZS
decorated with different contents of amino-silane moieties (a) and subsequentially
functionalized with porphyrin with molar ratio 1:1 (b). In (b), the normalized
RL spectrum of porphyrin is reported for comparison.

between the nanoscintillators and the dyes under ionizing radiation is necessary
for the X-PDT mechanism. Moreover, typically, porphyrin luminescence includes
two peaks centred at about 1.9 eV (∼650 nm), due to the Q(0,0) transition from
dye monomer, [46] and at 1.7 eV (∼725 nm), due to the Q(0,1) transition, known
as J-bands, also associated with J-aggregates formation. [165] The 1.9 eV emission
is barely detected in ZS-AP-1, almost negligible in ZS-A5P-1, and absent in both
ZS-A25P-1 and porphyrin. Indeed, the occurrence of aggregation in dye molecule
powders, on which the RL measurements are performed, is very likely. [80] Never-
theless, these findings reveal that the use of APTES as anchors to distribute small
amounts of porphyrin on the nanoscintillators surfaces limits this phenomenon,
that is detrimental for the final X-PDT efficiency.
The second preliminary analysis is the evaluation of the stability of dye-coupled
ZS samples in biological environment, in order to assess their behaviour in cellular-
like conditions. In fact, the porphyrin functionalization step is carried out in
DMF, (please refer to sub-Section 3.2.1), but the use of a solvent with a higher
polarity as water or PBS may influence the stability of the TCPP bonding to the
SiO2 surface and induce the TCPP release.
Thus, the dye coupled NPs are dispersed in PBS, to mimic the pH of cells, and
their absorption spectra are measured before and after an optimized centrifu-
gation process (please refer to sub-Section 3.2.2). Figure 5.2 discloses a drastic
reduction of the dyes absorbance, and hence concentration (Equation 3.7), for
all the specimens, unveiling that PBS can corrupt the TCPP anchoring to the
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Figure 5.2: Absorbance spectra of porphyrin functionalized ZnO/SiO2 nanosys-
tems before (a) and after (b) centrifugation in PBS dispersions.

SiO2 NPs, most likely the amidic bond between APTES and TCPP. Then, the
multicomponent nanosystem with the medium degree of functionalization,i.e. ZS-
A5P-1, is selected to verify the reproducibility of the centrifugation process and
the overall stability of the as-prepared samples: seven different samples (A-G)
from three different synthesis batches (Batch 1: A, B, C – Batch 2: D, E – Batch
3: F,G ) are tested performing the centrifugation both on the individual sample
(Process 1: A, Process 2: B, Process 3: C) and on multiple samples simultane-
ously (Process 4: D, E – Process 5: F, G). Figure 5.3 shows digital pictures of
some of the centrifugated samples, whose colours disclose a great variability (from
white to khaki), in comparison to that of the as-synthesized dark brown function-
alized NPs, indicating the loss of different quantities of porphyrin throughout the
specimens upon centrifugation.The absorption measurements report a different
residual amount of porphyrin on each sample (Figure 5.4), which corroborate the
assumption that the TCPP anchoring onto SiO2 in PBS is likely unstable. Con-
sequently, these findings disclose the need to pursue different synthesis protocols
in order to improve the stability of the multicomponent nanosystems in the bio-
logical environment. For instance, several strategies could be used to stabilize the
TCPP bonding to SiO2 surface throught APTES moieties, as the modifications
of the synthesis conditions (temperature and time) as well as of the functionality
groups of the silane ligand responsible of the interaction with TCPP.
Despite the need to improve the porphyrin coupled ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems

stability in biological environment, their luminescence features highlight their
potentiality as X-PDT agents, since the nanoscintillators efficiently interact with
the organic molecules, regardless of their loading content. Moreover, the observed
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Figure 5.3: Digital pictures of some samples from different batches of one por-
phyrin functionalized ZnO/SiO2 nanosystem (ZS-A5P-1) after centrifugation in
PBS dispersions, compared to the sample as synthesized.

Figure 5.4: Absorbance spectra of seven different samples of one porphyrin func-
tionalized ZnO/SiO2 nanosystem (ZS-A5P-1) after centrifugation in PBS disper-
sions.
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dependence of optical properties of the dye in the functionalized NPs on its con-
centration and arrangement is of particular interest for the comprehension of the
impact of the nano-agent design on the X-PDT efficiency. Aiming at further in-
vestigate this issue and noticing that the most promising sample is ZS-AP-1 due
to the lowest occurrence of dye aggregation, nanosystems with a similar content
of APTES but a decreasing porphyrin concentration (ZS-AP-0.5, ZS-AP-0.25,
ZS-AP-0.1) are realized. In the following, this set of dye coupled NPs is also
labelled generically ZS-AP-Y. Furthermore, non-porous SiO2 NPs of ∼75 nm di-
ameter (SSnp) are used as a support for ZnO NPs (ZSnp) and then decorated
with APTES (ZSnp-A) and functionalized with two different porphyrin loading
levels (ZSnp-AP-1 and ZSnp-AP-0.1, also labelled ZSnp-AP-Y). The non-porous
set of nanosystems is investigated with the goal of evaluating the role of the silica
substrate porosity on the ZnO growth and luminescence as well as on the ATPES
and TCPP distribution. For synthesis details, please refer to sub-Section 3.2.1;
the specimens parameters are listed in Table 5.1. These sets of samples (i.e. ZS,
ZS-A, ZS-AP-Y, ZSnp, ZSnp-A and ZSnp-AP-Y) are selected for an accurate PL
and RL analysis in DMF solutions and as powders, respectively.

5.2 Photoluminescence

Under light excitation, the luminescence features of the single components (i.e.
the TCPP porphyrin and the porous and non-porous ZnO/SiO2 nanoscintillators
alone and upon APTES decoration) as well as of the dye coupled samples are
analysed to investigate the role of nano-agent design, such as substrate porosity
and TCPP functionalization, on the final optical properties of the multicom-
ponent nanosystems. The steady-state and time-resolved PL techniques permit
to study the occurrence of radiative and/or non-radiative energy transfer (ET)
between the inorganic and organic moieties of the TCPP functionalized NPs.

5.2.1 Steady-state excitation-emission luminescence

In this sub-Section, the PL and PLE features of the investigated samples are
presented and discussed in relation to their morphology and composition.

PL/PLE properties of the porphyrin

Figure 5.5a displays the optical properties of TCPP, that are in agreement with
the literature. [138, 166] The PL of TCPP exhibits both the monomer and J-
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aggregates related peaks, at ∼1.9 eV and at ∼1.7 eV, respectively; [46, 165] the
PLE features mirror those of the absorption spectrum (Figure 3.13). Notably,
at energies above the Soret band, the dye PLE intensity is not null (Inset in
Figure 5.5a): in the literature, this effect is attributed to the occurrence of small
aggregates, especially dimers and trimers, that alter the dye absorption in the
UV region of the spectrum. [82,84]

The impact of substrate porosity and APTES decoration on PL/PLE
properties of ZnO/SiO2 NPs

Figure 5.5b and 5.5c show the luminescence features of the porous ZS and ZS-A
and of their non-porous counterparts, respectively. The PL spectra of ZS (former
N05-SG-SS), consistent with that displayed in Figure 4.1, and of ZSnp disclose a
similar broad emission centred at ∼2.2 eV with a corresponding PLE ranging from
3.5 to 5 eV. However, the high energy PLE band (peaked at ∼4.6 eV) is dominant
only in the bare porous nanosystems, hinting a minor modification in the sample
absorption mechanism varying the substrate porosity. Moreover, the weak PL
signal at ∼1.5 eV detected for the non-porous SiO2 NPs (Figure 5.5d) indicates
that solely ZnO is the optically active material in the ZSnp, similarly to the porous
specimens case (Figure 4.4). Hence, in agreement with the previous investigation
on the optical properties of ZS, former N05-SG-SS, (Section 4.1), for both the
porous and non-porous ZnO/SiO2 nanoscintillators, the green emission from 1.7
to 3 eV is attributable to the same defect species in ZnO. Moreover, the excitation
luminescence peaked at ∼3.8 eV is related to ZnO absorption above the band gap,
whereas the PLE band above 4 eV is associated to SiO2 absorption. [167,168] In
the porous samples, ZnO NPs are distributed both inside and outside the support,
thus the surface portion of SiO2 support left exposed is expected to be higher than
in the non-porous nanosystems where the ZnO NPs cover almost completely the
external silica surfaces.
For both the porous and non-porous nanosystems, no differences are observed

in their optical properties upon APTES coating, suggesting that the anchors are
not emissive and they do not alter ZnO luminescence.
These findings highlight that, regardless of the substrate porosity and the APTES
decoration, the ZnO emission is resonant with the TCPP Q-bands, indicating
that the nanoscintillators functionalization with the dye might permit both non-
radiative ET and radiative ET, i.e. porphyrin re-absorption of ZnO emitted
photons. [130]
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Figure 5.5: a,b,c) Normalized steady-state PL (solid lines) and PLE (dashed
lines) recorded under CW excitation of the porphyrin (a), the porous (b) and non-
porous (c) ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems alone (ZS, ZSnp) and upon APTES decoration
(ZS-A, ZSnp-A), dispersed in DMF solution. In panel (a), enlargements of TCPP
PLE between 2.2 and 2.8 eV (Q-bands) and between 3.0 and 5.0 eV are also
shown. Insets are digital pictures of the samples as synthesized. d) PL spectra of
the non-porous silica NPs alone (SSnp) and upon the growth of ZnO NPs (ZSnp),
for comparison.

The impact of porphyrin functionalization on the PL/PLE properties
of dye coupled NPs

Figure 5.6 reports the optical properties of ZS-AP-Y and ZSnp-AP-Y, disclosing
that both PL and PLE spectra present similar features but with different intensity
ratios between the porphyrin and ZnO bands for the porous and non-porous
NPs. The ZnO emission at 2.3 eV of ZS-AP-Y and ZSnp-AP-Y displays the
PLE spectrum similar to the one of ZS and ZSnp, respectively, related to the
ZnO absorption. Additionally, the PLE spectra monitored at 1.9 eV exhibit the
typical TCPP Soret band at ∼3 eV and ZnO PLE features at higher energies. By
exciting at 3.7 eV (in the absorption region of ZnO), PL spectra of ZS-AP-Y and
ZSnp-AP-Y present both the ZnO broad band and the TCPP red emission, whose
relative intensities decrease as the porphyrin content increases. These findings
suggest that, in the functionalized NPs, TCPP emission may be activated by two
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concomitant mechanisms: i) the direct excitation of TCPP, able to absorb even
photons with energy higher than 3 eV, as Figure 5.5a reveals, and ii) non-radiative
and/or radiative ET from the excited ZnO to TCPP.

Figure 5.6: a,b,c) Normalized steady-state PL (solid lines) and PLE (dashed
lines) recorded under CW excitation of the (a,b) porous and (c) non-porous
functionalized nanosystems (ZS-AP-Y, ZSnp-AP-Y) dispersed in DMF solution.
Insets are digital pictures of the as synthesized samples.

Moreover, PLE spectra of the two non-porous samples disclose that the por-
phyrin bands are dominant with respect to the ZnO ones while, differently, the
opposite relative intensity ratio is observed for the porous sets of NPs. Hence, in
ZSnp-AP-Y the dye is mainly excited in its Soret band, whereas in ZS-AP-Y the
ZnO absorption above band gap prevails. These findings validate the occurrence
of a double mechanism in the porphyrin emission triggering and also suggest that
such activation may be influenced by the excitation processes of the inorganic
NPs, that differs for ZS and ZSnp, as discussed above.
By exciting both ZS-AP-Y and ZSnp-AP-Y in the TCPP Soret band (at 3.1 eV),
only the dye PL, featuring the the emissions at ∼1.7 eV and ∼1.9 eV, is observed.
In addition to the characteristic TCPP PL features, a peak centred at ∼2.0 eV
is detected in the porous samples with the lowest dye loading (ZS-AP-0.1 and
ZS-AP-0.25). This band can be associated to the presence of Zn-TCPP com-
plexes, [169, 170] whose formation can be explained as the release of zinc ions
from the highly reactive surface of ZnO NPs and their subsequent coordination
with the porphyrin central ring. [166] This additional PL peak is likely present in
all samples, but its luminescence is not distinguishable from the typical porphyrin
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emissions as their relative intensity decreases.

5.2.2 Time resolved luminescence

In this sub-Section, TRPL and TRES results are reported aiming to investigate
the optical interaction mechanism between the inorganic NPs and TCPP, and its
dependence on the porphyrin content and spatial arrangement.

The impact of substrate porosity and porphyrin functionalization on
the time decay dynamic of ZnO light emission

TRPL measurements performed on the ZnO luminescence of both the porous and
non-porous sets of ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems disclose, among the samples, similar
time decay dynamics in the microseconds range, except for a slight acceleration
observed in ZSnp-AP-1 (Figure 5.7). For all the specimens, the decays of the
ZnO emissions are fitted using a three-exponential function with time compo-
nents ranging from tens of nanoseconds up to few microseconds (Tables 5.2 and
Tables 5.3); only for ZSnp-AP-1, both the time and relative weight parameters
of the slowest component result slightly smaller. It is worth noticing that, since
this TRPL analysis is carried out on DMF dispersion, the ZS (former N05-SG-
SS) time dynamic (Figure 5.7a, Table 5.3) is a little faster than that observed
studying the TRPL on powders (Figure 4.12, Table 4.5), in which the presence
of agglomerates can lengthen the emission process. Hence, the ZnO time decay
is not affected by the substrate porosity, hinting that the growth of ZnO NPs,
either inside and outside the silica matrix, leads to the formation of similar defect
centres.

Additionally, ZnO time decay dynamic does not vary significantly upon
nanoscintillators functionalization with the dye, indicating that a non-radiate
ET between the inorganic and organic components is absent in almost all the
TCPP coupled NPs, or very poor in ZSnp-AP-1. It is worth recalling that the
probability of non-radiative ET depends upon various parameters, such as the
extent of the overlap between the emission spectrum of the donor and the ab-
sorption spectrum of the acceptor, the quantum yield of the donor, the distance
and the relative orientation of the donor and acceptor moieties. [130] Probably,
in the herein studied nanosystems, the triggering of non-radiative ET is hindered
by the low luminescence efficiency of ZnO NPs (as discussed in sub-Section 4.2.2)
and also by the use of ATPES molecules as anchors, that can affect both the
distance and the relative orientation between ZnO NPs and the dyes. Since the
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Figure 5.7: TRPL of ZnO emission recorded at 2.3 eV emission under pulsed
excitation at 3.6 eV for all the samples. The time decays are fitted as multiexpo-
nential functions (dashed lines). The complete sets of parameters used to model
the PL decay are reported in Table 5.2 and 5.3.

distribution of APTES may change from the porous and non-porous NPs, also a
different spatial distribution of TCPP with respect of ZnO is expected in the two
sets of nanosystems. The obtained findings (Figure 5.7) suggest that the surface
of non-porous samples presents advantageous functionalization conditions that
partially allow the non-radiative ET between donors and acceptors in ZSnp-AP-1,
in which dye concentration is the highest.

The impact of porphyrin functionalization on the time decay dynamic
of its light emission

In all samples, the time decays of TCPP luminescence (Figure 5.8, Table 5.4)
feature the porphyrin characteristic decay time component of about 11 ns, in
agreement with the literature. [170, 171] Furthermore, in both the porous and
non-porous dye coupled nanosystems, an additional fast component of about 2.4
ns with a major relative weight, that increases coherently with the TCCP loading,
is detected. The origin of this fast component may be due to Zn-TCPP complexes,
whose emission band detected at 2.0 eV (Figure 5.6) displays a time decay of about
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Figure 5.8: TRPL of the porphyrin emission recorded at 1.9 eV under pulsed
excitation at 2.4 eV for the TCPP alone and all the dye coupled samples. The time
decays are fitted as multiexponential functions (dashed lines). The instrument
response function (IRF) is also shown (mustard dotted line). The complete sets
of parameters used to fit the PL decay are reported in Table 5.4.

2 ns as reported in the literature. [170, 172] Alternatively, it could be attributed
to aggregates species: usually, J-aggregates accelerate the typical porphyrin time
dynamic, [83] whereas H-aggregates exhibit a bi-exponential decay trend with
both very fast (about 2 ns) and longer (about 10 ns) decay time components.
[82] Thus, even if a unique attribution of the observed fast component remains
uncertain, its presence clearly reveals the occurrence of dye complexes and/or
aggregates, [25, 82, 84] that reduce the TCPP luminescence efficiency and hence
its performances as PS. Moreover, the relative weight of the fast component, and
consequently the fraction of generated porphyrin complexes and/or aggregates,
is similar in the porous and non-porous samples, corroborating that in both sets
of NPs the TCPP molecules are present only on the external SiO2 surfaces.

The impact of porphyrin functionalization on the TRES of dye coupled
NPs

Noticing that the TRPL analysis evidences the very different order of magnitude
of ZnO and dye luminescence lifetimes, TRES is performed recording the PL
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Figure 5.9: Normalized PL spectra of ZS-A and ZS-AP-Y (a) and of ZSnp-A and
ZSnp-AP-Y (b) dispersed in DMF solution and recorded simultaneously (top) and
with 0.2 ms delay (bottom) with respect to the 3.7 eV excitation pulse.

spectra of ZS-A and ZS-AP-Y as well as those of ZSnp-A and ZSnp-AP-Y with
0 ms (no delay) and 0.2 ms time delay with respect to the 3.7 eV excitation
pulse (Figure 5.9), to discriminate the emissions occurring in the nano- and in
the milli-seconds time ranges. For all ZS-AP-Y and ZSnp-AP-Y samples, the
ZnO luminescence displays dips, whose magnitude scales with the loading level,
at energies ( ∼2 eV, ∼2.2 eV, ∼2.4 eV) matching the dye Q-bands. This results
unveils the occurrence of radiative ET between the inorganic NPs and the organic
molecules. A slight red shift of both porphyrin bands and dips in ZnO emission
is observed in the two samples with the highest TCPP content, possibly caused
by the presence of a minor fraction of J-aggregates. [80] At variance with the
PL spectra displayed in Figure 5.9, those of Figure 5.6 do not show dips in the
ZnO luminescence, because in this case a sample holder with a shorter thickness
(0.1 cm, with respect to 1 cm of the TRES measurement) and therefore a shorter
light path is used, reducing the probability of re-absorption. The dye emission
intensity is strong when the signal is collected without delay (Figure 5.9 top
panels), whereas it is very weak by introducing a 0.2 ms delay (Figure 5.9 bottom
panels). To verify the presence of the porphyrin bands in the PL spectra
recorded with 0.2 ms time delay after the lamp shutdown, first derivatives of ZS-
AP-Y and ZSnp-AP-Y signals are also computed and compared to those of ZS-A,
ZSnp-A, respectively, and of TCPP (Figure 5.10): a relative minimum at 1.75
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Figure 5.10: First derivatives of normalized PL spectra of ZS-A and ZS-AP-Y
(a) and ZSnp-A and ZSnp-AP-Y (b) recorded with 0.2 ms delay with respect to
the 3.7 eV excitation pulse (reported in Figure 5.9 bottom panels) compared to
TCPP.

eV, which is clearly distinguishable in the dye alone, is also present in the dye
functionalized samples, validating the occurrence of a poor TCPP luminescence.
These findings indicate, that in both the porous and non-porous dye coupled
nanosystems, during the excitation at 3.7 eV, the nanoscintillators as well as
TCPP molecules are directly and continuously excited by the UV light (Figure
5.9 top panels). Differently, when the excitation source is off and the PL signal
is collected after 0.2 ms, the porphyrin luminescence is generated solely by the
absorption of photons emitted by ZnO, being the dye decay time much shorter (in
the ns range) than the used experimental time delay. The evidence that porphyrin
emission intensity is weak in the spectra recorded with 0.2 ms time delay (Figure
5.9 bottom panels) reveals that the efficiency of radiative ET is rather poor.
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ZS ZS-A ZS-AP-0.1 ZS-AP-
0.25

ZS-AP-0.5 ZS-AP-1

τ1 (ns) 26±1 23±1 25±1 27±1 27±1 27±2

Weight1
(%)

15 12 12 14 13 14

τ2 (ns) 190±20 180±20 180±20 200±40 200±30 180±40

Weight2
(%)

16 19 14 13 12 13

τ3 (ns) 1000±40 1030±40 1000±30 990±50 1020±40 1000±50

Weight3
(%)

69 69 74 73 75 73

Table 5.2: TRPL fit parameters of the ZnO emission recorded at 2.3 eV under
pulsed excitation at 3.6 eV for the set of porous ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems.

ZSnp ZSnp-A ZSnp-AP-0.1 ZSnp-AP-1

τ1 (ns) 28±1 25±1 28±1 24±1

Weight1 (%) 16 14 16 19

τ2 (ns) 220±20 200±50 220±20 230±20

Weight2 (%) 16 18 18 20

τ3 (ns) 1080±30 1100±100 1100±40 980±40

Weight3 (%) 68 68 66 61

Table 5.3: TRPL fit parameters of the ZnO emission recorded at 2.3 eV under
pulsed excitation at 3.6 eV for the set of non-porous ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems.

TCPP ZS-AP-
0.1

ZS-AP-
0.25

ZS-AP-
0.5

ZS-AP-1 ZSnp-
AP-0.1

ZSnp-
AP-1

τ1 (ns) - 2.4±0.1 2.5±0.1 2.4±0.1 2.4±0.1 2.3±0.1 2.3±0.1

Weight1
(%)

- 63 70 77 82 71 85

τ2 (ns) 11±0.1 11.5±0.2 11.5±0.2 12±0.4 12±0.7 11.0±0.4 11.0±0.6

Weight2
(%)

100 37 30 23 18 29 15

Table 5.4: TRPL fit parameters of the porphyrin emission recorded at 1.9 eV
under pulsed excitation at 2.4 eV for the TCPP alone and all the dye coupled
samples.
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5.2.3 Conclusions on photoluminescence

The careful investigation of the steady-state and time resolved photoluminescence
properties of the porphyrin alone and of the sets of porous and non-porous NPs
reveals the correlations between the nano-agent design and the resultant optical
properties of the multicomponent nanosystems. In particular, the main findings
are:

• A similar defectiveness occurs in ZnO NPs grown inside and/or outside the
silica matrix.

• APTES functionalization does not modify ZnO optical properties.

• Porphyrin aggregates and/or complexes, whose concentration increases co-
herently with the dye loading level, are present on the inorganic NPs sur-
faces.

• Under light excitation, the functionalization of the nanoscintillators with
the dye enables an optical interaction between the inorganic NPs and the
porphyrin mainly by radiative processes, in which ZnO emitted photons are
re-absorbed by TCPP molecules.

5.3 Radioluminescence

The optical properties of the porous and non-porous ZnO/SiO2 NPs together
with those of the porphyrin alone are investigated under X-Ray excitation to fur-
ther analyse their dependence on substrate porosity and of dye functionalization,
and to study the interaction mechanisms triggered by the high energy radiation.
In fact, upon ionizing radiation exposure, in addition to radiative ET, which is
related to optical processes, the deposit of X-Ray energy in the sample surround-
ings influences the porphyrin sensitization. To further address these topics, in this
section, also a mechanical mix (ZS-A+P-0.5), realized by stirring APTES deco-
rated porous nanoscintillators and porphyrins with 1.4 wt% loading, is analysed,
aiming at comparing the RL properties of two samples (i.e. ZS-AP-0.5 and ZS-
A+P-0.5) in which the dye concentration is the same, but its spatial distribution
with respect to NPs differs. Indeed, in ZS-AP-0.5, the APTES-TCPP covalent
bond on the SiO2 external surfaces ensures nanometric inter-distances between
the inorganic NPs and the dye; on the other hand, in ZS-A+P-0.5, this distance
may arbitrarily vary from nano- to micrometres, due to the random distribution
of TCPPs in the nanosystems surroundings.
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First, the effect of the nano-agent design on the optical features of all the sam-
ples is investigated by comparing their RL spectra through an accurate numerical
analysis of spectral components. Then, the correlations between the RL intensi-
ties of the samples and the morphological parameters as well as the energy of the
ionizing radiation are discussed. Lastly, a computational model is developed to
estimate the spatial distribution of energy deposition in the non-porous ZnO/SiO2

nanoscintillators and the outcomes of these simulations are used to improve the
interpretation of the experimental results.

5.3.1 Gaussian fit of radioluminescence spectra

In this sub-Section, the RL features of all samples, recorded on powders under
irradiation with X-Ray photons with mean beam energy of 6.6 keV, are analysed
in relation to their morphology and composition.

The RL spectra of all the herein studied NPs and of the dye alone are recon-
structed by a Gaussian deconvolution procedure, whose results are reported in
Figures 5.11 and 5.12 and Tables 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7, respectively. As guidelines for
the numerical analyses, the following criteria are used: i) to exploit the minor
number of bands necessary to obtain a satisfactory spectrum reproduction and
ii) to use as starting parameters for ZnO emission those already employed for
ZS (former N05-SG-SS) - please refer to sub-Section 4.1.2 - and for the TCPP
luminescence those reported in the literature.

The impact of substrate porosity and APTES decoration on the RL
spectral components

Both the porous and non-porous nanoscintillators with and without APTES dec-
oration exhibit a ZnO defect related band (centred at ∼2.22 eV with FHWM of
∼0.78 eV) and a ZnO excitonic one (centred at ∼3.15 eV with FHWM of ∼0.57
eV), as displayed in Figures 5.11a-d and Table 5.5. These findings corroborate
the fact that both the substrate porosity and the decoration with APTES do
not modify the ZnO optical properties. In addition, the RL spectrum of the
non-porous silica NPs is recorded: in Figure 5.13 a weak RL signal at about 4
eV is exhibited, that is negligible compared to that of ZSnp, confirming that the
luminescence of the ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems is only related to ZnO emissions.
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Figure 5.11: Gaussian deconvolution of normalized RL spectra of the porous and
non-porous nanoscintillators with and without APTES decoration, of the mechan-
ical mix and of the dye alone. Gaussian components (brown, mustard, orange,
light blue, and blue solid lines) obtained by numerical fit are shown together with
experimental curves (black empty circle lines). The curve representing the whole
numerical fit (red solid line) is superimposed to the experimental data. The sets
of all parameters of the deconvolutions are listed in Tables 5.5 and 5.6.

The impact of porphyrin functionalization on the RL spectral compo-
nents

The Gaussian reconstruction of the mechanical mix (Figure 5.11e, Table 5.5)
requires the ZnO defect and excitonic emission bands, that dominate the RL
spectrum, together with an additional spectral component associated to the dye
luminescence (centred at ∼1.73 eV with FHWM of ∼0.24 eV). Notably, upon
the mixing with the dye powders, the FHWM of the ZnO green emission results
smaller in ZS-A+P-0.5 (∼0.65 eV) compared to that of ZS-A (∼0.78 eV).
Moreover, the numerical analysis of the luminescence of the TCPP alone (Figure
5.11f, Table 5.6) includes the typical porphyrin J-band (centred at ∼1.69 eV with
FHWM of ∼0.13 eV) and an additional one in the red region of the spectrum
(centred at ∼1.50 eV with FHWM of ∼0.50 eV), consistently with the aggrega-
tion of dye molecules.
Differently, the RL spectra of ZS-AP-Y and ZSnp-AP-Y disclose both the ZnO
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and the TCPP optical features. Indeed, five spectral components are identified
by the Gaussian deconvolution (Figure 5.12, Table 5.7): two bands (centred at
∼2.22 eV with FHWM of ∼0.19 eV and at ∼2.48 eV with FHWM of ∼0.34 eV)
are related to ZnO emissive defect species and three (centred at ∼1.72 eV with
FHWM of ∼0.26 eV, at ∼1.95 eV with FHWM of ∼0.08 eV and at ∼2.06 eV with
FHWM of ∼0.15 eV) related to porphyrin luminescence.
The discrepancy between the ZnO defect-related emission bands in the NPs

with and without TCPP functionalization can be attributed to the presence of
dips matching the porphyrin Q-bands peak energies (at ∼2.2 and ∼2.4 eV), that
alter ZnO spectral shape in ZS-AP-Y and ZSnp-AP+Y. This result validates the
occurrence of radiative ET between the organic and inorganic moieties in the
dye coupled NPs even under X-Ray excitation. Moreover, the absence of ZnO
excitonic band in the RL spectra of the TCPP functionalized nanosystems can
be due to dye re-absorption of ZnO emitted photons.
For the porphyrin emission, the characteristic peak at∼1.7 eV due to J-aggregates
is identified in the mechanical mix as well as in the dye coupled samples, while
only ZS-AP-Y and ZSnp-AP+Y disclose the monomer and Zn-TCPP complexes
related bands, at ∼1.9 and ∼2.0 eV, respectively. Moreover, the TCPP emission
intensity increases with the dye loading level and it is higher to that of ZnO for
all the porphyrin functionalized NPs; on the other hand, it is rather weak in the
mechanical mix. In addition, in all the dye coupled nanoscintillators, the relative
intensity ratio of the typical porphyrin emissions (at ∼1.7 eV and at ∼1.9 eV)
increases as the TCPP concentration increases, due to a higher probability of
J-aggregates formation. [80] These results indicate that the porphyrin lumines-
cence is efficiently sensitized in all the dye functionalized NPs regardless of its
concentration and the generation of aggregates, with better performances than
in the mechanical mix, in which the dye loading is of 1.4%, as in ZS-AP-0.5 (Fig-
ures 5.11e and 5.12). Hence, the controlled anchoring of porphyrin molecules on
the nanoscintillators surfaces enables to govern the dye arrangement and spatial
distribution, leading to TCPP optical properties similar to those of the single
molecule, that are crucial for the interaction between the inorganic and organic
moieties in multicomponent nanosystems. Indeed, both radiative ET and the lo-
cal increment of energy deposition can benefit from the close proximity of properly
distributed TCPP molecules and dense luminescent NPs. A detailed investiga-
tion on the role played by these two mechanisms is proposed in the sub-Section
5.3.2.
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Figure 5.12: Gaussian deconvolution of normalized RL spectra of the porous
and non-porous TCPP functionalized nanoscintillators. Gaussian components
(brown, mustard, orange, light blue, and blue solid lines) obtained by numerical
fit are shown together with experimental curves (black empty circle lines). The
curve representing the whole numerical fit (red solid line) is superimposed to the
experimental data. The sets of all parameters of the deconvolutions are listed in
Table 5.7.

Figure 5.13: RL spectrum recorded under X-Ray excitation of SSnp compared to
that of ZSnp.
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ZS ZS-A ZSnp ZSnp-A ZS-A+P-
0.5

Band A
(brown
line)

Energy
(eV)

2.25±0.01 2.24±0.01 2.22±0.01 2.20±0.01 2.22±0.01

FWHM
(eV)

0.76±0.01 0.79±0.01 0.78±0.01 0.78±0.01 0.65±0.03

Weight
(%)

98 91 95 96 77

Band B
(mustard
line)

Energy
(eV)

3.15±0.01 3.15±0.03 3.15±0.01 3.15±0.03 3.10±0.05

FWHM
(eV)

0.50±0.10 0.60±0.10 0.54±0.10 0.60±0.10 0.60±0.10

Weight
(%)

2 9 5 4 13

Band C
(orange
line)

Energy
(eV)

- - - - 1.73±0.01

FWHM
(eV)

- - - - 0.24±0.01

Weight
(%)

- - - - 10

Table 5.5: Fit parameters of the Gaussian deconvolution of the RL spectra of the
porous and non-porous nanoscintillators with and without APTES decoration,
and of the mechanical mix.

TCPP

Band D
(light
blue line)

Energy (eV) 1.50±0.01

FWHM (eV) 0.25±0.01

Weight (%) 51

Band E
(blue
line)

Energy (eV) 1.69±0.01

FWHM (eV) 0.13±0.01

Weight (%) 49

Table 5.6: Fit parameters of the Gaussian deconvolution of the RL spectrum of
the TCPP alone.
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ZS-AP-
0.1

ZS-AP-
0.25

ZS-AP-
0.5

ZS-AP-1 ZSnp-
AP-0.1

ZSnp-
AP-0.1

Band F
(green
line)

Energy
(eV)

1.74±0.01 1.72±0.01 1.71±0.01 1.70±0.01 1.75±0.01 1.70±0.01

FWHM
(eV)

0.26±0.01 0.25±0.01 0.21±0.01 0.23±0.01 0.29±0.01 0.29±0.01

Weight
(%)

45 57 63 79 52 78

Band G
(blue
line)

Energy
(eV)

1.94±0.01 1.95±0.01 1.95±0.01 1.95±0.01 1.96±0.01 1.96±0.01

FWHM
(eV)

0.09±0.01 0.08±0.01 0.08±0.01 0.07±0.01 0.08±0.01 0.07±0.02

Weight
(%)

9 10 9 6 7 4

Band H
(pink
line)

Energy
(eV)

2.05±0.01 2.05±0.01 2.05±0.01 2.05±0.02 2.08±0.01 2.06±0.01

FWHM
(eV)

0.16±0.05 0.15±0.05 0.15±0.07 0.14±0.09 0.17±0.07 0.13±0.06

Weight
(%)

15 11 9 6 13 5

Band I
(cyan
line)

Energy
(eV)

2.22±0.03 2.22±0.04 2.22±0.04 2.22±0.07 2.25±0.04 2.22±0.09

FWHM
(eV)

0.19±0.06 0.19±0.09 0.20±0.10 0.20±0.10 0.18±0.09 0.20±0.04

Weight
(%)

11 9 7 3 7 4

Band L
(grey
line)

Energy
(eV)

2.47±0.02 2.48±0.03 2.48±0.04 2.50±0.10 2.47±0.03 2.50±0.10

FWHM
(eV)

0.36±0.03 0.34±0.05 0.32±0.06 0.32±0.09 0.35±0.05 0.37±0.10

Weight
(%)

20 13 12 6 21 9

Table 5.7: Fit parameters of the Gaussian deconvolution of the RL spectra of the
porous and non-porous dye functionalized nanoscintillators.
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5.3.2 Emission intensities under ionizing radiation

In this section, the absolute RL spectra of all the samples, recorded on powders
and at different X-Ray mean beam energies, are reported to investigate the corre-
lations between RL amplitude, the morphological parameters, and the excitation
energy.

The impact of substrate porosity on RL efficiency

To test the RL efficiency of the nanoscintillators as synthesized and upon the
APTES and TCPP functionalization, four samples are selected, namely ZS, ZSnp,
ZS-AP-1, and ZSnp-AP-1. For each sample, three different aliquots from the same
synthesis batch are analysed to verify the experimental reproducibility.

Figure 5.14: RL intensities, recorded upon exposure to X-Ray with mean beam
energy of 6.6 keV, of ZS and ZSnp (a) and of ZS-AP-1 and ZSnp-AP-1 (b) nor-
malized to the sample weight and to the ZnO content. For each sample, A, B,
and C are different aliquots from the same synthesis batch.

The absolute RL intensities of the four chosen NPs, reported in Figure 5.14,
disclose that luminescence efficiency of the non-porous samples both before and
after APTES-TCPP functionalization is double with respect to that of the porous
nanosystems. This result suggests that the optical processes are partially com-
promised for ZnO NPs grown inside the silica matrix, affecting both its quantum
yield and its interaction with the dye. Possibly, in the porous samples, the sur-
faces of the internally grown ZnO NPs are close or even in contact to those of
the SiO2 pores and consequently the generated excitations may be lost at the
interface of the two materials through non radiative recombination mechanisms.
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Figure 5.15: RL intensities recorded under X-Ray excitation with beam mean
energy of 3.3, 6.6 and 10 keV of the porous (a-c) and non-porous (d-f) sets of
nanosystems. For comparison, also the RL spectra as a function of the excitation
energy of the mechanical mix and the porphyrin are reported.

The impact of APTES decoration and porphyrin functionalizazion on
RL efficiency

Figure 5.15 displays the RL of the sets of porous and non-porous ZnO/SiO2

nanosystems, as well as of the mechanical mix and of the porphyrin, as a func-
tion of the X-Ray beam energy. All the spectra are collected under the same
experimental conditions by only changing the ionizing radiation mean energy, to
allow an accurate comparison among their RL amplitudes.
The overall emissions of the mechanical mix as well as of the functionalized

nanoscintillators are reduced upon APTES decoration and diminish further by
porphyrin addition, for any excitation energy and for both the porous and non-
porous supports (Figure 5.15). This finding suggests that new non-radiative
recombination centres for the ZnO excitations are generated by the anchoring of
APTES on the SiO2 external surfaces (phenomenon evidenced only in the RL
measurements, since no variation in the ZnO time dynamic is observed under
light excitation, as shown in Figure 5.7) as well as by the presence of TCPP
aggregates and not to the functionalization process itself. The occurrence of ad-
ditional quenching channels in the dye functionalized samples can affect the ZnO
luminescence and hence the efficiency of radiative ET between the inorganic NPs
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and the organic molecules. Interestingly, the reduction of the overall efficiency
of the nanoscintillators upon APTES anchoring is bigger for the porous samples
than for the non-porous ones. This result is in agreement with the hypothesis
that the decoration of silica surfaces with APTES is more controlled in the non-
porous nanosystems, resulting in a minor occurrence of additional non-radiative
centers.
Furthermore, Figure 5.15 shows that the RL of TCPP is generally less intense
in the TCPP alone than in the ZS-AP-Y and ZSnp-AP-Y, even if their dye con-
tent (from 0.1 to wt1%) is two/three orders of magnitude smaller than in the
TCPP sample (100%). Differently, in the mechanical mix, the strong overlap
between the ZnO and the porphyrin bands negatively affects the analysis of the
TCPP emission intensity, proving that the ZnO emission is still dominant in this
sample. These findings highlight that the interaction between ionizing radiation
and organic molecules is poor because of their low density and low Z atomic
number, [73] whereas the triggering of their luminescence is promoted by their
proximity to heavy nanoscintillators, [13] whose ability to interact efficiently with
X-Ray photons can favour both the radiative ET and the energy release in the dye
surroundings. It is worth noticing that in the studied nanosystems, the X-Ray
photon energy can be deposited both in ZnO and SiO2 NPs. In fact, the prob-
ability of interaction between matter and ionizing radiation depends on atomic
numbers (ZZn=30, ZSi=14, ZO=8), on densities (ρZnO=5.61 g/cm3, ρSiO2=2.65
g/cm3), and also on particle dimensions (rZnO ∼2.5 nm, rSS ∼40 nm, rSSnp ∼36
nm). The investigation of the role of SiO2 and ZnO on the energy deposition in
the nanosystems is addressed by the computational analysis presented in Section
5.4.

The impact of X-Ray mean beam energy on RL efficiency

The evolution of the RL properties with the ionizing radiation energy is investi-
gated by performing the Gaussian deconvolutions of all the spectra. The results
of the numerical analysis disclose that each sample exhibits the same spectral
components identified in the previous spectral reconstruction, regardless of the
ionizing radiation energy (Tables 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7). On the other hand, for all the
specimens, the RL intensity is enhanced by increasing the energy of the ionizing
radiation.
For all the X-Ray beam mean energies, the RL intensities of all TCPP coupled
NPs and of the mechanical mix are compared to those of the APTES deco-
rated nanoscintillators (Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17a). In detail, the integrals of
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Figure 5.16: Percentage RL intensities dissipated non-radiatively (squares), emit-
ted by porphyrin (circles) or by ZnO (crosses) in the porous dye functionalized
nanosystems (in dark green, red or blue) and in the mechanical mix (in lime
green) normalized to the total RL intensity of the ATPES decorated NPs (ZS-
A) under X-Ray excitation with 3.3, 6.6, and 10 keV mean beam energies (data
extracted from Gaussian deconvolutions of RL spectra shown in Figure 5.15a-c.)

Gaussian spectral components, which are proportional to the number of emitted
photons, are used to estimate the amount of photons emitted by ZnO (IZnO) and
by porphyrins (IPorphyrin) in the dye coupled nanosystems and in the mechanical
mix. Furthermore, for all the porphyrin containing samples, it is evaluated the
portion of photons dissipated non-radiatively (ILost) upon TCPP addition with
respect to the overall photons emitted by the APTES decorated nanoscintillators.
As an example, only for the ZS-AP-Y set, the procedure used to estimate IZnO,
IPorphyrin, ILost is reported:

IZnO = Integral of Band I

+Integral of Band L

IPorphyrin = Integral of Band F

+Integral of Band G

+Integral of Band H

IZS−A = Integral of Band A

+Integral of Band B

ILost = IZS−A − IZnO − IPorphyrin

For details on the Gaussian spectral components, please refer to Tables 5.5, 5.6,
and 5.7.
For all the dye functionalized nanosystems and the mechanical mix, Figures 5.16
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Figure 5.17: a) Percentage RL intensities dissipated non-radiatively (squares),
emitted by porphyrin (circles) or by ZnO (cross) in the non-porous dye function-
alized nanosystems normalized to the total RL intensity of the ATPES decorated
NPs (ZSnp-A) under X-Ray excitation with beam mean energy of 3.3, 6.6, and
10 keV (data extracted from Gaussian deconvolutions of RL spectra shown in
Figure 5.15d-f); (b) Normalized RL intensity emitted by the porphyrin in the
porous and non-porous dye functionalized nanosystems divided by the normal-
ized RL intensity of the porphyrin alone recorded under X-Ray excitation with
beam mean energy of 3.3 keV, 6.6 keV and 10 keV (data extracted from Gaus-
sian deconvolutions of RL spectra Figure 5.15 and normalized to the porphyrin
percentage weight present in the sample).

and 5.17a report the percentage RL intensities of the overall ZnO and porphyrin
emissions, as well as the fractions of luminescence losses (generally labelled as Ii),
all normalized to the total RL intensity of the APTES decorated nanoparticles
(IZS−A or IZSnp−A). The data are shown as a function of the porphyrin load-
ing level (displayed in logarithmic scale). Interestingly, independently from the
excitation energy, in the all the TCPP functionalized NPs, most of the ZnO lumi-
nescence is lost upon functionalization (50-80%), a small fraction is still generated
from ZnO (5-15%), and a more intense one is related to porphyrin emission (15-
35%). At variance, in the mechanical mix the luminescence losses are conspicuous
(60%) but ZnO emission (35%) is much higher than that of the dye (5%). These
findings reveal that porphyrin sensitization is promoted by the synergic effect of
ionizing radiation and NPs functionalization.
Furthermore, trends of RL intensities for the dye coupled nanosscintillators are
similar for the porous NPs at the two highest X-Ray beam mean energies (Figure
5.16b,c) and for the non-porous NPs at all the X-Ray beam mean energies (Fig-
ure 5.17a), while it differs only for the porous NPs under ionizing radiation with
3.3 keV mean energy (Figure 5.16a). Solely in this case, the luminescence losses
decrease and the porphyrin emission increases with the dye content. This result
is consistent with the increase of local energy deposition as the radiation energy
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decreases. However, this phenomenon affects only the porous samples and it can
be attributed to the different energy release amount and distribution occurring
in the two sets of nanosystems under study. The interpretation of these results
requires additional studies, especially numerical simulations (refer to sub-Section
1.3.4), on the energy deposition processes in nanometric materials.

The impact of nano-agent design and X-Ray mean beam energy on the
sensitization of porphyrin emission

For all the X-Ray beam mean energies, the RL intensities of the TCPP coupled
NPs are compared to that of porphyrin alone (Figure 5.17b). In detail, the
integrals of Gaussian components are used to compare the porphyrin emission
of all the functionalized nanoscintillators (IPorphyrin) with that of the dye alone
(ITCPP alone). IPorphyrin and ITCPP alone are calculated as the sum of the Gaussian
integrals of all the bands attributed to the organic molecules emissions and then
normalized to the dye weight percentage in the sample to obtain Norm IPorphyrin
and Norm ITCPP alone, respectively. The used numerical procedure is reported in
the following:

IPorphyrin = Integral of Band F

+Integral of Band G

+Integral of Band H

ITCPP alone = Integral of Band D

+Integral of Band E

NormIPorphyrin = IPorphyrin
Dye wt% in the functionalized NPs

NormITCPP alone
= ITCPP alone

Dye wt% in the TCPP alone

For details on the Gaussian spectral components, please refer to Tables 5.5, 5.6,
and 5.7. For the three-excitation energies, Figure 5.17b displays the ratio be-
tween the normalized RL intensities of porphyrin emissions in the functionalized
NPs (Norm IPorphyrin) and that of the TCPP alone (Norm ITCPP ). The data are
shown as a function of the dye loading level (both axes are displayed in logarith-
mic scale).
Notably, regardless of the porphyrin concentration and of the X-Ray photon mean
energy, the proximity of heavy nanoscintillators and dyes molecules promotes an
enhancement in TCPP luminescence of about two/three orders of magnitude in
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the functionalized NPs, whereas this increment is only of about 30-70% in the
mechanical mix (data not shown). For all the ionizing radiation mean energies,
the dye sensitization improves by lowering the dye content (Figure 5.17b), further
indicating that the higher is the dye content, the higher is the probability of aggre-
gates formation, and the lower the porphyrin luminescence efficiency. Moreover,
the triggering of TCPP emission increases coherently with the X-Ray photons
mean energy, whatever its loading level, suggesting that the interaction between
the inorganic NPs and the ionizing radiation (and consequently the dye lumines-
cence activation) is affected by the energy parameter. However, some discrepancy
in the absolute values and in the shapes of the curves are observed upon exposure
with ionizing radiation of 3.3 keV in comparison to the findings obtained for the
two highest mean beam energy. As already mentioned, these results are related
to the amount and spatial distribution of the deposited energy by X-Ray photons
in the nanosystems, that both depend on the beam excitation energy and on the
morphology parameters of the excited NPs. An interpretation of these data is
presented in sub-Section 5.4.2, grounded on a preliminar computational investi-
gation on the energy release of the ionizing radiation in non-porous ZnO/SiO2

nanosystems.

5.3.3 Conclusions on radioluminescence

In this section, the analysis of the RL spectral shapes and intensities of all the
TCPP functionalized nanoscintillators unveils the crucial role of morphological
parameters and ionizing radiation energy in determining the final optical proper-
ties of the multicomponent nanosystems. In particular, the main findings are:

• The substrate porosity does not influence the ZnO defectiveness and hence
its emission properties and its interaction with TCPP molecules; however,
the sensitization of porphyrin luminescence results affected by the morphol-
ogy of the nanosystem.

• The coating of the inorganic NPs with APTES probabily introduces new
non-radiative channels for ZnO luminescence.

• The functionalization with porphyrin enables the interaction between the
organic and inorganic parts of the multicomponent nanosystems; neverthe-
less, it creates TCPP aggregates, that generate additional quenching centres
and limit the porphyrin luminescence sensitization.
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• Under irradiation with X-Ray photons, the enhancement of porphyrin emis-
sion is highly efficient, due to the activation of both radiative ET and locally
augmented energy deposition mechanisms.

5.4 Computational analysis of the deposited en-
ergy

Aiming at deepening the comprehension on the role of the locally augmented
energy deposition mechanism in the interaction between the inorganic and or-
ganic moieties of the multicomponent nanosystems, the spatial profile of the
energy release is evaluated by computational Monte Carlo simulations based on
the GEANT4 toolkit and discussed in relation with the results of the RL mea-
surement.
In particular, as model for the analyses, the non-porous ZnO/SiO2 nanoscintil-
lators (ZSnp) are selected, as their geometry is more suitable to be represented
by the GEANT4 program, and two different codes are developed to address the
complexity of the issue. As already mentioned, the computational analyses have
been performed in collaboration with Dr Anne-Laure Bulin of the Synchrotron
Radiation for Biomedicine Group at the University of Grenoble-Alpes, INSERM.

5.4.1 Simulations results

To accurately investigate the energy deposition in ZSnp, two codes with different
geometry parameters (code A and B, respectively) are developed. They allow
to discriminate the relative contribution of SiO2 and ZnO in the energy release
process as a function of the energy of the X-Ray beam with only one nanoparticle
(code A) or thousands of nanoparticles randomly placed (code B) (for details,
please refer to sub-Section 3.2.5). In particular, in code A, the nanosystems
geometry is represented with great accuracy but the irradiation conditions are
ideal, whereas, in code B, the nanosystems geometry is approximated to match
the computational capacity but the used irradiation conditions are similar to the
experimental ones (Figure 5.18).
For the simulations performed operating code A, one SiO2 NP, with a diameter
of 80 nm, whose surfaces are covered with an increasing number of ZnO NPs
(from 0 to 215 NPs, that is the real ZnO loading on ZSnp) is exposed to X-Ray
photons with different energy (3.3 / 6.6 /10.0 keV), as shown in Figure 5.18a-b.
The used diameters for both SiO2 and ZnO NPs are equal to the sizes of the silica
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Figure 5.18: Visualization of geometries of the world, the environment, and the
nanosystems for code A (a-b) and code B (c-d). The world is depicted in grey,
the environment in blue, the SiO2 in white, and ZnO in red. rSiO2 , rZnO, rNP ,
and r are graphical representations of the radial distances used to calculate the
spatial profile of energy deposition.

substrate and the ZnO NPs of the ZSnp sample. The results obtained by executing
code A are reported in Figures 5.19-5.23. Figures 5.19, 5.20, and 5.21 display the
spatial profile of the deposited energy in the non-porous nanosystems evaluated
both from the centre of the silica (rSiO2 , in panels from a to d) and zinc oxide
(rZnO, in panels from e to g) NPs, for various concentrations of ZnO and several
energy of the X-Ray beam. For more clarity, a sketch of the radial distances that
were used is depicted in Figure 5.18b. For the keV range, whatever the energy
of the X-Ray beam, the data reveal that energy deposition occurs mainly within
the first 45 or 85 nm from the SiO$_2$ or ZnO centre, respectively. This result
indicates that i) the majority of the ionizing radiation energy is released inside
the nanosystem and ii) both SiO$_2$ and ZnO contribute significantly to the
process in the used excitation energy range (from 3.3 to 10.0 keV). In particular,
the amount of energy deposited in ZnO increases coherently with the number of
ZnO NPs placed on the support surfaces.
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Figure 5.19: Spatial distribution of the energy deposited in one non-porous
nanosystem with different ZnO concentrations upon exposure to X-Ray photons
with energy of 3.3 keV. The data are reported from both the centre of the SiO2
NP (rSiO2 , panel a-d) and of the ZnO NP (rZnO, panel e-g).

This finding suggests that despite ZnO has reduced dimensions compared to
silica, its presence is pivotal to enhance the overall density and atomic number of
the nanosystem, and hence the interaction with X-Ray photons. Differently, the
overall energy release decreases when the energy of the X Ray beam increases,
regardless of the ZnO concentration. This is in agreement with the lower inter-
action probability between the matter and more energetic photons.
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Figure 5.20: Spatial distribution of the energy deposited in one non-porous
nanosystem with different ZnO concentrations upon exposure to X-Ray photons
with energy of 6.6 keV. The data are reported from both the centre of the SiO2
NP (rSiO2 , panel a-d) and of the ZnO NP (rZnO, panel e-g).
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Figure 5.21: Spatial distribution of the energy deposited in one non-porous
nanosystem with different ZnO concentrations upon exposure to X-Ray photons
with energy of 10.0 keV. The data are reported from both the centre of the SiO2
NP (rSiO2 , panel a-d) and of the ZnO NP (rZnO, panel e-g).
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Figures 5.22 and 5.23 report the number of interactions (Nbint) between the mat-
ter and ionizing radiation and the estimation of the deposited energy (Edep) in
specific volumes (panels a-d). The data are normalized to the total number of
incident X-Ray photons, called events (Nbevents). Figure 5.23e also shows the
percentage of energy deposited in SiO2, ZnO (Edep i), or in the total volume
(Edep tot), defined as sum of the two materials (i.e. SiO2 and ZnO NPs) and the
environment. The data of Figures 5.22 and 5.23 are reported as functions of the
number of ZnO NPs for the three energy of the X-Ray beam. For the keV range,
regardless of the energy of the ionizing radiation, the number of interactions and
the deposited energy increase in the total volume as well as in the SiO2, the ZnO,
and the environment alone, when the number of ZnO NPs attached to the silica
support increases. These findings corroborate the assumption that the presence of
ZnO NPs enhances the density and the atomic number of the nanosystems, thus
favouring the interactions with ionizing radiations. Moreover, independently of
ZnO concentration, the total number of interactions and total deposited energy,
as well as the energy released in SiO2 and in the environment alone (Figures
5.22a,b,d and 5.23a,b,d) decrease as the energy of the X-Ray beam increases.
Differently, for ZnO, whatever its concentration, the number of its interactions
with the ionizing radiation and also the deposited energy do not vary linearly
with the X-Ray energy (Figures 5.22c and 5.23c). More specifically, the number
of interactions occurring upon exposure to 10.0 keV X-Ray beam is contained
between the number of interactions occurring upon that to 3.3 and 6.6 keV ones.
Regarding the deposited energy, the highest amount is released under irradiation
of the nanoscintillators with X-Ray photons of 10.0 keV. Usually, the probabil-
ity of interaction between matter and ionizing radiations and as a consequence,
the released energy per interaction, decrease as the photon energy increases (as
mentioned in sub-Section 1.3.1). Hence, the results obtained for the total vol-
ume, for the SiO2 and the environment alone are consistent with the theoretical
backgrounds. At variance, the behaviour observed for ZnO unveils its ability to
interact with ionizing radiations is enhanced upon irradiation with 10 keV X-Ray
photons, suggesting the occurrence of an additional process. Indeed, zinc presents
the X-Ray absorption edge for the K transitions at 9.66076 keV. [131,173] Conse-
quently, 10.0 keV X-Ray beam is efficiently absorbed by ZnO NPs, leading to the
ionization of zinc core shells and subsequent generation of photo- and/or Auger
electrons as secondary carries that can afterwards release their energy inside or
close to the ZnO NPs.
Moreover, Figure 5.23e clearly demonstrates that for the lowest X-Ray energies
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Figure 5.22: Number of interactions between the primary and secondary charges
and the total volume (i.e. SiO2, ZnO, and the environment) (a), the SiO2 (b),
the ZnO (c), and the environment alone (d) as a function of the number of ZnO
NPs grown onto the silica support. The data are normalized to the total number
of incident X-Ray photons (Nbevents) and reported for the three energies of the
X-Ray beam.

(3.3 keV), the energy is mainly released inside the SiO2 NP and its contribution
to the overall energy deposition slightly decreases by incrementing the number
of ZnO NPs onto the non-porous nanosystem. On the contrary, for the highest
X-Ray energy (10.0 keV), the energy released in ZnO increases significantly with
the concentration of ZnO and its contribution to the overall energy deposition
dominates when the number of ZnO NPs is higher than 100. These findings fur-
ther validate that the presence of ZnO NPs onto the silica support promotes the
energy deposition through the increase of the nanoscintillator density and atomic
number for all the X-Ray photon energies. It also indicates that the interactions
between ZnO and ionizing radiation with energy of 10.0 keV are mainly due to
the Zn K-edge absorption at 9.66076 keV [131, 173] that leads to an optimized
energy deposition process.
In code B, thousands of nanosystems randomly distributed in the environment
are subjected to X-Ray photons of different energy (3.3 / 6.6 / 10.0 keV), as
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Figure 5.23: a-d) Estimation of the energy deposited in the total volume (i.e.
SiO2 NP, ZnO, and the environment) (a), in SiO2 (b), in ZnO (c), and in the
environment alone (d) as a function of the number of ZnO nanoparticles grown
onto the support. e) Percentage fraction of energy deposited in either SiO2 or
ZnO (Edep i) with respect to the total released energy (Edep tot). The data are
normalized to the total number of incident X-Ray photons (Nbevents) and reported
for the three X-Ray beam energies.
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depicted Figure 5.18c-d. In particular, the nanoscintillators are represented as
following: each SiO2 NP with a diameter of 80 nm, equal to that of the substrate
of ZSnp, is shelled with a 0.4 nm-thick spherical layer of ZnO. The volume of
the shell and therefore its thickness have been calculated to be equivalent to the
total volume of 215 ZnO NPs with 5 nm diameter. Figure 5.24 shows the results
obtained by operating code B. In detail, panels a-c of Figure 5.24 report, for the
three X-Ray beam energies, the spatial distribution of the deposited energy in
the non-porous nanosystems as a function of the radial distance from the centre
of the approximated NPs (r) normalized to their overall radius (rNP ): the short
and long range are displayed in the main panels and in the insets, respectively - a
graphical representation of the considered distances is depicted in Figure 5.18d.

Figure 5.24: a-c) Short (main panel) and long (inset) range spatial distribution of
the energy deposited in the approximated nanosystems upon exposure to X-Ray
photons with energy of 3.3 (a) / 6.6 (b) / 10.0 (c) keV. The data are reported from
the centre of the NPs (r) normalized to their overall radius (rNP ). d-f) Number
of interactions between the primary and secondary carries and the matter (d),
estimation of the energy deposited in specific volumes (e), percentage fraction of
energy deposited (f) in either SiO2, ZnO, or the environment alone (Edep i) with
respect to the total released energy (Edep tot). From (d-f), the data are normalized
to the total number of incident X-Ray photons (Nbevents) and reported for the
three X-Ray beam energies.

These data disclose, in agreement with code A results, that the majority of
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the energy is deposited inside the NP with which the incoming photon interacted
and that both SiO2 and ZnO contribute to the energy release process, regardless
of the X-Ray energy. It is worth noticing that the amount of deposited energy in
the modelled NPs is approximately one order of magnitude smaller upon irradi-
ation with 6.6 keV X-Ray photons compared to irradiations with 3.3 keV or 10
keV ones. This suggests that the interactions between ionizing radiation of 6.6
keV energy and the nanoscintillators are not particularly efficient. Moreover, the
profile of energy deposition in the long range broadens when the X-Ray photons
energy increases. Probably, this observation is related to the fact that more en-
ergetic photons possess higher kinetic energy that allows them to travel longer
distances.
Figures 5.24d,e show the number of interactions (Nbint) between the primary and
secondary particles and the matter and the evaluation of the deposited energy
(Edep) in specific volumes, respectively, both normalized to the total number of
incident X-Ray photons, (Nbevents). Figure 5.24f presents the ratio (multiplied
by a factor of 100) between the energy deposited in either SiO2, ZnO or the en-
vironment alone (Edep i) and in the total volume (Edep tot). The data of Figures
5.24d-f are reported as functions of the X-Ray beam energy. These results, also
consistent with the findings of code A, disclose that the SiO2 contribution to the
number of interactions and to the energy release decreases when increasing the
energy of the ionizing radiation. In addition, these data show that the role of the
environment is negligible and that ZnO effect becomes dominant upon exposure
with ionizing radiation of 10 keV. Possibly, under excitation with 3.3 keV pho-
tons, the energy deposition mostly occurs in SiO2 because of its medium density,
atomic number and large volume compared to those of ZnO. Furthermore, since
the probability of interaction is higher for 3.3 keV photons, the total energy re-
leased in the nanosystem is significant. At variance, upon excitation with 10 keV
photons, the absorption of the ionizing radiation by ZnO NPs is boosted by the
zinc absorption K-edge at 9.66076 keV [131, 173] and by their high density and
atomic number. Therefore, although their size is small with respect to that of
SiO2, ZnO plays a major role in the energy deposition. Lastly, under excitation
with 6.6 keV X-Ray beam, neither the SiO2 or the ZnO probability of interac-
tion with the ionizing radiation is optimized, leading to a significant decrease in
SiO2 role and to a rather weak ZnO contribution to the total energy release. In
accordance with these observations, the total energy released in the nanosystems
largely decreases when increasing the X-Ray energy from 3.3 keV to 6.6 keV and
slightly decreases when increasing the X-Ray energy from 6.6 keV to 10.0 keV.
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This validates that the increment of the ionizing radiation energy reduces the
probability of interaction, yet this effect is limited when using 10 keV X-Ray
photons. Hence, the results of these simulations indicate that the probability of
interaction between non-porous nanoscintillators and ionizing radiation depends
on the processes activated by the high energy radiation in SiO2 and ZnO.

5.4.2 Comparison between computational and experimen-
tal results

To understand the role of locally augmented energy deposition in exciting the
porphyrin in the functionalized nanoscintillators, the results of the RL measure-
ments performed on non-porous nanosystems are compared to the findings of the
computational analysis. In particular, the optical investigation discloses that the
overall RL intensities of non-porous nanoscintillators both before and after the
functionalization with the organic moieties increase coherently with the X-Ray
mean energy (Figure 5.15d-f). Moreover, the Gaussian reconstruction of the RL
spectra, recorded as function of the X-Ray photons mean energy, unveils that
the higher the mean energy of the ionizing radiation, the higher the porphyrin
emission sensitization (Figure 5.17b). At variance, the results of the simulations
reveal that the total released energy and the fraction of energy deposited in SiO2

decrease whereas the amount of energy released in ZnO increases with the X-Ray
beam energy (Figures 5.23 and 5.24e,f).
For the two non-porous functionalized nanosystems and each X-Ray mean beam
energy, Figure 5.25 shows the experimental porphyrin luminescence enhancement
as a function of both the integrated RL intensity of the non-porous nanosystems
before the TCPP adding (bottom axis) and the contribution to energy deposi-
tion of ZnO (top axis). The TCPP emission boosting is estimated as the ratio
between the normalized RL intensities of dye emissions in the functionalized NPs
(Norm IPorphyrin) and that of the TCPP alone (Norm ITCPP alone). The frac-
tion of energy deposited in ZnO is evaluated as the ratio, multiplied by a factor
of 100, between the energy released in ZnO (Edep ZnO) and in the non-porous
nanosystem together with the environment (Edep tot). These data highlight that
the sensitization of the porphyrin luminescence increases with both the ZSnp-A
RL intensity (blue curve) and with the fraction of energy deposited in ZnO (red
curve) as the X-Ray photons mean energy increments. It is worth noticing that,
after the deposition of energy in ZnO, the generated secondary carries can either
thermalize in ZnO, leading to its emission and hence radiative ET, or migrate
towards the TCPP molecules, releasing small amount of energy in their prox-
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Figure 5.25: Normalized RL intensity emitted by the porphyrin in the non-porous
nanosystem (ZSnp-AP-0.1 in a, ZSnp-AP-1 in b) divided by the normalized RL
intensity of the porphyrin alone recorded upon excitation with X-Ray photons of
3.3 keV, 6.6 keV and 10 keV. The data are extracted from Gaussian deconvolutions
of the RL spectra reported in Figure 5.15d-f and normalized to the porphyrin
percentage weight present in the sample. The results are plotted as a function of
both the overall RL intensity recorded for the non-porous ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems
with APTES decoration (ZSnp-A) and the percentage of energy deposited in ZnO
(Edep ZnO) with respect to the total released energy (Edep tot).

imity and directly exciting them. Hence, since the used computational analysis
provides useful information on the energy release but not on the probability of
the subsequent excitation/emission processes in the matter, it is not trivial to
discriminate the contribution of the two mechanisms, namely radiative ET and
locally augmented energy deposition, in activating the porphyrin luminescence.
Anyhow, the comparison between the experimental results and the simulations
clearly demonstrates the crucial role of ZnO in promoting the porphyrin emission
boosting. Indeed, the highest TCPP luminescence enhancement corresponds to
the most intense ZnO luminescence and to the biggest amount of energy release
in ZnO NPs, which occurs upon X-Ray excitation with a mean beam energy of
10.0 keV, due to the zinc absorption K edge at ∼9.67 keV.
These observations validate that the porphyrin emission is mainly activated by
interaction with ZnO NPs while the SiO2 matrix does not significantly contributes
(Figure 5.26), highlighting that, for the two non-porous functionalized nanosys-
tems, the triggering of porphyrin luminescence increases when the fraction of
energy released in SiO2 decreases, unlike ZnO.
In conclusion, this investigation unveils that the synergetic effect of ionizing ra-
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Figure 5.26: Normalized RL intensity emitted by the porphyrin in the non-porous
nanosystem (ZSnp-AP-0.1 in a, ZSnp-AP-1 in b) divided by the normalized RL
intensity of the porphyrin alone recorded upon excitation with X-Ray photons of
3.3 keV, 6.6 keV and 10 keV. The data are extracted from Gaussian deconvolutions
of the RL spectra reported in Figure 5.15d-f and normalized to the porphyrin
percentage weight present in the sample. The results are plotted as a function of
both the percentage fraction of energy deposited in either ZnO (Edep ZnO) or SiO2
(Edep SiO2) with respect to the total released energy (Edep tot) estimated for the
three X-Ray mean beam energies by the computational analysis operating code
B.

diation and proper nano-agent design may be further improved by exploiting the
correlations between the X-Ray photon energy beam and the triggered process in
the matter. Hence, further fundamental studies on the interaction mechanism oc-
curring between the inorganic nanoscintillators and the organic dyes are of great
importance.

5.5 General conclusions

This work on the design, the development and the study of multicomponent
nanosystems for X-PDT evidences that its final optimal properties strongly de-
pend on the physical and chemical properties of the inorganic scintillators as well
as on the spatial distribution and concentration of the organic dyes. Indeed, the
spectroscopic investigation carried out under either light or X-Rays excitation
together with the computational studies discloses that:

• The ZnO defectiveness, and hence luminescence features, are not altered
by the silica substrate porosity. However, the different morphologies of the
two sets of nanosystems lead to discrepancies between their PLE spectra
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and to peculiar RL behaviours upon exposure to X-Ray with 3.3 keV mean
energy.

• APTES moieties are not luminescent and do not affect the energy posi-
tion, spectral shape, and decay time of ZnO emission. Nevertheless, they
introduce novel quenching channels, observed only upon ionizing radiation
excitation.

• The anchoring of TCPP molecules on the ZnO/SiO2 nanosystems is crucial
to promote their interaction, whose underlying mechanisms and efficiency
are affected by the formation of porphyrin aggregates, that in turn depends
on the dye spatial distribution and loading level.

• Under light excitation, in the multicomponent nanosystems, ZnO NPs are
able to trigger the TCPP luminescence only by a radiative energy transfer
with a rather poor efficiency. Diffrently, upon ionizing radiation exposure,
the porphyrin emission is largely enhanced by both the re-absorption mech-
anism and the locally augmented energy deposition.

• In the activation of porphyrin emission, ZnO plays a key role at variance
with SiO2, due to its scintillating properties and close proximity to TCPP
molecules.

In conclusion, the optical properties, hence X-PDT performances, of the mul-
ticomponent nanosystems are strongly correlated to its design. The control
of the spatial arrangement and of the concentration of the organic dye on the
nanoscintillators is pivotal for optimizing the therapeutic effect of the functional-
ized nanostructures. Moreover, the comprehension of the processes triggered by
the X-Ray photons in nanometric particles and their dependences on the material
composition and size as well as on the radiation energy may pave the way for the
engineering of NPs for targeted nanomedicine applications.
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This PhD thesis addresses the investigation of the optical and catalytic properties
of ZnO nanoparticles with different morphologies and functionalization, aiming
at proposing them as agents for oncological treatments activated by ionizing ra-
diation.
Indeed, ZnO nanosystems are of great interest for several applications, that in-
clude catalysis, sensing, opto-electronics, and medicine, due to their unique sur-
face properties, that are also related to their defectiveness. In this frame, a solid
comprehension of the dependence of the ZnO electronic, optical, and scintillation
properties, together with its catalytic activity, on the morphology (size, inter-
faces, growth conditions, surface functionalization) as well as on the external
parameters (the environmental conditions and the excitation energy) is pivotal
for the engineering of ZnO based nanoparticles for therapeutic purposes.
This work includes i) a detailed study of the optical properties and the catalytic
ability to produce cytotoxic species of several ZnO samples with different mor-
phologies and ii) a spectroscopical investigation of the luminescence processes in
multicomponent nanosystems, that feature ZnO nanoparticles and porphyrins,
supported also by numerical Monte Carlo simulations of the energy deposition in
nanosized structures.
First, radioluminescence and photoluminescence techniques are exploited to in-
vestigate four types of nanosized ZnO, with different diameters (5 or 22 nm),
interfaces (isolated or supported onto highly porous silica NPs), and synthesis
procedure (hot injection and sol-gel). In addition, for comparison, a commercial
micrometric powder and an industrial bulk crystal are studied. Notably, the nu-
merical analysis of both the radioluminescence and photoluminescence spectra
unveils the occurrence of one near-UV excitonic peak ∼3.27 eV and four defect-
related visible bands at ∼1.83 eV, ∼2.29 eV, ∼2.68 eV and ∼3.05 eV, that are
identified in all samples. However, the excitation energy, the specimen size, and
growth conditions influence the relative weight, the time dynamics, and the tem-
perature dependences of those spectral components, leading to peculiar colour
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outputs. Moreover, ZnO nanoparticles with different morphology, and hence de-
fectiveness, exhibit peculiar radio-catalytic properties, further corroborating that
the nature and the concentration of points defects influence the efficiency of the
ZnO surface catalysis reactions.
This fundamental study on ZnO nanoparticles highlights the importance of gov-
erning the defect-related properties to fully exploit the potentiality of nanosized
ZnO. Indeed, the possibility of tuning the NPs features by choosing properly the
size, the interfaces, and the growth conditions paves the way for the engineering
of ZnO nanoparticles not only for opto-electronics and medicine applications, but
also in other fields like spintronics and the environment sectors.
Then, the acquired knowledge on the luminescence of ZnO nanoparticles is used
as background to design and develop a multicomponent nanosystem for X-Ray in-
duced photodynamic therapy, realized by functionalizing ZnO/SiO2 nanoparticles
with porphyrins. In particular, the analysis of the optical properties of samples
with different dye concentrations and substrate porosity enables to clearly un-
veil the importance of the design of the multicomponent nano-agent to govern
the interaction between its organic and inorganic components. In these nanosys-
tems, under light excitation, the achieved spatial distribution between the ZnO
nanoparticles and the porphyrin leads to the activation of the dye emission only
through a rather weak re-absorption phenomenon. At variance, the triggering
of the porphyrin luminescence is efficient upon X-Ray exposure thanks to both
radiative energy transfer and, especially, locally augmented energy deposition.
Moreover, in agreement with the experimental results, the computational simula-
tion of non-porous nanosystems, evidences the key role of heavy ZnO nanoparti-
cles in favouring the local release of the ionizing radiation energy and in promoting
the enhancement of the porphyrin emission.
However, additional studies are required to understand the processes that occur
under ionizing radiation excitation in multicomponent nanosized structures and
that drive the interaction between the heavy nanoparticles and the surface lig-
ands. For instance, aiming at the application of nanoparticles in the biomedical
field, future works may include the investigation of the energy release process
in nanometric systems in the biological aqueous environment that mimics the
cellular conditions. The accomplishment of these knowledges may represent a
significant step forward for the development of efficient and reliable nano-agents
for nanomedicine, such as targeted diagnostics and therapies.
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